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Abstract
The addition of fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP) laminates bonded to the tension face of con-
crete members is becoming an attractive solution to the rehabilitation and retrofit of damaged
structural systems. Flexural strength is enhanced with this method but the failure behavior
of the system can become more brittle, often involving delamination of the composite. This
study investigates failure modes including delamination with the use of fiber reinforced plas-
tics to rehabilitate various concrete structures. The focus is on delamination and its causes,
specifically in the presence of existing cracks in the retrofitted concrete system. First, de-
lamination processes in FRP retrofitted concrete sytems are studied through combined ex-
perimental and analytical procedures. The delamination process is observed to initiate in
the concrete substrate with microcracks that coalesce into an unstable macrocrack at failure.
This macroscopic behavior is modeled through a finite element procedure with a smeared
crack approach, which is found to be limited in the ability to represent the stress intensity at
the delamination tip. For this reason it is shown that interfacial fracture mechanics can be
used to describe the bimaterial elasticity and complex stress intensity at the delamination
tip and provide a criterion governing the propagation of delamination using energy methods.
Then, peeling processes occurring at existing cracks in the retrofitted system are studied
through fracture mechanics based experimental and analytical procedures. An experimental
program involving specialized shear notch specimens demonstrates that the location of the
notch and laminate development length are influential on the shear crack peeling process.
A finite element procedure is used to evaluate the crack driving forces applied at the shear
notch crack mouth, and the fracture analysis is extended to evaluate initiation of peeling
at the shear notch scenario. Finally, delamination failures in FRP retrofitted reinforced
concrete beams representing "real-life" retrofit scenarios are investigated. An experimen-
tal and analytical program is conducted to investigate influences on the failure processes.
The application of the fracture based peeling analysis to a quantitative design procedure
is investigated, and a computational design aid to assist the iterative design procedure is
developed.
Thesis Supervisor: Oral Buyukozturk
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Retrofit of Concrete Structures
Infrastructure repair and rehabilitation represents a significant challenge facing the concrete
industry. Repair of concrete deterioration accounts for a large portion of structural rehabil-
itation needs; for example, over 84,000 bridges in the European Union (Nicklisch, 1999) and
42% of all highway bridges in the United States (Cooper, 1991) are considered structurally
deficient. Rehabilitation project costs can range from $500,000 for a smaller bridge to over
$500,000,000 for larger projects such as the East River Crossing in New York (New York City
Department of Transporation, 1991). Upgrading structural load capacity is also a substantial
part of the rehabilitation market; the railway industry has estimated an annual structural
maintenance cost increase from $200M to $500M due to upgrading maximum allowable car
loads from 286,000 pounds to 315,000 pounds (Sharma et al., 1994). Remediation of design
and construction errors, estimated at 80% of all structural repairs (Jungwirth, 1995), had
reached project sizes of over $5,000,000 by 1997 (Thomas, 1998), and seismic retrofit of
columns and joints in earthquake-prone regions is now becoming mainstream. As a com-
bined result of these many structural rehabilitation needs, concrete repair and rehabilitation
has become the industry's growth sector.
In response to the growing need for concrete repair and rehabilitation a large number of
techniques for structural strengthening have been developed. A 1987 study identified eight
popular techniques for strengthening bridges (Klaiber et al., 1987), ranging from external
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prestressing to additional supports to the bonding of external materials. Strengthening
through attachment of external materials has become popular because it is often the most
economical choice. The technique involves the attachment of additional strengthening ma-
terials to the tensile surface of the concrete element, thereby strengthening it through the
addition of another tensile tendon. First uses of this method with concrete infrastructure
were reported in 1967 with the addition of steel plates to increase the capacity of flexural
members (Fleming and King, 1967; Lerchenthal, 1967). This technique became popular in
Europe over the next decade until the early 1980s when fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) mate-
rials were introduced as an attractive substitute for steel (McKenna and Erki, 1994). Since
then, fiber reinforced composite materials have experienced rapid growth in replacing steel
as the choice of materials for retrofitting concrete structures (Karbhari et al., 1997).
1.1.1 Use of FRP to Retrofit Concrete Structures
Advances in the fields of plastics and composites have resulted in the development of high-
strength fiber-reinforced plastics that offer great potential for cost-effective retrofitting of
concrete structures. These materials exploit the advantages of high tensile strength fibers
and are characterized by excellent corrosion resistance, fatigue resistance, low densities, and
high specific stiffness and strengths (Meier, 1992). Fiber reinforced plastics have been used to
retrofit concrete members such as columns, slabs, beams, and girders in structures including
bridges, parking decks, smoke stacks, and buildings. Recently, the use of FRP bonded to
deteriorated, deficient, and damaged reinforced concrete structures has gained popularity in
Europe, Japan, and North America.
1.1.2 Application of FRP Materials for Retrofit of Reinforced
Concrete
Primary benefits of FRP materials for reinforced concrete retrofit include the ease of ap-
plication and the flexibility of the application procedure. The application procedure can
be categorized into several distinct steps. First, prior to strengthening the integrity, condi-
tion, and history of the structure must be evaluated. Any special damage, deterioration, or
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(a) preparation of the concrete (b) application of adhesive to
surface laminate
Figure 1-1: Preparation of materials for lamination
structural conditions must be assessed for consideration of the retrofit design. Following this
assessment, the optimal retrofit system and materials are selected and the retrofit section
is designed. The bonding work starts with preparation of the concrete surface through me-
chanical scaling to remove any weak, deteriorated, and cast-surface concrete, as illustrated
in Figure 1-la. Any defects such as existing cracks can be remedied through techniques such
as epoxy injection and primer is applied to the prepared concrete surface according to man-
ufacturer's specifications if necessary. The retrofitting materials are prepared by thoroughly
cleaning the FRP laminate and applying other conditions such as prestressing. Then, the
adhesive is applied, either to the laminate with pre-impregnated systems (Figure 1-1b) or
directly to the concrete with wet-layup systems. The FRP material is then secured to the
structure, typically through bolting of supporting beams, scaffolding, or vacuum systems,
as shown in Figure 1-2(a). Excess adhesive is removed and curing procedures are applied
per manufacturer's recommendations. After curing and removal of the application materials
(Figure 1-2b), additional finishing such as fireproofing can be applied.
1.1.3 Principles of the Retrofit Technique
Flexural strengthening of concrete members through retrofit is accomplished primarily by
increasing the moment capacity through an additional tension tendon. Strain compatibility is
usually assumed in the elastic sections (ACI Committee 440F, 1998), as shown in Figure 1-3;
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(a) laminate secured to concrete (b) securing removed and laminate
during cure with silverpainting
Figure 1-2: Curing and finish of laminated system
therefore, effective bonding is essential to assure composite action in the system. Theoretical
increases in flexural capacity can be very large (Saadatmanesh and Ehsani, 1990b); however,
limitations can be imposed by ductility requirements and other failure modes.
1.2 History and Development of Reinforced Concrete
Retrofit with FRP Materials
Retrofit of concrete structures by plating was first introduced using steel in 1967 (Fleming
and King, 1967; Lerchenthal, 1967). Research into design of these systems concentrated on
flexural behavior of large scale concrete beams (Irwin, 1975; MacDonald, 1978; Jones et al.,
1982). Design guidelines in the form of charts describing the retrofit ratio with respect to
existing internal ratio for various flexural failure modes were developed (Ladner, 1983). Other
aspects that have been investigated include effects of plate thickness, adhesive thickness, and
lap joint behavior (Swamy et al., 1989; Van Gemert, 1980). Long-term performance has also
been investigated (Calder, 1979; Swamy et al., 1995). Recently, work on issues related to
bonding and plate separation of steel retrofit systems has been conducted (Oehlers, 1992;
Roberts, 1989; Jansze, 1997).
Early work in the use of composite materials for structural applications involved fiber-
glass and concrete (Rubinsky and Rubinsky, 1954). Experimental work incorporating these
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Figure 1-3: Internal forces and strain compatibility of beam strengthened in flexure with
FRP laminate
materials in the retrofit of concrete structures has been reported as early as 1978 in Ger-
many (Wolff and Miessler, 1989). Since 1982, the use of carbon-fiber based FRP materials
has been pioneered in Switzerland at EMPA (Kaiser, 1989); carbon has since become the
material of choice in retrofitting (Meier, 1992). Benefits of carbon FRP over steel plates for
retrofit include corrosion resistance, weight savings, project cost savings, fatigue behavior,
flexible forming, and lack of length restrictions.
Research into the flexural behavior of FRP retrofitted systems demonstrated both the
applicability of strain compatibility analysis as well as the significant potential of this tech-
nique (Saadatmanesh and Ehsani, 1990b; Meier et al., 1992; Deuring, 1993; Inoue et al.,
1996). Additionally, research into the use of FRP systems for increasing shear capacities has
also been conducted (Berset, 1992; Sharif et al., 1994; Chajes et al., 1995b). However, new
failure modes including plate separation, anchorage failures, and shear collapse were shown
to limit the potential gains (Buyukozturk and Hearing, 1998). Many of these failure modes
involved brittle delamination of the retrofitted material from the concrete substrate; due to
the lack of ducility in these failure modes, researchers have called for better understanding of
delamination mechanisms (Saadatmanesh and Ehsani, 1990b; An et al., 1991; Meier, 1992;
Chajes et al., 1994).
Laminated concrete systems have been concluded to be particularly susceptible to delam-
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ination failures (Ritchie et al., 1991). Different delamination failures exist including peeling
from existing concrete cracks, anchorage failures, and failure of the concrete between the lam-
inate and the flexural steel. These complex failure mechanisms have been studied (Kaiser,
1989; Arduini et al., 1997; Hankers, 1997) but effective simplified techniques for analysis
and evaluation of retrofit system designs are not widely available. Additionally, very limited
experimental and prototype experience is available. Furthermore, information on the distin-
guishing characteristics of and interaction between the various debonding failure modes is
available. It has been concluded that that failure criteria for laminated systems need to be
established (Triantafillou et al., 1992; Meier, 1992); thus, the influence of these failure modes
on the performance and integrity of laminated concrete systems must be evaluated before
confident application of FRP laminates for strengthening of concrete structures is possible.
1.3 Research Objectives
The general objective of this study is to develop fundamental criteria governing the failure
behavior of precracked concrete beams strengthened using FRP composite laminates. Lam-
inated beams have been observed to fail through several mechanisms including rupture of
the laminate, crushing of the concrete, shear failure, and brittle fracture through debonding
of the laminate from the concrete. This study will focus on delamination and its causes,
specifically in the presence of existing cracks in the retrofitted concrete system.
1.4 Research Approach
For this research, fracture mechanics based experimental and analytical studies of debonding
failures initiating from the concrete-adherent-laminate interface region will be conducted,
as illustrated in Figure 1-4. A five-phase approach was adopted, starting with a literature
survey and identification of laminate-adherent systems and construction techniques. The
second phase consists of experimental and analytical studies to establish criteria for condi-
tions representing local delamination crack propagation and crack deflection scenarios into
the constituent materials. In the third phase the developed fracture criteria will be used
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concrete/flexural rebar layer
concrete/adhesive interface
Fdelamination
(a) local delamination (b) peeling from shear crack
scenarios
(c) design for delamination
Figure 1-4: Evolutionary research approach
to investigate the effects of existing cracks in the retrofitted beam on the integrity of the
laminated system. Then, the fourth phase will quantify the influence of existing cracks in
the concrete beam on the delamination of the repaired system and the results will be used
to determine the servicability and ultimate strength of the repaired system. Finally, de-
sign guidelines for retrofitting damaged beams using FRP laminates and criteria for their
effectiveness as influenced by delamination will be developed.
1.5 Outline of Thesis
This thesis will be divided into five chapters following this introduction.
Chapter 2 will summarize the state-of-the-art use of FRP materials to retrofit concrete
structures through a literature survey and an investigation into commonly used retrofit
materials, properties, and application procedures.
Chapter 3 reviews mechanics of FRP retrofitted reinforced concrete beams, including failure
modes, servicability of FRP laminated systems, and cyclic and environmental influences.
Previous research concerning delamination is also reviewed.
Chapter 4 presents a preliminary experimental investigation into delamination processes in
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retrofitted members. A small number of large scale specimens are developed and tested, and
laboratory techniques are developed to monitor the delamination processes. Results from
the preliminary investigation are used to develop the experimental program for the rest of
the research.
Chapter 5 describes the investigation into the local fracture processes of delamination.
An experimental program is developed to observe and investigate influences on the local
delamination process at the laminate-concrete-adhesive interface region.
Chapter 6 presents a numerical procedure involving finite element studies conducted to
model the processes observed in the previous experimental program. An analytical proce-
dure is then developed that investigates the application of fracture mechanics concepts to
describe the delamination process, and a fracture-based delamination propagation criteria
is established.
Chapter 7 details the investigation into delamination processes originating at existing shear
cracks in the concrete substrate. First a literature survey is conducted to review previous
approaches to modeling the peeling process from existing cracks. The application of the
fracture model established in the previous chapter to the shear crack scenario is then inves-
tigated through an experimental program. A numerical study using finite elements is then
used to model the peeling process, and an analytical procedure investigates the application
of the fracture model to the peeling process. The delamination stress field, crack path, and
propagation processes of the peeling scenario is established and compared to results of the
experimental program.
Chapter 8 reviews an experimental program conducted to investigate aspects of real-life
retrofit scenarios. A numerical study with finite elements is then conducted to further
investigate the influence of real-life retrofit factors on the laminated system. Finally, an
analytical procedure then futher develops the delamination model and applies it to the real-
life specimens to predict delamination.
Chapter 9 develops the peeling failure criteria established in the earlier chapters into a
design criteria for the retrofit of concrete beams with FRP materials. First a literature survey
reviews existing design procedures and identifies the limitations of current approaches. Then
the peeling criteria is incorporated into a design procedure for evaluation of retrofit design
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with respect to delamination.
Chapter 10 will summarize the thesis and draw conclusions from the work. Areas for future
investigation will also be presented.
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Chapter 2
Use of Fiber Reinforced Plastics to
Retrofit Reinforced Concrete
Strengthening of existing concrete structures by externally bonded plates is gaining popu-
larity worldwide. This chapter reviews the use of fiber reinforced plastic materials to retrofit
reinforced concrete beams. First, a review of the FRP materials used to retrofit reinforced
concrete systems is presented. Then, the mechanical characteristics of FRP composite lam-
inates are examined. Finally, real-world applications of FRP materials are reviewed.
2.1 FRP Retrofitting Materials
A wide variety of FRP materials have been used in concrete strengthening and rehabilition
applications. This section reviews FRP systems and materials available for use in retrofitting
reinforced concrete structures. First, FRP properties including fiber type, matrix resin, and
other constituents are reviewed. Then, adhesives used to apply the FRP to the concrete sub-
strate are reviewed. Finally, manufacturers of systems commercially available are surveyed.
2.1.1 Fiber Reinforced Plastic Laminates
The term "composite" can be applied to any combination of two or more separate materials
sharing an interface between them. In this work, the term "composite" is used to describe a
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(a) carbon (b) E-glass (c) aramid
Figure 2-1: SEM micrographs of common reinforcing fibers, after (Hull and Clyne, 1996)
limited set of materials with a matrix of polymeric material reinforced by continuous fibers.
Composite materials in this work will also be considered only at the macrostructural level;
on this scale, major factors affecting the physical performance of the FRP composite include
fiber properties, orientation, length, shape, and composition as well as properties of the
matrix and the adhesion between the fibers and matrix.
Fiber Types
Continuous fibers such as glass, aramid, and carbon are common reinforcements for com-
mercially available FRP strengthening systems, and are shown in Figure 2-1. Typical fiber
properties are given in Table 2.1. Glass has been the predominant fiber for many civil en-
gineering applications because of economic considerations; however, for retrofitting, other
fibers such as carbon and aramid are often used for their superior strength and modulus
properties. Carbon fibers come in two types, high modulus or high strength, available as
bundles of parallel fibers ("tows"), pre-impregnated sheets ("pre-pregs"), and unidirectional
tow sheets. Aramid fibers have also been used for structural applications, however cost, tem-
perature sensitivity, and durability issues have restricted their use to specialized applications.
Glass Fiber Glass fibers are silica-based glass compounds that can be tailored to create
different grades through the inclusion of metal oxides. Electrical, or E-glass, has excellent
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Table 2.1: Properties of commercial composite reinforcing fibers, after (ACI440R)
Thermal
Diameter Specific Elastic Tensile Ultimate expansion Poisson's
Fiber (microns) gravity modulus (GPa) strength (GPa) strain (10 1OC) ratio
E-glass 10 2.54 72.4 3.45 4.8 5.0 0.20
S-glass 10 2.49 86.9 4.30 5.0 2.9 0.22
T-300 7 1.76 231 3.65 1.4 7-12 -0.2
AS 7 1.77 220 3.1 1.2 7-12 -
t-40 6 1.81 276 5.65 2.0 - -
HSB 7 1.85 344.5 2.34 0.58 - -
Fortafil 3 7 1.80 227 3.80 1.7 -0.1 -
Fortafil 5 7 1.80 345 2.76 0.8 - -
P-555 10 2.0 380 1.90 0.5 -0.9 -
P-100 10 2.16 758 2.41 0.32 -1.6 -
ARAMID 11.9 1.45 131 3.62 2.8 59 0.35
Twaron 12.0 1.45 127 3.6 2.5 59 0.35
electrical insulation characteristics achieved through its chemical composition. Structural,
or S-glass, has higher strength and greater corrosion resistance then electrical glass. Addi-
tional hybrids can be created, such as corrosion resistant glass E-CR. Strength increases and
additional corrosion resistance to extreme chemical attack environments have been achieved
recently by glass fiber manufacturers.
Carbon Fiber Carbon fibers are created using polyacrylonitrile (PAN), pitch, or rayon
fiber recursors. The basic element of the carbon fiber is called a "tow", which is an untwisted
bundle of carbon filaments. Tows are sold by variety in the number of filaments per bundle
and modulus categories: standard or low (230-24OMPa), intermediate (275-345MPa), high
(345-48OMPa), and ultrahigh (480-1400MPa). Carbon fibers are more brittle than glass
or aramid and can provide galvanic corrosion when used in conjunction with metals.
Aramid Fiber Aramid fibers are aromatic polyimide that provide great flexibility and
tensile strength. Aramid fibers are useful in structural evironments subject to high stress
and vibration components, but are more costly than other fibers.
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(a) unidirectional (b) woven (c) random
Figure 2-2: Fiber types based on orientation, after (Hull and Clyne, 1996)
Forms of Fiber Reinforcement
FRP composites can be produced in various types depending on the volume fraction, length,
orientation, and type of fibers in the matrix (Hull and Clyne, 1996; Jang, 1994). The
fibers may be continuous or in short lengths and can be aligned in one or more directions
or randomly distributed in two or three dimensions. A "laminate" is a term used for the
most common form of composite in structural applications. It can be fabricated by stacking
a number of thin layers of unidirectional laminae and consolidating them into the desired
thickness. Maximum strength and stiffness characteristics are achieved in the fiber axis
direction when all the fibers are unidirectional as shown in Figure 2-2(a). This arrangement
is highly anisotropic and is suited for applications where the laminate is subjected to tension
in the fiber direction only. To obtain more orthotropic properties, alternate layers of fibers
may vary between 0 and 900, resulting in less directionality and decreased properties in the
absolute fiber direction. As an alternate to stacking of unidirectional layers, continuous fibers
can be produced using weaving, braiding, and knitting, such as the woven fabric illustrated
in Figure 2-2(b). Another commonly used form of fiber distribution is random orientation
of short fibers as shown in Figure 2-2(c).
Rovings, Tows, and Fabrics Rovings, tows, and fabrics are the most commonly supplied
forms of fiber for infrastructure applications. The braiding process keeps the fibers aligned
prior to resin impregnation.
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Table 2.2: Selected properties for different types of resins, from (Hull and Clyne, 1996)
Matrix Density Young's Poisson's Tensile Failure
p modulus raio strength strain
[Mg/m 3] [GPa] v [GPa] [%]
Epoxy resin 1.1-1.4 3-6 0.38-0.40 0.035-0.1 1-6
Polyesters 1.2-1.5 2.0-4.5 0.37-0.39 0.04-0.09 2
Naylon 1.14 1.4-2.8 0.3 0.06-0.07 40-80
Polypropylene 0.9 1.0-1.4 0.3 0.02-0.04 300
PEEK 1.26-1.32 3.6 0.3 0.17 50
Continuous Strands Continuous strand products are formed by swirling continuous
strands of fiber with a chemical binder that holds the fiber in place. Continuous strands
have higher strength and are used in modeling and pultrusion processes such as the FRP
laminates predominantly used in retrofit of reinforced concrete structures.
Woven Fabrics Woven fabrics are manufactured on looms in a wide variety of weights,
weaves, and widths. Woven fabrics have lower tensile strengths than separate laminates due
to fiber crimping in the weaved geometry; under tensile loading, these fibers straighten out
and cause stress within the matrix system. For this reason, woven fabrics are not widely
used in structural retrofitting.
Resins
The purpose of the resin matrix is to impregate the reinforcing fibers, fix them in place, and
provide a shear path between the fibers to effectively transfer load. Common resin matrixes
can be grouped into classes of epoxy, vinylester, and polyester. Epoxy resins are popular
with concrete FRP retrofitting materials because FRP sheets can be manufactured and
delivered in advanced cure states called "prepregs". Fiber impregnation can be processed
through both thermosetting or thermoplastic polymers. Thermosetting matrix polymers do
not require high temperature or pressure to obtain good fiber wetting, and have become
the material of choice for most structural composite applications. Selected properties for
different types of resins are given in Table 2.2.
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Polyesters Thermosetting polyesters have traditionally been the most popular FRP ma-
trix due to their low cost, ease of handling, and good electrical, mechanical, and chemical
properties. Cure of thermoset polyesters is exothermic as the crosslinking molecules release
heat. Both ambient and elevated cure temperature cure thermosets are available.
Epoxies Epoxy resins are popular in infrastructure projects due to their excellent adhesion
properties to concrete and their toughness. Epoxies are more expensive than polyesters, but
generally offer less shrinkage and higher strength and stiffness properties. Other advantages
include excellent corrosion resistance and adaptability to most composite manufacturing pro-
cesses.
To date, carbon fiber pre-impregnated with epoxy matrix based FRP laminates are
the most popular choice of concrete FRP retrofitting materials. These are characterized
by excellent corrosion resistance, excellent resistance to fatigue, high specific stiffness and
strength, and low thermal coefficient of expansion, as well as ease of application. The
most common form of fiber-reinforced composites used in structural applications are called
"laminates". Laminates are made by stacking a number of thin layers of fibers and matrix and
consolidating them into desired thicknesses. Both manufacturers and research laboratories
are making rapid improvements in the mechanical properties and production costs of carbon
fiber laminates. Figure 2-3 shows carbon fiber prices should reach $5 per pound by the turn
of the century.
2.1.2 Adhesives
The purpose of the adhesive is to provide a shear load path between the concrete surface
and the reinforcing laminate. Adhesives are usually recommended by the systems manufac-
turer for use with the FRP laminate from the general classes of epoxy, vinylester, polyester,
urethane, and other materials. Selection is based on issues including compatibility and bond
strength to the substrate, and resistance to environmental effects such as moisture, salt
water, and temperature fluctuations. Commonly used adhesives are high-modulus, high-
strength structural epoxy pastes that conform to industry standards such as ASTM C-881
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Standard Specification for Epoxy-Resin-Base Bonding Systems for Concrete, and AASHTO
M-235 Epoxy Resin Adhesives.
Raw materials used in most epoxy adhesives are low-molecular-weight organic liquid
resins containing epoxide groups (ACI Committee 440R, 1996). The epoxide group consists
of rings of one oxygen atom and two carbon atoms. The most common base material used
to produce epoxy resin is diglycidyl ether or bispheno-A (DGEBA), which contains two
epoxide groups, one at each end of the molecule. Other materials that can be mixed with
the starting liquid include dilutents to reduce viscosity and flexibilizers to improve impact
strength of the cured epoxy adhesive.
Cross-linking of the epoxy is initiated by use of a hardener or reactive curing agent. A
wide variety of agents are available, including diethylenetriamine (DETA). As the reaction
of the hardener and the base molecules occur, DGEBA molecules cross-link with each other
and a network is formed, creating the solid cured matrix of epoxy adhesive. Through this
process, good adhesion with the substrate is achieved through mechanical interlocking, par-
ticularly with porous and rough substrates such as concrete. Curing time and increased
temperature required to complete cross-linking depend on the type and amount of hard-
ener used. Some hardeners will work at room temperature; however, most hardeners require
elevated temperatures to cure.
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Epoxy adhesives provide the following general performance characteristics:
e A range of mechanical and physical properties can be obtained through diversity of
input materials,
o Volatile compounds are not emitted during curing and processing,
o Low shrinkage during cure,
o Excellent resistance to chemicals and solvents, and
o Good adhesion to a number of fillers, fibers, and substrates, including concrete.
Figure 2-4 shows the effects of various epoxy matrix formulations on the stress-strain re-
sponse of the matrix (Schwartz, 1997). There are some drawbacks associated with the use
of epoxy adhesives:
o Costs are generally higher than for polyester or vinylester adhesives,
o Epoxies must be carefully processed to maintain moisture resistance,
o Curing times can be lengthy, and
o Some hardeners can require special precautions in handling, and resin and some hard-
eners can cause skin sensitivity reactions in production operations.
2.1.3 Manufacturers
The growing Unites States retrofit market is currently dominated by a limited number of
manufacturers and contractors. Fyfe Co. LLC is the inventor and manufacturer of the Tyfo
carbon fiber system, and also provides preliminary engineering and budgeting information.
MasterBuilders, Inc. manufactures the MBrace composite strengthening system, which is
available with high strength carbon, high modulus carbon, and E-Glass fibers. Sika Corpo-
ration manufactures the CarboDur system, a pultruded carbon fiber laminate designed for
strengthening concrete, timber, and masonry structures. Hexcel Corporation is a materials
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Figure 2-4: Stress-strain diagram for three epoxy materials, after (Schwartz, 1996)
manufacturer that has formed a global alliance with Sika Corporation to develop and mar-
ket the CarboDur carbon fiber composite strengthening system. A brief review of additional
manufacturers can be organized by geographic location (ACI Committee 440R, 1996).
North America In North America, production of composites has generally been limited
to FRP reinforcing bars for concrete. Nine companies are involved in this area, including
Autocon Composites, Corrosion Proof Products, Creative Pultrusions, International Grat-
ing, Marshall Industries Composites, Marshall-Vega Corporation, Polystructures, Polygon,
and Pultrall. Current producers offer a pultruded FRP bar made of E-glass with choice of
thermoset resin.
Japan Japanese corporations provide a wide range of configurations including smooth
bars and plates, deformed bars, tapes, meshes, nets, and webs. CFCC is a stranded cable
produced by Tokyo Rope, a manufacturer of prestressing steel tendons. Leadline is a type
of carbon FRP prestressing bar produced by Mitsubishi Chemical with their Dialead fiber
material. FiBRA is an aramid material developed by Mitsubishi Construction consisting of
braided epoxy-impregnated strands. NEFMAC is a 2D grid-type reinforcement consisting
of glass and carbon fibers impregnated with resin developed by Shimizu Corporation. A
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fabric made of fiber rovings impregnated with epoxy was developed by Kajima Corporation
and has been widely used as reinforcement and post-strengthening.
Europe In addition to the products mentioned above, other materials are available in Eu-
rope as well. Arapee consists of aramid fibers embedded in an epoxy resin made by Akzo
Nobel and Dutch contractor HBG. Parafil is a parallel-lay rope manufactured in the U.K. by
ICI Linear Composites Ltd used for external prestressing. BRI-TEN is a generic FRP com-
posite material manufactured by British Ropes Ltd., which can be made of aramid, carbon,
or E-glass fibers depending on the intended use. JONC J.T. is an FRP cable produced by
the French textile manufacturer Cousin Freres S.A. consisting of resin-impregnated parallel
carbon or glass fibers. SPIFLEX is a pultruded FRP product of Bay Mills (France) which
can be made using aramid, carbon, and E-glass which can be obtained in any cross section
shape.
2.2 Mechanical Characteristics of FRP Composite Lam-
inates
Fiber reinforced plastics can combine strength and stiffness properties that are either compa-
rable to or superior to many traditional construction materials. In addition, fatigue strength
and fatigue damage of many composites are also superior, and often FRP materials do not
exhibit creep deformation. Glass, aramid, and boron fibers can exhibit failure by stress rup-
ture, which is defined as failure under sustained load, while carbon fibers are relatively less
prone to stress rupture failure. Typical mechanical properties of unidirectional continuous-
fiber composites are given in Table 2.3.
2.2.1 Elastic Modulus
Fiber reinforced plastic composites show various degrees of anisotropy depending on the
orientation of fibers. The tensile strength and modulus of a unidirectional fiber reinforced
laminate are maximum when measured in the fiber axis direction as shown in Figure 2-5(a).
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Table 2.3: Typical mechanical properties of unidirectional laminates, from (Schwartz, 1997)
Property Boron-Epoxy HS Carbon- HM Carbon- Aramid- E Glass-
epoxy epoxy epoxy epoxy
Specific gravity 1.99 1.54 1.63 1.38 1.80
Fiber-axis strength [MPa] 1585 1448 827 1379 1130
Transverse strength [MPa] 63 62 86 28 96
Fiber-axis modulus [GPa] 207 128 207 76 39
Transverse modulus [GPa] 19 9 14 5.5 5
Shear strength [MPa] 131 60 72 60 83
Shear modulus [MPa] 6.4 5.7 5.9 2.1 4.8
The elastic modulus of the composite in the longitudinal direction is given by
Ec- = Vf Ef + (1 - Vf)Em (2.1)
where Vf is the fiber volume fraction, and Ef and Em are the elastic modulus of the fiber
and the matrix, respectively. Loading in the transverse direction is shown in Figure 2-5(b)
where the elastic modulus is given by
{E m(1 - f)+Em
-1
(2.2)
2.2.2 Strength
The application of an arbitrary stress tensor to a unidirectional laminate can lead to failure
through one or more basic failure processes. The three most common types are due to
1. tension in the fiber direction,
2. tension in the transverse direction, and
3. shear in the fiber direction.
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Figure 2-5: Laminate stiffness as a function of loading direction and fiber volume fraction
Large tensile stresses parallel to the fibers lead to fiber and matrix fracture along a fracture
path normal to the fiber direction. The strength of the laminate in this direction is given by
olu = Vfufu + (1 - Vf)umfu (2.3)
where orfu is the fiber strength, and omfu is the matrix stress at fiber failure. The laminate
strength in the transverse direction is given by
utu = -mu 1-2 -- (2.4)
where o-mu is the tensile strength of the matrix.
2.2.3 Energy Absorption
For structural metals and quasi-brittle materials such as concrete, fracture processes, plastic
deformation, and yielding can be extensive. Most FRP composites, however, are linear elastic
in their tensile stress-strain characteristics. The heterogeneous nature of these materials
provide only small energy-dissipation mechanisms on a microscopic scale (Jang, 1994). These
mechanisms include matrix deformation and microcracking, fiber deformation and rupture,
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Figure 2-6: S-N curves of fatigue performance of unidirectional FRP composites, after (Hull
and Clyne, 1996)
interfacial debonding, and fiber pull-out. Depending on the type and severity of external
loads, these microfailure processes can allow composites to exhibit a gradual deterioration
under continuous loading; however, the typical failure mode of the FRP materials are usually
brittle and catastrophic.
2.2.4 Fatigue Resistance
Similar to metals, characterization of fatigue in composites can be considered through either
total life (S-N curves) or defect tolerant (fracture mechanics) approach. Figure 2-6 shows
an S-N plot of the fatigue performance of long-fiber reinforced laminates loaded in the fiber
axis direction (Hull and Clyne, 1996). It is shown that composites reinforced with stiff fibers
such as boron and carbon exhibit excellent fatigue resistance. The dominant mechanism
promoting such high fatigue resistance is the fiber bridging across matrix cracks, reducing
the stress intensity at the crack tip. Low fatigue performance of glass fibers is attributed to
lower stiffness of fibers, which results in a reduced stress transfer and exposure of the matrix
to larger stresses and strains.
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2.3 Retrofit of Concrete Structures
Concrete structures can require retrofitting and post-strengthening for a variety of reasons.
Increased structural capacities are often necessary as loading requirements frequently change
during the lifetime of many structures. Supports and other elements of the structural system
can be altered or removed, causing a redistribution of forces and a need for additional
reinforcement. Degredation from damage and environmental forces can also create the need
for improvements in structural integrity. Finally, errors in design or manufacturing can also
be remedied through structural retrofit or post-strengthening.
Since the 1980s, FRP composites have been used for strengthening and repair of various
structural elements in numerous experimental, demonstrational, and field projects. Early
research and applications in this area were concentrated in Japan, Switzerland, and Germany.
Encouraging results obtained from experimental and pilot field applications in these countries
pioneered the development of commercial retrofitting applications. Since the beginning of
the 1990s, it has been estimated that over 1500 structures worldwide had been strengthened
through FRP laminate retrofit by 1998 (Bassett, 1998). Notable projects in this history can
be grouped by type of structure retrofitted.
2.3.1 Bridges
The method of flexural and shear strengthening by bonding steel plates developed in the
1970s had become widespread by the early 1980s. However, problems encountered due
to corrosion of the bonded steel plates raised concerns about the safety and durability of
structures strengthened by steel plates and initiated research for alternative and more durable
materials and methods. In Switzerland, studies at the Swiss Federal Materials Testing
and Research Laboratory (EMPA) concentrated on the use of CFRP for strengthening of
beams, and in Germany the Technical University of Braunschweig concentrated on the use
of GFRP for retrofitting beams and one-way slabs. One of the first field applications of
FRP strengthening in Europe was performed in 1991 on the Ibach Bridge, a concrete box
girder in Lucerne, Switzerland, shown in Figure 2-7a (EMPA, 1994). A 39-meter span with
an accidentally damaged prestressing tendon was strengthened using 2-mm thick and 150-
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(b) Under the bridge, repair at(a) Roadway bridge night
Figure 2-7: Repair of roadway bridge with damaged prestressing tendon (Meier, 1992)
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Figure 2-8: Bridge retrofit to reduce steel tendon stresses (Rostasy et al. 1992)
mm wide CFRP laminates; a mobile platform was used at night to restore the integrity
of the bridge, as shown in Figure 2-7b. Glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP) was used to
retrofit the Kattenbusch Roadway Bridge in Germany to reduce the steel stresses in the
tendon couplers, illustrated in Figure 2-8 (Rostasy et al., 1992). After the early 1990s,
applications of retrofitting with FRP composites increased significantly, including GFRP
tow sheets used on the Hata Bridge in Japan to increase the transverse bending capacity, as
shown in Figure 2-9 (Nanni, 1995) and carbon tow sheets used on the Foulk Road Bridge in
Delaware to restrain transverse cracking in the prestressed box beams, shown in Figure 2-10
(Finch et al., 1994).
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Figure 2-9: Roadway bridge strengthened with GFRP (Nanni, 1995)
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Figure 2-10: Repair of prestressed box beam bridge girders using tow sheets (Finch et. al.
1994)
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2.3.2 Columns and Seismic Retrofit
Japan, located in a region of high seismic activity, put earlier and more emphasis on
retrofitting with FRP composites. In 1984, while the Japan Concrete Engineering Society
was recommending the use of reinforced concrete and steel jackets for retrofitting appli-
cations in their newly published "Earthquake Retrofitting of Existing Reinforced Concrete
Structures," the first repair application using composites was being performed by repairing
cracks in railway bridge piers with carbon fiber sheets (Ballinger, 1997; Fukuyama et al.,
1997). Collaborative efforts of the Japan Highway Public Cooperation and the Carbon
Fiber Retrofitting System (CRS) study group, which included several private corporations,
initiated the progressive development of seismic retrofitting methods for columns in 1985,
chimneys in 1986, and for bridge columns in 1989 (Kobatake, 1998), illustrated in Figure 2-
11. After 1990, applications of retrofitting with FRP composites increased significantly, and
by the end of 1996 more than 450 projects had been completed involving seismic retrofitting
of bridges, buildings, tunnels, stacks and other structures.
In the United States and Canada, research and applications of strengthening with FRP
composites lagged almost a decade behind Japan and Europe. Research and applications
on the West coast concentrated primarily on seismic retrofitting of columns due to the large
number of earthquake prone bridges in that area with substandard columns in urgent need
of seismic retrofitting (Wipf et al., 1997). The California Department of Transporation
(CALTRANS) placed confining jackets around bridge columns using fiberglass mat with ex-
pansive grout injected beneath the mat to assure contact with the original concrete (ACI
Committee 440R, 1996). By 1994, more than fifteen projects and 200 columns were com-
pleted in California and several other states (Fyfe, 1994), including the Nevada Department
of Transportation, which wrapped highway bridge columns with a proprietary TYFO wrap-
ping system. Also under development are automated robotic column wrapping systems, as
shown in Figure 2-12.
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Figure 2-11: FRP Retrofit wrapping of columns (Neale and Labossiere, 1998)
Figure 2-12: Automated column wrapping system (TYFO, 1998)
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(a) beam (b) slab
Figure 2-13: Use of FRP to retrofit building slab and beam members (Neale and Labossiere,
1998)
2.3.3 Buildings
Components in buildings have been retrofitted using FRP materials, including a slab strength-
ened for increased loads in South Carolina using Fyfe and Hexcel materials (Bassett, 1998).
Beams and girders have also been strengthened using FRP materials, including a parking
garage in Braintree, Massachusetts, which was strengthened using carbon fiber laminate
strips, and a girder in Alberta, Canada strengthened in shear using Mitsubishi's Replark
system (Bassett, 1998).
2.3.4 Walls
Fiber composite fabrics can be epoxy-bonded to the surfaces of masonry or concrete walls
to increase the strength of those elements, as illustrated in Figure 2-14. This technique was
used in 1994 to repair damage caused by the Northridge earthquake to an exterior wall of a
one-story building (Ehsani, 1995). The wall consisted of wide unreinforced masonry blocks
and was retrofitted with thin sheets of composite fabric applied to both the interior and
exterior faces.
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Figure 2-14: FRP retrofit of walls (Structural Preservation Systems, 1998)
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2.4 Summary
This chapter has demonstrated that although many applications of strengthening with FRP
laminates can be seen in practice, much is still unknown about these systems. It was shown
that a wide variety of materials are available in the field; glass, carbon, and aramid fibers
are among the most common fibers used with epoxy resins to create the FRP material.
Epoxy adhesives were shown to be the most popular of adhesive choices in the retrofit
community. The properties of the material were shown to be dependent on many factors
including constituent properties, fiber orientation, and curing behavior. Applications in real-
life retrofitted structures were reviewed, and it was shown that a wide variety of structures
and members have been retrofitted around the world with many types of FRP systems.
The next chapter will investigate the behavior of these systems with the existing concrete
structure in more detail.
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Chapter 3
Mechanics of FRP Retrofitted
Reinforced Concrete Beams
This chapter reviews the behavior of FRP retrofitted reinforced concrete systems at the
ultimate limit state, which is a term used in EuroCode 2 (EC2) to describe the state beyond
which a structure no longer satisfies the design performance requirements. Researchers have
observed traditional reinforced concrete failures as well as new types of laminated system
failures involving debonding of concrete layers and delamination of the FRP, as illustrated in
Figure 3-1. These failure modes are reviewed with equations governing their behavior. Then,
servicability issues in FRP laminated reinforced concrete systems are discussed. Finally,
environmental and cyclic concerns with laminated concrete systems are reviewed.
3.1 Failure Mechanisms
In this section failure mechanics in FRP laminated reinforced concrete beams are reviewed.
Flexural failures are reviewed first, including both laminate rupture and concrete crushing
modes. Then, shear failures are examined, including new types of shear failures observed in
plated structures. Finally, debonding failures involving separation of the retrofitted laminate
from the concrete substrate are examined.
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Figure 3-1: Failure modes in FRP retrofitted concrete beams
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(a) Laminate tensile failure (EMPA, 1994) (b) Compression failure (Vichit-Vadakan,1997)
Figure 3-2: Flexural failures
3.1.1 Flexural Failures
Laminated beams have been observed to fail in flexural failures similar to traditional rein-
forced concrete systems. Ultimate failures of retrofitted beams include either tension rupture
of the FRP laminate or compression failure in the concrete, as shown in Figure 3-2. To assure
adequate ductility, it has been recommended that failure of these systems should occur with
yielding of the steel and ultimately rupture of the laminate (Figure 3-2a) before compression
failure (Figure 3-2b) (Meier and Kaiser, 1991).
Many researchers have investigated flexural failures of retrofitted systems and have ob-
tained a variety of strength increases. Typically, the strength increase percentage reported
is the ratio of the ultimate retrofitted load to the yielding load of the unretrofitted system.
Early experimental studies showed that strengths of under-reinforced concrete beams can
be increased up to values of 42% and 96% while maintaining failure modes of rupture of
the retrofitted FRP plate (Jones et al., 1982). However, beams retrofitted with CFRP were
found to be able to increase load capacities only up to 22% while failing in tension, as shown
in Figure 3-3(a) (Meier and Kaiser, 1991). Load increases up to 26% were also observed with
rupture failures in fiberglass FRP retrofitted reinforced concrete beams (Sharif et al., 1994).
During durability tests, strength increases up to 56% were observed in small-scale beams
with flexural failures in both carbon and glass retrofitted systems (Chajes et al., 1995a).
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Other research programs have reported concrete crushing failures in beams with increased
yield loads of only 33% (Saadatmanesh and Ehsani, 1990a). Thus, the flexural failure mode
of the system can vary depending on many factors of the retrofit scenario.
Recently, the American Concrete Institute (ACI) has established Committee 440F to
develop guidelines for the use of fiber reinforced plastics in retrofitting concrete structures.
The report from this committee, AC1440F, proclaims that flexural behavior of retrofitted
systems can be analyzed with the following assumptions
" the FRP sheet has a linear, elastic stress-strain relationship to failure,
* strain compatibility and equilibrium,
" maximum concrete strain of 0.003,
" tensile strength of concrete should be ignored
The resisting moment of the beam depends on the flexural failure mode, which is governed by
and limited to the load-level resistance at concrete crushing or FRP rupture. Stresses in each
material are calculated based on strain compatibility, force equilibrium, and the governing
failure mode. The strain in the retrofitted FRP sheet has been shown to exhibit three
distinct stages of beam behavior corresponding to uncracked section of the beam, cracked
section with elastic steel, and finally the section with plastic steel ending with FRP tension
failure, shown in Figure 3-3(b) (Meier and Kaiser, 1991). Thus, flexural behavior is largely
governed by the amount of retrofitted laminate relative to the amount of existing steel and
beam dimensions. Many researchers have presented analyses of the flexural behavior of these
systems (Malek et al., 1998; Ziraba et al., 1994; Kelley et al., 2000); a compilation of these
analyses is presented here.
Balanced Plate Ratio for Steel Yielding
The behavior of the system under flexure depends on the retrofit ratio. The retrofit ratio
governs first whether the flexural steel will yield before crushing of the concrete. This
balanced ratio is given by
0.85f'Bi - psfy
= (Cuh d) E (3.1)
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where u = , E, is the ultimate strain in the concrete (0.003), E, is the yield strain in
the steel reinforcement, E is the modulus of the laminate, fy is the yield stress of the steel
reinforcement, f' is the compressive strength of the concrete, and #1 is the rectangular stress
block paramter defined in the ACI code. Furthermore,
A,
A1 bd
As
PS bd
(3.2)
(3.3)
where A, and A, are the cross sectional areas of the laminate and steel reinforcement, re-
spectively, and b and d are the width and the depth of the concrete cross section.
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Compression Crushing of Concrete, No Steel Yielding
If p > P1,b the maximum bending moment is
b f = 0.7225 ( - 0.425 )
where the neutral axis ratio is given by
C
di
- 0.003 ( (d
C
d )f s (r1)
-q + q2 +0.00867 (Ep + Esps)f
1.445f;
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)q = E1(0.003)p + 0.003Esp,
Balanced Plate Ratio for FRP Rupture
If pA < p,ob, the failure of the strengthened beam may result from crushing of concrete or
rupture of the plate. The balanced retrofit ratio that would result in these failure modes
simultaneously is given by
(3.7)0.-8 5f c3 -7-pfyP1,bb d PS -fi
where 3 = 'u, f, and el is the rupture stress and strain of the plate.
Rupture of FRP Plate, Steel Yielding
If p < PI,bb failure is caused by rupture of the plate and the maximum bending moment is
bd2f
fy PSfyC, (1 (3.8)
where g is the distance from the centroid of the concrete stress distribution to the top fiber.
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Figure 3-4: Influence of the FRP and steel reinforcement on the flexural failure mechanism
(after Plevris, 1991)
Crushing of Concrete, Steel Yielding
If pA > p1,bb failure is caused by yielding of the steel followed by compression of the concrete;
the maximum bending moment is given by
MU c h c) _ ys(hS= 0.t7225- - - 0.425y i e ld (3.9)
These various failure modes can be plotted with respect to the ultimate failure moment
and retrofit ratio in failure diagrams, as shown in Figure 3-4 (Plevris, 1991). From this type
of diagram it is shown that the beneficial effect of the FRP sheet is more pronounced for
smaller ratios of existing steel reinforcement. These types of failure diagrams can be used for
selection of type and retrofitting ratio of FRP sheets needed to upgrade existing structural
components.
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Figure 3-5: Shear failure (Vichit-Vadakan, 1997)
3.1.2 Shear Failures
Shear failures in laminated systems can occur when the retrofit system does not have the
shear capacity to support the upgraded load capacity, as shown in Figure 3-5. Shear failures
are typically brittle and should be avoided as the failure mode of the retrofitted system
(ACI Committee 440F, 1998). Many types of failures have been attributed to shear such as
peeling due to shear force at the plate end; in this section we consider only whole sectional
shear failure observed in reinforced concrete members (Figure 3-1c). Within these terms
a variety of shear failures can still exist. Traditional shear failures similar to unretrofitted
reinforced concrete shear behavior have been observed by researchers; these have been called
flexural-shear failure and diagonal tension failure. Reports of flexural-shear failures in plated
members date back to 1967 (l'Hermite and Bressou, 1967), as well as in other large-scale
research projects (Van Gemert, 1980; Taljsten, 1994). More recently, traditional shear fail-
ures observed in research programs involving FRP retrofit have been described as "diagonal
tension" (Sharif et al., 1994), and "concrete shear failure" (Chajes et al., 1995a).
Shear failures have also been attributed to the presence of the retrofitted plate; these
types of failures have been labeled plate-end shear. Failures must be distinguished between
those that appear to originate at the end of the plate and propagate into debonding-type
failures (below) versus shear failure of the section (Figure 3-5). Plate-end shear was clearly
defined and studied in-depth with steel plated reinforced concrete beams (Jansze, 1997).
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Other research programs have reported failures similar to plate-end shear as "concrete shear
failure" (Arduini et al., 1994) and "shear concrete at the end of the sheets" (Arduini et al.,
1997). Thus, terminology can vary between research programs concerning shear failures.
It has been suggested that the shear capacity of FRP strengthened concrete beams does
not change significantly from those for the unretrofit beams (Plevris et al., 1995). Traditional
analytical techniques have been presented based on conventional reinforced concrete shear
theory (Ziraba et al., 1994)
V = ( f+100p )bd + AfYd (3.10)
This analysis does not consider the plate-end shear problem described above (Jansze, 1997),
which could become an issue in shear critical members with significant unplated span lengths.
Recently, many shear strengthening configurations have been proposed to increase the
shear capacity of the beam through FRP retrofit. Multiple options exist for shear strength-
ening beams, as shown in Figure 3-6, including laminate bonding to the sides of the beam,
U-jacketing around the bottom, and total wrapping enclosure of the beam through holes
drilled in the slab flange. The shear system can be in the form of continuous sheet or
strips with spacing. Fibers can be oriented either perpendicular to the axis of the beam
or perpendicular to the potential shear cracks, or a combination of orientations. Sufficient
development length must be provided to assure anchorage of the shear reinforcement.
3.1.3 Debonding
The term "debonding" can be used to describe a wide variety of failures associated with
separation of the retrofitted plate from the concrete substrate. Debonding failures are often
brittle and can occur with little or no visible warnings, and can occur at loads significantly
lower than the flexural or shear strength of the retrofit system. Debonding failures are charac-
terized by propagation of the failure process parallel to the plane of the laminate, while other
failures such as shear and flexure propagate perpendicular to this plane. Commonly reported
debonding failures include failure of the concrete layer between the FRP and flexural steel
(Figure 3-7a), and delamination or "peeling" of the FRP from the concrete (Figure 3-7b).
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(a) bonded surface configu-
rations
(i) wrapped (ii) sides
(b) FRP reinforcement dis-
tributions
(i) continuous (ii) strips
(c) fiber orientations
(i) 900 (ii) 450
Figure 3-6: FRP shear reinforcement configurations, after (Khalifa et al., 1998)
These debonding failures have been reported by a number of research teams (Saadatmanesh
and Ehsani, 1989; Ritchie et al., 1991; Sharif et al., 1994), and the laminate-concrete inter-
face region has been concluded to be susceptible to relative vertical displacements of shear
cracks in the concrete beam (Meier, 1992). Delamination in actual rehabilitated structures
has been reported, shown in Figure 3-8 (Karbhari et al., 1997; Buyukozturk, 1995), as well
as in research programs involving slabs, beams, joints, and columns (Meier, 1992; Chajes
et al., 1994; Arduini et al., 1997).
Basis of Adhesion Adhesion is defined as the attraction between two substances; in FRP
retrofitted concrete it is an essential requirement at the concrete/epoxy and epoxy/laminate
interfaces. Four generic mechanisms of adhesion have been identified in the consideration of
bonding including mechanical interlocking, diffusion theory, electronic theory, and absorption
theory (Orowan, 1970). In the bonding of FRP retrofit systems to concrete substrates,
mechanical interlocking is the dominant mechanism. Mechanical interlocking assumes that
the major source of intrinsic adhesion is the interlocking of the resin into the irregularities of
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(a) Debond at rebar layer (b) Shear crack peeling
Figure 3-7: Debonding mechanisms of retrofit beams (Vichit-Vadakan, 1997)
Figure 3-8: Peeling in actual structures, after (Karbhari, 1997)
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the concrete surface. Rougher surface topography, created through surface abrasion, creates a
structural morphology that allows the resin to penetrate into the irregularities of the concrete
surface. It has been shown that increased adhesion can be caused by inducing fracture
surfaces along tortuous paths caused by irregularities (Packham, 1983; Vichit-Vadakan, 1997;
Morin, 1997).
Causes of Delamination Delamination can be caused by a number of reasons including
differential displacements of cracks in the concrete, imperfect bonding between the composite
and the concrete, cyclic loading induced debonding, environmental degradation, and other
application and design specific flaws. Environmental concerns include issues attributable
to the anisotropy of the FRP material and the sensitivity of thermosetting resin systems
to moisture uptake and plasticization (Karbhari et al., 1997). Among these causes, peeling
initiating from existing cracks or the end of the laminate has been concluded to be highly
influential in retrofitted beam members (Meier, 1992). Also, ease of vandalization has raised
concerns regarding the susceptibility and integrity of retrofitted structures. Furthermore,
the presence of flaws can lead to further degradation and deterioration by a combination of
environmental and mechanical processes.
Delamination Microprocesses
Mechanical delamination processes such as peeling from existing cracks or the end of the
laminate are caused by local stress intensities in the concrete beam-adhesive-laminate in-
terfacial region, as illustrated in Figure 3-9(a) (Hankers, 1997; Tiljsten, 1997). Thus, the
delamination scenario involves mixed mode loading as both these scenarios can be subjected
to shear and moment forces. The stress intensities can initiate microcracking in the system
at early load levels. Microcracks can form in any of the constiuent materials or their in-
tefaces, such as the laminate/adhesive interface, the adhesive/concrete interface, or at the
concrete/flexural steel layer, as shown in Figure 3-9(b). Upon further loading these micro-
cracks propagate and coalesce, ultimately forming macrocracks that can result in system
failure. This bonding damage has been discretized into three stages of prepeak behavior,
microcracking, and macrocracking, as shown in Figure 3-10 (Hankers, 1997).
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(a) after (Hankers, 1997; Tiljsten, 1997)
concrete substrate
conrte/adhesive interface
(b) Possible microcrack
locations
Figure 3-9: Local stress intensities and microcrack initiation scenarios
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Figure 3-10: Damage model of bond stress-slip failure, after (Hankers, 1995)
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Figure 3-11: Bonding zones and antimetric bond stress peaks in retrofitted flexural members
(After Neubauer and Rostasy, 1997)
To clarify different modes of debonding failures, bonding mechanisms of plate strength-
ened reinforced concrete beams have been distinguished into three types of mezzo-level
bonding action (Neubauer and Rostasy, 1997), as illustrated in Figure 3-11. The first zone
corresponds to anchorage bonding at the end of the plate, the second zone describes regions
of mixed shear force and moderate bending, and the last zone is used to describe regions of
primarily high bending moments with low shear forces. A complication with distinguishing
these zones is that often ultimate debonding failures appear to involve multiple debonding
mechanisms and can occur extremely fast in systems with low ductility. Many experimental
programs reporting debonding failures in the literature do not have provisions for detecting
the exact origin, propagation, and secondary mechanisms involved with debonding processes.
Thus, there is a need for improved experimental techniques for monitoring debonding fail-
ures.
Zone I: Anchorage Bonding Within the zone of anchorage bonding, the plate receives
its share of the tensile force through high bond stresses in the adhesive line, as shown in
Figure 3-12. These stresses can initiate debonding from the end of the plate, which propagate
parallel to the plane of the laminate, typically near the adhesive concrete interface or along
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MFigure 3-12: Zone I: Anchorage of plate end (after Neubauer and Rostasy, 1997)
Figure 3-13: High speed video clips of plate end zone failures, after (Hankers, 1995)
the flexural rebar layer. Anchorage debonding failures from the end of FRP plates were first
reported in 1989 (Kaiser, 1989), and in structures retrofitted with steel in 1989 (Oehlers
and Morgan, 1990). Anchorage debonding was the failure mode for beams retrofitted with
GFRP, even after external clamps were added in the anchorage zone (Saadatmanesh and
Ehsani, 1990b). Anchorage failures were also observed in retrofitted concrete beams made
with steel-fiber reinforced concrete (Arduini et al., 1994), and anchorage failures at the
flexural rebar layer were also reported (Zhang et al., 1995). Anchorage failures were also
the primary mode of failure in a study involving many different retrofit scenarios (Arduini
et al., 1997). A major study of anchorage failures was conducted where a high speed camera
captured frames of the anchorage failure process, as shown in Figure 3-13 (Holzenkdmpfer,
1997). Recently, larger numbers of reports of anchorage failures are emerging (Ahmed and
Van Gemert, 1999; David et al., 1999; Taljsten, 1999).
The elastic stress field at the termination point of the FRP material has been analyzed
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by many researchers (Roberts, 1989; Ziraba et al., 1994; Malek et al., 1998; Tiljsten, 1997;
Vichit-Vadakan, 1997). The interfacial shear stress between the FRP plate and adhesive can
be calculated by considering the equilibrium of an infinitesimal part of the plate, as shown
in Figure 3-14(a)
dx t( dy dx)
where u and v are horizontal and vertical displacements in the adhesive layer, and Ga is the
shear modulus of the adhesive. Differentiating Equation 3.11 and expressing d2u/dxdy in
terms of interfacial strains results in
d2 f (x) Ga
dx 2  tatp (E, - Ec) (3.12)
where E, = f,(x)/E, and Ec = fc(x)/Ec assuming uncracked section for concrete and the
FRP plate, E, is the elastic modulus of the plate, and fc(x) is the tensile stress in the bottom
of the concrete beam. The solution of this equation is given by
f1 (x) = ci sinh (v'ix) + c2 cosh (VI lx) + bix 2 + b2 x + b3  (3.13)
where
A _ Ga
tatiEi
bi = pa 1 E
ItrEc
b2 = E (2a1Lo + a2)It, Ec
= E (a1L2 + a2Lo + a3) + 2bG tab3 'P[I& Ec 0Ga
c are constants solved for given boundary conditions, ta and t are the thickness of the
adhesive and laminate, Ea and El are the modulus of the adhesive and the laminate, Ga
is the shear modulus of the adhesive, 9 is the distance from the laminate to the section
neutral axis, Itr is the transformed moment of inertia of the retrofitted section, the variables
ai are used to express the applied moment by M(xo) = a1 x2 + a2xo + a3 , and f, is the
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Figure 3-14: Elastic scenario and stress distribution, after (Malek et al., 1997; Taljsten 1997)
longitudinal stress in the plate at the crack location Lo. The derivative of this equation
gives the interfacial shear stress, which reaches an intensity at the termination of the plate,
as shown in Figure 3-14(b)
r(x) = df x) t [ciZcosh (v 2x) + c2 v isinh (vZx) + 2bix + b2  (3.14)
The magnitude of these stresses has been used with a biaxial strength failure model to predict
peeling in the concrete substrate (Malek et al., 1998), and comparisons between measured
experimental strains and theoretical strains have been made (T.ijsten, 1997).
These types of solutions assume linear elastic and isotropic behavior in the FRP, epoxy,
concrete, and steel reinforcements, and a linear strain distribution is assumed over the full
depth of the section. Thus, this type of analysis is limited to regions of low damage, such
as inflection points or areas of zero moment where the normal stresses are generally low.
Furthermore, the analysis can only be used to evaluate the initiation of constituent failure;
in nonlinear softening materials such as concrete this may not coincide with failure of the
entire system, which is influenced by size effects of the structure compared to the concrete's
process zone size (see below). Additionally, the elastic solution cannot be used to represent
scenarios with crack tips, such as peeling from existing cracks in the concrete beam. Using the
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definition of hyperbolic functions sinh (V/AX) = "and cosh (v/Ax) = eV=X+e-Ax
Equation 3.14 can be reduced to terms of ex. This stress distribution is not compatible
with scenarios involving sharp notches where the stress distribution is governed by a x-2
intensity. Finally, the use of an elastic approach does not facilitate comparison of relative
constituent material properties with respect to the various failure modes available, such as
interfacial versus substrate propagation.
Other analyses of anchorage zone behavior have concentrated on a shear-lap type scenario
shown in Figure 3-15, where the bond is subjected to pure shear loading and the transfer of
tension force in the laminate to the concrete substrate (Hankers, 1997; Chajes et al., 1996;
Maeda et al., 1997; Miller et al., 1999; Tiljsten, 1996). Here, concrete prisms are bonded
with a lap joint, as shown in Figure 3-16. During the action of the load P, the load point
displaces a distance 6, and the crack increases by an amount da. The work done by the
external force is given by
G = - (F-Ue)=k- P (3.15)da b da da
where the elastic energy Ue is given by
1 1
Ue = -P6 = -P 2C (3.16)2 2
Using the chain rule and solving for the load P
2bG
P = Oa (3.17)
Using simple beam theory, the compliance C = a/2bEt is inserted into Equation 3.17,
yielding
P = 2b EtGf (3.18)
This type of approach was used to derive maximum plate forces and anchorage lengths which
have been compared to laboratory results. These analyses present a maximum allowable force
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Figure 3-15: Ultimate (anchorage) bond force T for steel- and CFRP-plates (after Hankers,
1997)
in the laminate at a distance from the end of the laminate labeled the development length
Tmax = 0.64kbIEitift (3.19)
1t,max = , (3.20)V2ft
where kb is a factor considering the plate width b, relative to the concrete member, and E,
and ti are the modulus and thickness of the laminate plate. Lap shear analyses also assume
the materials are homogeneous isotropic and linear elastic. Thus, these approaches are also
applicable to regions of low damage and relatively low applied shear versus moment forces,
such as in anchorage regions near inflection points. Additionally, the geometry subjects the
adhesive to shearing forces only. As a result, the analysis is limited to regions of constant
forces where uniform force transfer is possible over the length of anchorage.
Zone II: Mixed Bending and Shear The second zone describes regions of mixed shear
force and moderate bending, as shown in Figure 3-17. Here, bond stresses are caused by the
variation of bending moments along the retrofitted structure and by force transfer at cracks.
Less experimental work is available on this "peeling" form of debonding. It was concluded
early that vertical crack opening displacements at crack mouths in this region can initiate
"peeling" types of debonding (Kaiser, 1989). This process was studied more in depth with
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Figure 3-16: Investigation techniques of bond integrity through lap-shear models, after
(Chajes et al., 1996)
relation to shear capacity (Deuring, 1993), and the peeling process was also studied with
respect to its influence on anchorage failure (Hankers, 1997). Notched three point bending
specimens were used to study the peeling process in a mixed shear and flexural span from
an initial notch in the laminated beam, as shown in Figure 3-18 (Wu et al., 1997). Shear
peeling and interaction between shear peeling and flexural peeling with steel plated members
was studied with simply supported reinforced concrete beams (Oehlers, 1992).
Research into peeling originating from cracks in zones with mixed bending and shear
loads has been limited. Recognition of the peeling process and analysis of differential crack
mouth opening displacements was conducted early (Deuring, 1993). The shear capacity of a
section based on empirical findings of critical shear crack mouth opening displacements were
presented in the form
VA = Tcab X + (h - x) 1 - ) + XE(EA) (3.21)
where h is the height of the section, x is the depth to the neutral axis, EL is the strain in the
laminate at the crack mouth, and X are empirical constants, and E(EA) = (EA,+EAl). (
represents and empirical constant related to a critical strain in the laminate at the initiation
of delamination in laboratory experiments, and X is another empirical factor for various
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Figure 3-17: Zone II: Shear force and moderate bending moments (after Neubauer and
Rostasy, 1997)
flexural crack debondingdiagonal crack initiation
10 CM
Figure 3-18: Fracturing process from an initially notched laminated concrete specimen (after
Wu et al., 1997)
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laminate and existing steel areas tested in the laboratory. Interaction between debonding
due to shear forces and moment forces was quantified by a moment-shear interaction for
design as (Oehlers and Morgan, 1990)
M VP+ P < 1. 17 (3.22)
MU V c
where M, < Mu and V < Vuc in which M, and V are the moment and shear at the end of
the plate when peeling occurs.
Other researchers have used peeling-type models to investigate peeling processes (Karb-
hari et al., 1997; Wu et al., 1997; Fuzukawa et al., 1997). In these secenarios, a peeling
type of specimen is used to experimentally investigate bonding characteristics, such as the
modified peel test shown in Figure 3-19 (Karbhari et al., 1997). When a force P is applied
to the peel specimen at an angle a, the forces moves a distance 6a(1 + E), where e is the
strain in the peel arm. An energy balance can be written as
P 6a(1 + E) = Utw 6a + P cos a 6a + Gw 6a (3.23)
where w and t are the width and thickness of the peel strip, U = P/2wtE is the strain energy
in the peel arm, and G is the interfacial fracture energy. This can be solved to derive the
interfacial fracture energy in terms of the applied peel load P and angle a
G-P(1+e-cosa) _ P
w wt 2 E
The phase angle of loading (without bimaterial elasticity considerations) is given by relative
mode II versus mode I displacements as
= arctan c)cosa (3.25)
(1 + E) sin a
This scenario has been used to investigate interfacial peel energies for both carbon and fiber-
glass laminates under different environmental conditions (Karbhari et al., 1997). However,
the geometry of the peeling test results in substrates that remain relatively unstressed be-
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Figure 3-19: Investigation techniques of bond integrity through peeling tests, after (Karbhari
et al., 1997)
yond the local delamination front. Thus, the conditions of the concrete substrate may not
develop the complete microcrack initiation and propagation process found in members with
conventional reinforcement subjected to generalized flexure and shear loadings. Further-
more, the phase angle calculations presented above do not consider the effects of bimaterial
elasticity, a major tenet of interfacial fracture mechanics (below). Additionally, the actual
crack tip phase angle will be significantly different than the inclination angle due to bending
in the peel strip and compression effects of the cylinder resting on the crack front. These
factors may help explain inconsistencies in the experimental program where results obtained
with stiffer carbon fiber systems show no increase (and even decreases) in fracture energies
at higher phase angles.
Zone III: Flexural Cracks Zone III concerns areas of high bending moments and rela-
tively low shear forces, as shown in Figure 3-20. Bonding stresses are mainly caused by force
transfer at flexural cracks. It has been traditionally considered that cracks in this region
do not have a significant influence on the delamination process (Meier et al., 1992). These
conclusions were based on the results of many studies, including two on the influence of flex-
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Figure 3-20: Zone III: High bending moments, low shear forces (after Neubauer and Rostasy,
1997)
ural zone cracks which demonstrated that retrofitted beams were not at risk from debonding
of the plates originating from flexure cracks (Anandarajah and Vardy, 1985; Hamoush and
Ahmad, 1990).
Early research with FRP laminated reinforced concrete beams concluded that cracks in a
purely flexural region do not influence the delamination process (Meier et al., 1992). Experi-
mental and analytical research has been conducted in this area, where unreinforced concrete
sandwich specimens were observed to delaminate from the flexural zone (Anandarajah and
Vardy, 1985; Hamoush and Ahmad, 1990). Analysis of pure flexure-type cracks was also
conducted (Hankers, 1997), where the stress distribution around the crack mouth was de-
rived for delamination originating from the crack. The influence of bonded laminates on the
development of bending cracks was also studied (Kaiser, 1989), and were concluded to not
significantly affect the carrying capacity of the system.
3.2 Servicability of FRP Laminated Concrete Beams
3.2.1 Ductility
Ductility of the retrofitted section can be examined by comparing the ratio of the curvature
at failure 4 to the curvature at the first yield of steel reinforcement 4O. The effect of the
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Figure 3-21: Curvature ductility ratio for flexural failures as a function of CFRP reinforce-
ment ratio for various amounts of steel reinforcement (after Plevris, 1991)
FRP retrofit ratio on the ductility of the member can be plotted with respect to existing
steel ratio, as shown in Figure 3-21 (Plevris, 1991). It is shown that ductility is optimized at
the retrofit ratio where the failure mode changes from FRP rupture to concrete compression
failure.
Cracking of Concrete
The curvature at first cracking is given by
Mcr _ fr (h ) 2  (3.26)
bd2f' 6f' d
_ 2fr
#cd = '/ (3.27)Ec(h~d)
where fr is the modulus of rupture for concrete, Mer is the moment required to cause cracking
of the cross section, and #cr is the curvature at first cracking. This equation is based on the
assumption that the FRP plate has negligible effect on the cracking moment.
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Steel Yielding
The curvature at steel yielding is given by
M ( I I - fps ± (h Epi ((h/d) - (c/d) f) (3.28)
bd2 f, d) f c d d) f c 1 -(c/d) E.)
#yd =f (3.29)
Es [1 - (c/d)]
where c/d, the depth of the neutral axis, is obtained from the equilibrium equations presented
above. The distance from the centroid of the concrete stress distribution to the top fiber, g,
is determined in terms of fy/Es and c/d.
Rupture of Laminate
The curvature at rupture of the FRP plate is given by
#d = El (3.30)(h/d) - (c/d)
where E is the strain at rupture of the laminate.
Crushing of the Concrete
The curvature at crushing failure of the concrete is given by
00d = (3.31)
c/d
where 0.003 is assumed the failure strain of the concrete.
3.2.2 Stiffness
The moment curvature diagrams can be used to derive the bending stiffness through EI =
, which can be used to calculate deflection of the FRP strengthened members to address
servicability requirements.
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3.3 Cyclic and Environmental Behavior
Research into the cyclic and environmental behavior of FRP laminated concrete systems is an
evolving area. To date, only limited experimental and prototype experience and information
on the cyclic behavior of precracked FRP laminated systems is available. Observations on
the performance of these systems have been drawn generally from response to static load
experiments instead of cyclic testing. Fatigue strength of reinforced concrete beams post-
strengthened with CFRP plates has been studied (Inoue et al., 1996) where it was concluded
that system fatigue life was related to the magnitude of bond stresses. One concern about the
presence of existing cracks under cyclic loading is the possibility of brittle fracture initiated by
larger cyclic loads than those of normal service such as those induced during an earthquake.
Seismic performance of repaired columns in terms of hysteretic response has been evaluated
(Saadatmanesh et al., 1997), and the earthquake resistance of short-span fiber composite
bridges has been discussed (Loud, 1996), but information on the micromechanical failure
processes of FRP retrofitted concrete systems is not widely available.
Durability of composites and composite-reinforced systems against environmental factors
such as extreme temperature cycles, moisture, chemical attack, and ultraviolet radiation is of
major concern in structural retrofitting. To date, limited studies have been conducted on the
long-term behavior and environmental durabilty of concrete structures retrofitted with FRP
laminates. The composite materials alone are inherently corrosion resistant and can show
substantial cost benefits when used in aggressive environments (Schwartz, 1997); however,
knowledge on above-ambient temperatures and environmental effects on laminates as part
of a retrofitting system with adhesive systems is not widely available. Early research has
indicated that many polymer-matrix composites can absorb moisture from the surrounding
environmen, resulting in dimensional changes as well as adverse internal stresses within the
system (Jang, 1994). Additionally, ultraviolet (UV) radiation is known to cause degradation
in polymers by scission of the polymer chain (Hull and Clyne, 1996).
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3.4 Summary
This chapter has demonstrated that although many applications of strengthening with FRP
laminates can be seen in practice, much is still unknown about these systems. A review of
these failure modes revealed that debonding can be the most influential parameter governing
the strength of a retrofitted system, yet very little information is available on these failure
mechanisms. Experimental programs reviewed above showed the widespread occurence of
brittle failure due to peeling of the laminate from shear and mixed shear and flexural cracks.
The results of this survey demonstrated the need for more research into the peeling mode
of delamination; specifically, improved experimental techniques are needed to monitor this
peeling process in the laboratory. Furthermore, knowledge of the interfacial failure mech-
anisms and an assessment of the integrity of the retrofitted systems as influenced by the
interfacial characteristics is necessary. Additionally, the interaction of this failure mode with
others including anchorage failure must be addressed. These topics will be examined in the
next chapter through a preliminary experimental program.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Program: Preliminary
Investigation
The previous chapter demonstrated that delamination can be an influential factor governing
the integrity of reinforced concrete systems retrofitted with FRP laminates. However, it
was also shown that knowledge of these failure modes is not widely available and there
is a need for more research into peeling processes of delamination. Specifically, improved
experimental techniques are needed to monitor delamination processes in the laboratory and
an assessment of the integrity of the retrofitted system as influenced by delamination is
necessary. For this reason, a preliminary investigation was conducted at the Swiss Federal
Laboratory for Materials Testing and Research (EMPA). Laboratory testing was conducted
on experimental specimens involving FRP laminated reinforced concrete beams with initial
notches. First, specimens with initial notches in the epoxy-concrete interface at the end
of the laminated plate were tested. Then, a specimen with an initial shear notch cut into
the concrete substrate was tested. Based on the results of this preliminary investigation, a
program for a larger scale experimental procedure was developed.
4.1 Delamination Notch Specimens
This portion of the experimental procedure involved testing of laminated specimens with
initial notches placed in the interface of the epoxy and concrete substrate.
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4.1.1 Testing Specimen
Three 2 meter and two 3 meter FRP retrofitted reinforced concrete beam specimens, shown
in Figure 4-1, were tested in an experimental program. The two meter beams were 2200mm
long by 200mm wide by 220mm deep. The three meter specimens were 3300mm long by
300mm wide by 340mm deep. The two meter beams were each retrofitted with a 50mm wide
by 1mm thick sheet of carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) containing Toray T700 carbon
fibers. The three meter beams were retrofitted with 150mm by 1mm thick sheets of CFRP.
A pneumatic hammer was used to roughen the concrete surface until the aggregates were
exposed, followed by vacuum cleaning to remove the dust and loose particles. The CFRP
surfaces were roughened by machine milling and subsequently cleaned with acetone before
lamination to the concrete beams. During lamination, a small inclusion of acetate plastic
was placed at the end of the laminate in the layer of adhesive. A continuous support was
provided under the CFRP with a soft wood plank. After hardening of the adhesive in 24
hours, the clamps and wood support was removed. A thin blade was inserted in the acetate
plastic at the end of the laminate and was used to pry the laminate off the concrete beam
to the specified length ao where it was arrested with clamps.
Strain Gauges
Strain gauges were applied to the laminate, five at each initial notch location at the end of
the laminate. The signals were monitored continuously during the loading.
Silverpainting
Strips of electronically conductive painting were applied across the laminate and laminate-
adhesive-concrete bonding zones ahead of the initial notches. A small current was applied to
the paint and monitored on a digital oscilloscope. Events such as disruption of the electrical
signal were recorded on the oscilloscope and were used to evaluate the direction of the
delamination propagation.
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Figure 4-1: 2 meter and 3 meter specimen dimensions and test setup (in mm)
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Figure 4-2: Instrumentation applied to the 3 meter beam
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Table 4.1: Properties of materials used in the preliminary experimental program
Material Tensile Compressive Elastic
strength strength modulus
[MPa] [MPa] [GPa]
Concrete 2.8 20.5 25.4
Steel 418.0 - 210.0
Sika SBA-08 - 45.0 11.0
epoxy
Sika Carbodur 2400.0 - 155.0
laminate
4.1.2 Materials
The CFRP sheets used in the experimental program consisted of unidirectional carbon fibers
at a volume fraction of about 70% bonded together with an epoxy matrix. Typical uniaxial
testing of the sheets yielded an average elastic modulus of 155GPa and an ultimate stress of
2700MPa. The epoxy adhesive employed in the test program was Sika SBA-08, a relatively
high modulus epoxy containing quartz powder and sand to improve creep behavior. This
epoxy is different from the epoxy recommended for use with the CFRP materials and was
applied in error without heat treatment, which may have increased bonding properties to
the CFRP material. The material properties as reported by respective manufacturers are
given in Table 4.1.
4.1.3 Scope of Tests
The specimens were loaded in four point bending until failure; failure was indicated by
brittle delamination of the FRP sheet. Each specimen was loaded in steps, the 2 meter
beams in steps of 8.OkN and the 3 meter beam in steps of 20.OkN. After each load step,
beam deflections and strain gauge radings were recorded.
4.1.4 Experimental Results
The load versus midspan deflection results for the 3 meter specimen are shown in Figure 4-3.
A discontinuity is observed around 160kN, where significant audible signs of delamination
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Figure 4-3: Load versus midspan deflection for the 3 meter specimen
were heard. This may indicate the initiation of fracture. Results from strain gauge readings
applied near the crack tip in the 3 meter specimen are shown in Figure 4-4. It is shown
that maximum stresses occurred in the laminate at approximately 160kN loading, which
may also indicate that fracture originated at a slightly lower load than the ultimate. Load
versus midspan deflection curves for the 2 meter beams are given in Figure 4-5. These
beams were observed to fail with significant brittleness, and delamination occurred at the
epoxy/laminate interface. The results from the silverpainting indicated that delamination
propagated from the end of the laminate inward in all three cases, regardless of the initial
delamination length.
The failure mode of delamination at the epoxy/laminate interface was different from
failure modes reported with similar specimens (Deuring, 1993). The use of the SBA-08
adhesive may be responsible for this failure mode, as it was different from the adhesive used
in the other program.
4.2 Shear Notch Specimen
In this section delamination of FRP laminated reinforced concrete beams initiating from an
existing crack in the concrete substrate is investigated.
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Figure 4-6: Instrumentation applied to the 3 meter shear notch beam
4.2.1 Experimental Procedure
A 3 meter reinforced concrete beam was manufactured following the same procedure in the
previous section. A shear crack was initiated at midspan of the shear region at 450mm;
it was cut with a diamond circular saw at an angle of 450 inwards and to a depth of the
flexural steel. Before lamination, the beam was preloaded to half the flexural strength, and
several cracks were observed in the moment and shear regions, including the propagation of
the manufactured crack. The beam was then laminated with a soft putty closing the mouth
of the manufactured crack to prevent adhesive infiltration. Strain gauges and silverpainting
were applied as illustrated in Figure 4-6.
4.2.2 Experimental Results
Load versus midspan deflection for the tested beam is shown in Figure 4-7. The beam was
observed to fail with sudden delamination originating at the manufactured shear crack and
propagating out towards the end of the laminate.
Stresses in the vicinity of the manufactured shear crack, as reported by the strain gauges,
are shown in Figure 4-8. A stress intensity was observed in the laminate at the crack tip
region during the middle of the loading cycle, but at failure returned back to a more even
distribution. This behavior validates the work describing this intensity by Holzenkampfer
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(Holzenkimpfer, 1997), but the failure mechanism appears to distribute the stresses more
evenly; this may be caused by an initial steady-state delamination, which would peel the
laminate away from the crack tip and the intensity, thus distributing the stresses more evenly.
Approximate crack mouth opening displacements as measured with the optical scope are
plotted in Figure 4-9. Greater crack mouth opening displacements are shown to occur on
the right side of the beam where delamination was observed to initiate.
Again, failure propagated at the epoxy/adhesive interface instead of in the concrete sub-
strate as observed in similar previous work (Deuring, 1993). The difference is again attributed
to the SBA-08 adhesive which was accidentally used instead of the epoxy recommended by
the FRP manufacturer.
4.3 Experimental Plan
The literature survey presented in the previous chapter demonstrated that delamination,
specifically peeling from existing cracks in the concrete substrate, plays a significant role in
the integrity of FRP retrofitted reinforced concrete beams. Additionally, the results of the
preliminary experimental investigation demonstrated that retrofitted systems are susceptible
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to a variety of delamination failure modes. Thus, incorporation of techniques for the analysis
of delamination into the design process of retrofitted reinforced concrete systems is essential.
However, it was shown that knowledge on delamination processes is limited, and effective
analytical techniques for the evaluation of delamination failures are not widely available.
To investigate delamination in FRP retrofitted reinforced concrete beams, a three phase
combined experimental program was conducted. The objectives of the research were to
investigate the delamination process and to develop this knowledge into an analytical method
useful for inclusion into a design procedure. To meet these objectives an evolutionary research
approach was adopted by initially focusing on delamination processes in the microscale
and then applying the developed knowledge to characterizing failure processes of the global
system, as illustrated in Figure 4-10. The three phases correspond to:
" First, delamination microprocesses are studied through a specialized delamination spec-
imen,
" Then, peeling processes at existing cracks in the concrete substrate are investigated
through intially notched retrofitted specimens, and
" Finally, these results are applied to specimens representing real world retrofit scenarios
with precracked concrete beams.
Analytical methodologies developed through these phases are then integrated into a design
procedure enabling safe and effective application of FRP laminates to retrofit reinforced
concrete systems.
4.4 Summary
The preliminary experimental investigation resulted in the development of laboratory tech-
niques to investigate delamination in retrofitted reinforced concrete specimens. Delamination
propagation was monitored through strain gauges and silverpainting; delamination processes
were shown to develop before the maximum load of the tested specimens. The use of an
initial notch cut into the concrete substrate to simulate an existing crack in the retrofitted
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system was shown to result in peeling scenarios similar to results reviewed in the literature
survey. However, the use of the adhesive SBA-08, which was different from the adhesive
recommended by the FRP manufacturer, resulted in delamination at the epoxy-laminate
interface which is a different failure mode than the concrete substrate delamination failures
most commonly reported in the literature survey. However, use of an adhesive different
from the adhesive specified by the manufacturer is a real possibility in real-life applications.
Thus, the adhesive used in the retrofit was found to be influential on the failure mode of the
global system; for this reason, it was concluded that a wider range of adhesives and other
experimental parameters should be investigated in a larger scale experimental program. A
larger scale experimental program was then developed to investigate the delamination process
and to evolve this knowledge into an analytical method for inclusion in a design procedure.
The first phase of this program investigating a wider range of parameters influencing the
delamination microprocess is presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Program: Local
Delamination Fracture Investigation
5.1 Introduction
The previous chapters have demonstrated the need for study of delamination mechanisms
in FRP retrofitted members under generalized beam loadings using techniques that isolate
the local fracture processes. For this reason, specialized delamination beam specimens were
developed and tested in an experimental program to study local delamination fracture pro-
cesses. The objectives of the program were to isolate and closely monitor local delamination
crack development and propagation, and to investigate influences of applied shear versus
bending forces on the delamination process through varying bonded laminate lengths. To
meet these objectives, delamination specimens containing initial delamination notches were
created with various lengths of bonded FRP laminate.
5.2 Specialized Delamination Specimen
To isolate the local delamination mechanisms from other failure processes, a four-point
delamination beam specimen was designed with over-reinforced shear capacity, as shown in
Figure 5-1. To be able to compare laboratory data, a specimen size similar to beams used
in laminated testing programs at the Swiss Federal Laboratories for Material Testing and
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Evaluation (EMPA) was chosen (Deuring, 1993). The beams were 220 mm x 200 mm and
reinforced in flexure with 9.5 mm diameter rebar (#3). The beam specimens were designed to
be retrofitted with carbon FRP (CFRP) laminate that would increase the flexural capacity by
30%. Moment capacities of unlaminated beams were evaluated using conventional analytical
techniques
M, = pfybd 2 1 - 0.59pf)
= 0.00397(413MPa)(200 mm)(180 mm) 2 (1 - 0.59(0.00397) 34. MPa
- 10.3kN m
Moment capacities of retrofitted beams were evaluated using analytical techniques reveiwed
above; the yielding moment is given by
fycr (413 MPa)(32.3 x 106 mm 4 )
MY = _ m = 210 MPa = 13.5kN m
yn (180mm-38.9mm)30 MPa
where Ier and the neutral axis y were estimated by
a - Asfy+Alf, = 38.9 mm
#1 #10.85fsb
Ic, = y2dA = 32.3 x 106 m
and the ultimate rupturing moment is given by
Mu = (ds - a/2)Asfy + (d, - a/2)Aif1 = 37.lkNm
To prevent shear cracks from influencing the delamination process, the beams were over-
reinforced to a shear strength of 175% of the retrofitted capacity
Vn = Vc +Vs = 2 fbd +Avfyd
S
143 mm2 (413 MPa)(180 mm)-104N
= 2/34.5 MPa(200mm)(180mm)+ 13m= 109.4kN
143 mm
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Figure 5-1: Specialized delamination test specimen
which has an equivalent applied moment of
M, = Vnd = 65.6kN m
Delamination was to be studied by propagation from the end of the laminate towards to
center of the specimen. To simulate steady-state conditions, initial delamination cracks
were introduced with a thin sheet of plastic placed between the adhesive and concrete before
the beam was retrofitted.
5.3 Materials
A summary of material properties is given in Table 5.1.
5.3.1 Concrete
The concrete beam specimens were created with 7 day normal strength concrete with 10 mm
maximum aggregate size and a water/cement ratio of 0.5. After 7 days the mean cylinder
compressive strength f' was 20.5 MPa, the split cylinder tensile strength f' was 2.8 MPa, and
the modulus was measured at 25.4 GPa. The RILEM Committee FMC-50 recommendations
were used to measure the fracture energy of the concrete at a mean of 42.6 J/m 2 .
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Table 5.1: Properties of materials used in the experimental program
Material Tensile Compressive Elastic Poisson's Fracture
strength strength modulus ratio energy
[MPa] [MPa] [GPa] [-] J/m2
Concrete 2.8 20.5 25.4 0.2 42.6
Steel 418.0 - 210.0 0.3 -
Sika 30 24.8 55.1 2.7 0.35 103.9
epoxy
Sika SBA-08 - 45.0 11.0 0.35 6.1
epoxy
Sika Carbodur 2400.0 - 155.0 0.31 -
laminate
5.3.2 Reinforcing Steel
Internal reinforcement in the beam specimens consisted of (2) 9.5 mm diameter (#3) ribbed
reinforcing bars. The bars were made from steel with a yield strength of 413 MPa and
modulus of 210 GPa as reported by the manufacturer.
5.3.3 FRP Laminate
The external reinforcement consisted of CFRP laminate 1 mm x 50 mm containing a fiber
volume fraction of 70% with an epoxy matrix. The laminate is part of the Sika Carbodur
retrofitting system, which has been used in thousands of strengthening applications (Meier,
1992). The Carbodur type S512 has a tensile strength of 2400 MPa and a modulus of
elasticity of 155 GPa as reported by the manufacturer.
5.3.4 Adhesive
Two types of high-strength high-modulus epoxy pastes specifically designed for bonding to
concrete surfaces were used in the retrofit. The Sika Carbodur system, chosen to retrofit
the delamination specimen, specifies the Sika 30 epoxy as the adhesive. Sika 30 has a tensile
strength of 24.8 MPa and a modulus of elasticity of 2.7 GPa as reported by the manufacturer.
For comparison to the epoxy used in the EMPA tests, Sika epoxy (SBA-08) is also reported.
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Figure 5-2: Laminate/epoxy interface testing specimens
Sika SBA-08 has a shear strength of 15 MPa and a modulus of elasticity of 11.0 GPa as
reported by the manufacturer.
5.3.5 Laminate/Epoxy Interface
To test the bonding properties of the epoxies to the FRP laminate, two laboratory adhesion
tests were performed. ASTM D5868 Lap Shear Adhesion for FRP Bonding was used to
test the shear bonding strength of the adhesives to the FRP laminate, as illustrated in
Figure 5-2(a). The Sika 30 Carbodur adhesive was found to have an average shear strength
of 12.4 MPa, while the Sika SBA-08 had an average of 5.2 MPa, a 58% reduction, as reported
in Table 5.2. In this table, ASTM D 5573 standards were used to describe the failure
mode, with LFT indicating light fiber tear and TLC indicating thin layer cohesive failure.
Modified ASTM D1876 Mode II Fracture Resistance of Adhesives for FRP Bonding was used
to investigate the shear fracture energy of the adhesives bonded to the FRP laminate, as
shown in Figure 5-2(b). The Sika 30 Carbodur adhesive was found to have a mean fracture
resistance of 229.9J/m2 while the Sika SBA-08 had an average of 95.3J/m 2 , also a 59%
reduction, as reported in Table 5.3. The results of these tests indicate the importance of
using the proper epoxy to assure adequate adhesion between the constituents of the system.
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Table 5.2: Results of ASTM-D5868 Lap Shear Adhesion testing
Epoxy, Specimen # Adhesive Peak load Failure mode
thickness, [mm] [kN] [ (ASTM D 5573)
Sika 30, #1 0.90 7904.1 100% LFT
Sika 30, #2 0.95 7348.1 100% LFT
Sika 30, #3 1.10 8820.1 100% LFT
Sika SBA-08, #1 0.92 3460.5 66% LFT 33% TLC
Sika SBA-08, #2 1.10 3091.4 66% LFT 33% TLC
Sika SBA-08, #3 0.95 3567.3 66% LFT 33% TLC
Table 5.3: Results of modified ASTM-D1876 Peel Resistance testing
Epoxy, Specimen # Adhesive Peak load Failure mode
thickness, [mm] [kN] (ASTM D 5573)
Sika 30, #1 1.67 168.5 100% LFT
Sika 30, #2 1.72 228.6 100% LFT
Sika 30, #3 1.47 209.4 100% LFT
Sika SBA-08, #1 2.06 144.1 100% LFT
Sika SBA-08, #2 2.04 159.2 100% LFT
Sika SBA-08, #3 2.06 163.6 100% LFT
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Figure 5-3: Fracture tests on the concrete adhesive interface
5.3.6 Epoxy/Concrete Interface
Limited bonding properties between the epoxies and the concrete substrate are reported by
the manufacturer. ASTM C882 Bond Strength to Concrete is reported by the manufacturer
as 21.3 MPa for the Sika 30, and 16.6 MPa for the SBA-08. Further investigations into the
interfacial fracture energy were conducted using initially notched concrete-epoxy sandwich
specimens, as shown in Figure 5-3(a). The sandwich specimen has been used to investigate
interfacial fracture energies in mortar-aggregate systems (Buyukozturk and Hearing, 1996b;
Buyukozturk and Hearing, 1996a). Results from mixed-mode loading tests are shown in
Figure 5-3(b), where mode I fracture energy of the Sika 30 specimens, which failed in the
concrete substrate, was found to be 27.6 J/m 2 and Sika SBA-08 was 8.3 J/m 2 . These values
are considered to be a lower bound for the Sika 30 adhesive because failure was not in the
interface but within the concrete substrate; as a consequence the interface was at least as
tough as these values.
5.4 Test Procedure
The beam specimens were manufactured in the concrete laboratory and allowed to cure for
at least 7 days. The surface to be retrofitted was roughened with a pneumatic hammer
until the coarse aggregate was exposed, corresponding to a depth of roughly 1 - 2 mm into
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the substrate. Various lengths of laminate were applied to the beams and the adhesive was
allowed to cure for at least 24 hours. Six lengths of laminates were tested in the program,
from 33% to 89%, as shown in Figure 5-1. The specimens were loaded in four point bending
in load steps of 4.5kN until system failure. The beams were monitored during the testing
with an LVDT at the midspan of the beam and a variety of other techniques. For comparison
purposes, the results of the preliminary testing program are also included.
5.4.1 Strain Gauges
Ten strain gauges were applied to the laminate, five at each initial notch location at the end
of the laminate. The signals were monitored continuously during the loading.
5.4.2 Silverpainting
Strips of electronically conductive painting were applied across the laminate and laminate-
adhesive-concrete bonding zones ahead of the initial notches. A small current was applied to
the paint and monitored on a digital oscilloscope. Events such as disruption of the electrical
signal were recorded on the oscilloscope and were used to evaluate the direction of the
delamination propagation.
5.4.3 Magnifying Camera
A magnifying camera was used to visually observe the fracture process during the tests.
Output from the camera was recorded with a VCR and used to capture images of the
fracture process at different load levels.
5.4.4 Ultrasonic Testing
Exploratory experiments were conducted using ultrasonic nondestructive testing, as shown in
Figure 5-4. Figure 5-5 illustrates differences in the response recorded at the receiver for intact
concrete-laminate interfaces (a) and fully debonded interfaces (b). The acoustic impedance
of air is higher than that of concrete, thus, the impedance mismatch at the laminate-concrete
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Figure 5-4: Use of ultrasonic NDT to detect delamination in FRP retrofitted concrete beams
interface increases upon formation of debonding cracks resulting in higher wave reflection
and greater response amplitude. Based on this, the measured responses during inspections
can be used as a quantitative damage index to measure the integrity of bonding between the
laminate and the substrate.
5.5 Experimental Results
First, unlaminated control beams were tested. The midspan deflection curves showed tra-
ditional nonlinearities at cracking of the concrete and plasticity of the steel, as shown in
Figure 5-6(a), and typical cracking patterns are also illustrated in Figure 5-6(b). The beams
exhibited concrete cracking at levels higher than the unlaminated beams, with flexural crack-
ing confined mostly to the moment span. Stiffnesses were observed to increase with the
addition of the laminate. All specimens retrofitted with Sika 30 failed through delamina-
tion in the concrete, leaving a thin layer of concrete substrate bonded to the delaminated
FRP, while specimens retrofitted with the Sika SBA-08 epoxy failed through delamination
at the epoxy/FRP interface. Initial cracking in the concrete substrate at the delamina-
tion/anchorage zone was typically observed after flexural cracking, and before yielding of the
steel or final delamination. These initial cracks were often accompanied by audible noises,
and changes in stiffness were also observed in the midspan deflection curves. Ultimate loads
from the testing program are reported in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: Results of the experimental program
Laminated Epoxy Delamination Ultimate Calculated energy Failure
length type initiation load release rate mode
[in] [kN] [kN] [J/m2 ]
Unlaminated - - 48.2 - steel yield
0.6 Sika 30 27.8 52.3 62.3 substrate
0.8 Sika 30 35.2 53.8 39.8 substrate
1.0 Sika 30 31.1 62.1 36.3 substrate
1.2 Sika 30 39.6 63.2 34.4 substrate
1.4 Sika 30 60.0 90.6 35.9 substrate
1.6 Sika 30 97.3 100.4 24.4 substrate
1.2 SBA-08 - 64.0 34.8 epoxy/FRP
1.5 SBA-08 - 78.8 25.2 epoxy/FRP
1.7 SBA-08 - 82.4 14.7 epoxy/FRP
5.5.1 Silverpainting
Output from the digital oscilloscope monitoring the silverpainting is shown in Figure 5-7.
By noting the times of first signal events in each strip of silverpaint, it is shown that crack
propagation occurred from the end of the laminate to the center of the beam.
5.5.2 Strain Gauges
Output from the strain gauges were useful for observing the development of the laminate
stresses in the anchorage region, as illustrated with different load levels in Figure 5-8(a). The
strain gauge readings, in conjunction with the magnifying camera, indicated that strains in
the laminate reached their peak at crack initiation, and decreased upon further loading, as
shown for the beam with 1.4 mm bonded length in Figure 5-8(b). This may indicate the
initiation of the delamination process (at 60kN for the beam shown), even though in this case
the beam continued to resist more load. Upon additional loading the initial crack continued
to widen until the ultimate load of the beam was reached (at 90kN for the beam shown),
where unstable delamination occurred resulting in peeling of the laminate, adhesive, and a
thin layer of concrete for specimens with the Sika 30 adhesive. The concrete delamination
process is illustrated in Figure 5-9 with idealizations of behavior demonstrated in Figure 5-
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5.5.3 Effect of Adhesive
As reported in the previous chapter, beams retrofitted with Sika SBA-08 adhesive were
observed to fail at the epoxy/FRP interface with little warning and resulted in unstable
delamination leading to beam failure. In this study, beams retrofitted with Sika 30 were ob-
served to fail in the concrete substrate. The differences in failure modes of beams retrofitted
with different epoxies can be attributed to the relative properties of the constituent materi-
als and the stress intensity applied by the initial delamination notch. Thus, there is a need
to develop a methodology for evaluating the effect of relative material properties and the
applied stress scenario on the delamination process.
5.5.4 Effect of Bonded Laminate Length
From the results listed in Table 5.4, it was shown that both delamination initiation and
ultimate failure loads increased with longer laminate lengths. Beam stiffnesses were also
found to increase, as shown in Figure 5-6, and beams with longer laminate lengths also
demonstrated more brittle failure with sudden delamination along the entire span, as shown
in Figure 5-6(b). The longer laminates also had less delay between first signs of delamination
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Figure 5-10: Sample delaminated FRP with thin layer of concrete substrate
Figure 5-11: Images of process zone development obtained with magnifying camera
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and ultimate failure. Shorter laminate lengths were found to fail at lower loads with less
brittleness. Delamination crack initiation was observed early, and there was a larger load
delay between initiation and ultimate failure than with the longer laminates. Thus, the
bonded laminate length was found to have singificant influence on the load at which the
delamination process is initiated.
5.6 Summary of Experimental Results
In this chapter, specialized delamination specimens were tested in a laboratory experimen-
tal procedure to investigate local delamination processes. Reinforced concrete beams were
laminated with various lengths of carbon fiber reinforced concrete and initial notches were
placed in the concrete/epoxy interface prior to testing. Delamination processes at these man-
ufactured crack tips were monitored during monotonic loading of the specimens with strain
gauges and a magnifying camera. The combined use of the strain gauges and magnifying
camera was shown to be able to monitor the development of the delamination process. The
delamination process was observed to initiate well before the ultimate load of the system;
strains at the notch tip began to decrease as cracking was observed with the magnifying
camera. This process continued until the strains in the laminate were reduced to zero and
unstable delamination occurred resulting in peeling of the laminate, adhesive, and a thin
layer of concrete. Specimens tested with longer laminate lengths were found to have higher
delamination loads. The failure mode differed from the specimens tested in the previous
chapter with a different epoxy, and it was concluded that a methodology is needed to evalu-
ate these failure modes. Therefore, the delamination process and its relation to the retrofitted
materials was further studied in an analytical procedure.
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Chapter 6
Analytical Procedure
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapter demonstrated that the local delamination fracture process was depen-
dent on several variables including relative strengths of interfacial bonding, characteristics
of the retrofit system, and loading applied to the delamination notch. To further investigate
these influences an analytical procedure was conducted with the goal of characterizing the
delamination mechanisms in the tested specimens. First, an analytical program is devel-
oped to provide a framework for investigating the delamination mechanisms. Components
of the failure process are identified and examined through finite element simulations. Then,
interfacial fracture mechanics are used to characterize the local delamination processes and
develop a fracture model which provides criteria governing the delamination process
6.2 Analytical Program
The analytical program was conducted in parallel with the experimental program. The
objectives of the analytical program were
1. Investigation of the causes of delamination fracture,
2. Characterization of the delamination notch scenario and influences of relative material
and bonding properties,
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Figure 6-1: Visual representation of analytical plan and tools for investigating the delami-
nation process
3. Evaluation of the path of the delamination crack and development of path prediction
criteria, and
4. Development of criteria governing propagation of the delamination process.
To meet these objectives the approach represented in Figure 6-1 was adopted: First, the
causes of fracture in a system were investigated by examining the thermodynamics of a
structural system. The components of failure involved in the fracture process were then
examined and investigated through finite element simulations. Then, the use of interfacial
fracture mechanics for characterization of the delamination notch intensity and evaluation of
the delamination crack path was investigated. Finally, an energy method developed through
the thermodynamic analysis is coupled with the fracture resistance of the notched interface
to develop a criteria governing propagation of the delamination process.
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6.3 Delamination Fracture Process
Fracture is defined as the failure of materials in a brittle manner when subjected to external
loading. When fracture occurs the elastic energy stored in the system is released in an almost
instantaneous dissipation of heat. Fracture mechanics describes this behavior on both the
material and structural level; in this section the analysis of material systems susceptible to
fracture are studied through global energy transformation. The objectives are to identify the
thermodynamic causes of fracture and identify components of the system failure process. To
meet these objectives, first, the thermodynamics of fracture are reviewed. Then, mechanisms
of energy dissipation in the delamination specimens are investigated through finite element
simulations of the delamination specimen.
6.3.1 Thermodynamics of Fracture
The energy balance of a system is expressed through the First Law of Thermodynamics
dU = dWext + dQ (6.1)
where U is the internal energy of the entire system. The variation of U is equal to the energy
supplied to the system in the form of work (Wext) and heat (Q). The entropy balance of a
system is expressed through the Second Law of Thermodynamics
dD = TodS - dQ > 0 (6.2)
where dD is the dissipation of the system and the term TodS represents the total variation of
the internal entropy contained in the system. The dissipation dD is the amount of mechanical
energy irreversibly transformed into heat. This dissipation can be evaluated starting with
the Clausius-Duhem inequality
p dt = ade - d$) > 0 (6.3)
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where -de is the work applied from the outside to the system and d@) is the part of this work
stored as strain energy in the system. Integrating this strain energy over the entire system
boundary Q yields the capacity of the system to do work
W = J$ dQ =U - TS (6.4)
Thus, combining Equations 6.1, 6.2, and 6.4, the dissipation of the system is given by
dD = dWext - dW > 0 (6.5)
which states the amount of externally supplied work Wext which is not stored in the system
as free energy W is irreversibly dissipated into heat form. This is commonly phrased in
terms of potential energy
dD = d(<} - W) > 0 (6.6)
where <b is the energy applied to the system through external work.
The total dissipation of energy in the structure during the failure process can be grouped
into components
dD = o di dQ + JG, b dl (6.7)
where the term f p dt dQ represents volume dissipation in bulk material over the entire
domain and the term f Gf b, dl represents dissipation due to the pure delamination fracture
process evaluated over the crack surface defined by the energy per unit area necessary for
crack formation called the specific fracture energy Gf which is a material parameter, the
width of the laminate bl, and the length of the laminate 1. A material's fracture energy is
determined by calculating the area under the curve in a stress-crack opening displacement
curve, as illustrated in Figure 6-2. Energy dissipation in the tested specimens can occur
from a variety of sources. Most significant to the integrity of the retrofitted beam is the
delamination of the retrofit which would be captured in the term f Gf b1 dl; other processes
would be included in the term f W dt dQ and include
* cracking of the concrete (flexural and shear),
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Figure 6-2: Relationship between material energy release rate and stress-crack opening
displacement
* yielding of the steel,
" crushing of the concrete (flexural and at loading points),
" frictional effects (shear aggregate interlock, for example), and
" anchorage friction in longer laminates.
Thus, the delaminating system is not necessarily involved in a pure fracture process. To
examine the influence of these various dissipation mechanisms, the delamination specimens
were modeled through a nonlinear finite element simulation.
6.3.2 Finite Element Simulations
Nonlinear finite element simulations were conducted to examine failure mechanisms in the
delamination process of the tested specimens. The objectives of the finite element simulations
were to gain more information on the mechanical processes observed in the experimental tests
and investigate components of the total energy dissipation during the failure process. To
date, little has been published on finite element modeling in the field of strengthening with
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externally bonded materials. Analyses of elastic stress distributions have been conducted
to validate the elastic analytical solutions present above (Malek et al., 1998; Pichler, 1993).
Nonlinear analyses have been used to model the macroscopic beam behavior of retrofitted
beams (Arduini et al., 1997), but it was concluded that the simulation was unable to eval-
uate ultimate failure due to convergence problems. Cyclic behavior of reinforced concrete
beams strengthened by carbon fiber cloth has also been investigated with nonlinear finite
element methods (Clement et al., 1998). Other nonlinear models were used to monitor crack
development in plated beams (Arduini et al., 1994), but ultimate failure characteristics were
unaccessible and not reported. Recently, more advanced models have been used to investi-
gate the shear concentration at the end of the retrofit (David et al., 1999), but conclusions
about the failure mode of the beam were unavailable. Finally, a large scale study of the
plate-end shear mode of failure was conducted, resulting in the development of a hybrid
"smeared-discrete" cracking model (Jansze, 1997). While the ultimate failure behavior of
these systems were reported, modifications incorporating both smeared crack and discrete
cracking models were necessary to simulate the behavior of the specimens tested in that
research. This type of specialized approach may be applicable only to the specific scenarios
tested; additionally, the computational costs make the model impractical for widespread use.
Thus, additional objectives of the current numerical analysis include the ability to examine
the complete failure behavior as well as the development of practical analytical techniques
that would be applicable to a wider range of scenarios.
The finite element modeling described in this thesis was conducted with the commercially
available program ADINA (version 7.2). Adina is known for its advanced nonlinear capabili-
ties and incorporates a flexible concrete material model. The processing was performed on
Silicon Graphics 02 workstations.
Material Models
Concrete Three basic features were incorporated in the concrete model, as shown in Fig-
ure 6-3(a)
* a nonlinear stress-strain relation to allow for the weakening of the material under
increasing compressive stresses,
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* failure envelopes that define failure in tension and crushing in compression, and
" a strategy to model the post-cracking and crushing behavior of the material.
Linear Elastic Properties A Young's modulus of Ec = 25400 MPa and a Poisson's
ratio v = 0.20 was assumed for linear portions of the concrete model.
Compression A triaxial failure curve was specified based on the Kupfer failure criteria
(Kupfer et al., 1969). Six failure envelopes are defined, each with three points corresponding
to locations where up,= o-P2 , o, 2 = UP 3 , and o-2 = oa where o-, are the principal stresses
and Q is an input parameter. To identify compression failure the largest principal stress
is employed to establish a biaxial failure envelope using interpolation. If the stress state
lies on or outside this biaxial failure envelope then the material has crushed. A uniaxial
maximum compressive stress of 48.5 MPa was used, corresponding to a strain of 0.002, and
an ultimate uniaxial compressive stress of 28.5 MPa was used, corresponding to an ultimate
uniaxial compressive strain of 0.003.
Tension The tensile behavior of the concrete was modeled through a smeared crack
continuum model. The stress-strain relation is modified to account for stiffness and strength
degradation that accompanies cracking. Tensile failure occurs if the tensile stress in a prin-
cipal stress direction exceeds the tensile failure stress (ft = 2.8 MPa). Once this occurs, a
plane of failure develops perpendicular to the corresponding principal stress direction. The
effect of this material failure is that the normal and shear stiffnesses and stresses across the
plane of failure are reduced and plane stress conditions are assumed to exist at the plane of
tensile failure.
For post-tension cracking a linear softening curve was used, as shown in Figure 6-3(a).
To obtain a mesh independent solution, the fracture energy (Gf = 0.0426N/m) was used to
evaluate the ultimate strain ratio ( based on the size of the finite element with
2EGf (6.8)
ot h 2
While the strain is in the linear softening range, stiffness and shear reduction factors are
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interpolated between 1.0 and parameters specified at input. These reduction factors indicate
the fraction of stiffness and shear capacity retained after cracking. Values of 0.0001 and 0.5
were used to stiffness reduction (to avoid a singular matrix) and shear, respectively.
Steel Reinforcement In the linear portion of the load-deformation diagram, a stiffness
of E, = 210000 MPa and a Poisson's ratio of v = 0.3 were used.
Plasticity An isothermal plasticity model was used for the steel reinforcement. A von
Mises model with isotropic hardening was used, based on a von Mises yield criteria with a
bilinear stress-strain curve, as shown in Figure 6-3(b). In this simulation a yield stress of
486 MPa was used with a strain hardening modulus of 2100 MPa.
FRP Laminate The modulus of elasticity for the FRP laminate was 155000 MPa and the
Poisson's ratio was assumed to be v = 0.35.
Plasticity Because FRP composites are extremely brittle materials, the only condition
placed on the material model was an imposed rupture strain of E = 0.015, as shown in
Figure 6-3(c).
Epoxy Adhesive According to the manufacturer, the modulus of elasticity was 2700 MPa,
and the Poisson's ratio was assumed to be v = 0.35.
Plasticity The isothermal plasticity model was also used for the epoxy adhesive, as
shown in Figure 6-3(d). A yield stress of 49.6 MPa was used, and a strain hardening modulus
of 270 MPa was used to avoid singular stiffness matrixes.
Finite Element Model
Element Groups In the continuum model the delamination specimen was subdivided
into a finite number of plane strain elements that are connected in nodes by equilibrium
and compatibility relations. A plane-strain kinematic 2D element was used to model the
concrete, epoxy adhesive, and FRP laminate. Plane strain elements were used to simulate the
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Figure 6-3: Material models used in FE analysis
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beam cross section with thicknesses of the element much greater than the two-dimensional
size of the element. To explicity model the internal bar reinforcement and the stirrups, a
two-node truss element was used.
Boundary Conditions Using the symmetry of the delamination specimen, only one half
of the beam was modeled, as shown in Figure 6-4. At the symmetric axis of the beam every
element node was tied to a boundary which allowed displacement in the vertical direction
only. A roller bearing allowing displacement in the horizontal direction was used to model
the support reaction. A unity load of F = 1kN applied in the vertical direction was scaled
and incremented during the nonlinear simulations.
Finite Element Mesh Figure 6-4 shows the generated finite element mesh with element
sizes of 20 x 20mm 2. The shear span was 600mm long and half the moment span was
300mm. Flexural steel was placed at depths of 40mm from the top for the compression
steel and 180mm for the tension steel. Shear stirrups were placed perpendicular between
the flexural steel lines. Perfect bonding was assumed between the element groups and the
adhesive layer of 1mm was applied directly to the concrete elements. The FRP laminate
layer of 1mm was applied directly to these adhesive elements. The thickness of the concrete
elements were 200mm, and the epoxy and laminate elements were both 50mm thick. In
the smeared crack simulations the initial delamination notch between the adhesive and the
concrete was modeled by separate nodes in the notch area disconnecting the epoxy from the
concrete elements.
Mesh Objectivity It has been shown that conventional finite elements with plain
smearing implies a variable degree of uncertainty in the definition of the element bandwidth
for meshes skew to the band (Bazant and Planas, 1998); due to the inevitable development
of shear stresses on the planes parallel to the direction of the band, there is a degree of inter-
locking and increased resistance to shear when compared to meshes where fracture runs along
the mesh lines. One effective solution to this problem where cracking directions are unknown
is to first run the simulation with a standard triangular mesh to get an approximate crack
path, and then remesh to get mesh lines aligned with the crack path. Figure 6-5(a) shows
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Figure 6-4: Finite element mesh and closeup of initial notch used in the smeared crack
analysis
the results of a free-formed triangular mesh applied to the finite element model. It is shown
that crack bands run perpendicular to the length of the beam for flexural cracks, and parallel
to the length for delamination cracks. This agrees with the cracking patterns observed in
the experimental program which were generally perpendicular to the length (flexure cracks),
and parallel to the length (delamination cracks). Thus, a normal square mesh will provide
optimal cracking orientations for the major cracks and failure processes; furthermore, the
errors introduced by skewed meshes have been found to be tolerable compared to other errors
involved in the analysis of fracture (Bazant and Planas, 1998).
Crack Band Model In the smeared crack approach, local discrete cracks are modeled
as continuously distributed over the width of the finite element size. The material stiffness
and strength in the direction normal to the cracks is reduced after the peak strength of the
concrete has been reached. The energy required to form a complete crack and fully softened
band is
Gy = he-yf (6.9)
where -yf is the volumetric fracture energy and he is the crack band width. The crack band
width is not a material parameter but a discretization parameter that depends on the finite
element configuration. It has been concluded that crack band widths of he = 3 da where da
is the maximum aggregate size, is approximately optimal (Bazant and Oh, 1983).
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Figure 6-5: Investigation of mesh objectivity
Strain Localization The theoretical extrapolation of element sizes in a smeared crack
model to smaller dimensions approaching zero width would result in zero energy dissipation;
this is physically inadmissible and contrary to physical observations (Bazant and Planas,
1998). As a consequence, the finite element mesh must be complemented with some condi-
tions that prevent the strain from localizing into a region of zero width. These conditions
are generally called localization limiters. The model with the simplest localization limiter
is a crack band model, where element sizes can be larger than he by scaling the fracturing
strain by the size of the element (Bazant and Planas, 1998); however, elements smaller than
he are generally avoided to prevent strain from localizing in regions smaller than the frac-
ture process zone size. The influence of element size was investigated in Figure 6-6, where
meshes with different densities were used in simulations. It is shown that crack bands with
element sizes of 10mm result in crack spacings closer than those observed in the laboratory,
and element sizes of 40mm resulted in crack spacings wider than observed in the laboratory.
As a consequence, the finite element mesh was not refined to element sizes smaller than
he = 3da ~ 20mm.
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Figure 6-6: Investigation of influence of mesh size
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Figure 6-7: Delamination band to simulate peeling failures
Delamination Band In the experimental program, the majority of delamination failures
were observed to occur within the concrete substrate, where a thin layer of concrete peeled
off with the same width as the FRP laminate. To model this behavior in the finite element
simulations, the bottom row of concrete elements adjacent to the adhesive elements were
specified with the same thickness as the epoxy and laminate of 50mm, as illustrated in
Figure 6-7. Thus, when delamination failures were achieved in the simulations (below),
the bottom integration layer of the element would correspond to 20mm/3 integration layers
= 6.67mm, roughly the thickness observed to delaminate in the experimental program.
Without this specialized band, delamination in the concrete substrate would have to occur
in element thicknesses of 200mm, which would significantly overestimate the delamination
resistance of the concrete in the bonded region.
Solution Techniques The nonlinear reaction between load and displacement requires an
incremental iterative solution process for convergence. The applied load is incrementally
increased and iterations are repeated until internal equilibrium conditions are sufficiently
fulfilled and convergence is obtained. Solution to the static equilibrium equations can be
obtained in finite elements using load-displacement incrementation without iteration, a mod-
ified Newton iteration, a BFGS (Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanne) method, a full Newton
interation, or automatic step incrementation through automatic time stepping (ATS) or load
displacement control (LDS) methods. In this study, consideration was given to both modified
and full Newton iterations (below), with automatic time stepping as well as load displace-
ment control. For convergence, internal equilibrium based on internal energy was used with
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Figure 6-8: Comparison of finite element load/displacement results with laboratory results
a tolerance of 0.001. The maximum number of iterations within a step typically ranged
around 30, with many more iterations near the collapse load. Factors such as convergence
tolerance, load step size, and solution techniques were investigated (below) with respect to
influence on the system behavior.
Simulation Procedure To validate the finite element model, first unlaminated beams
were simulated. Load-midspan deflection curves were compared to the results obtained in
the experimental procedure, as shown in Figure 6-8. It is shown that the initial stiffness of
the system is overestimated, but the concrete cracking loads and the steel yielding loads agree
well. Comparison of cracking patterns, shown in Figure 6-9, shows crack spacing similar to
that observed in the experimental program.
The second stage of the model development involved the addition of the epoxy adhesive
and FRP laminate elements. Load-midspan deflection curves were compared to results from
the experimental procedure, as shown in Figure 6-8. It is also shown that the concrete crack-
ing loads and the steel yielding loads are modeled well. Cracking patterns also agree with
the experimental observations, shown in Figure 6-9, with reduced crack spacings compared
to the unlaminated beams.
The next stage of model development involved investigating the influence of simulation
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Figure 6-9: Comparison of finite element cracking patterns with laboratory results
parameters on the performance of the simulations. Three parameters were studied, including
load step size, convergence tolerance, and solution technique. For comparison, simulations
were made comparing the yielding of reinforcing steel after the concrete cracking load. The
theoretical load was computed at 22.5kN. It is shown from Table 6.1 that the full Newton
solution technique was significantly more accurate than the modified Newton technique. The
results also indicate that the energy tolerance has more significance on the accuracy than
the load step size. Generally, the use of a sufficient number of load steps and equilibrium
iterations with tighter convergence tolerance is considered to yield more accurate solutions
(ADINA, 1995). The use of the full Newton iteration method and a reasonable load incre-
mentation is considered sufficient to ensure that an accurate solution of the response of the
model is obtained. Additionally, it is usually adequate to employ the energy convergence
tolerance only. From this study, it was concluded that an energy tolerance of 0.001 and load
step sizes of 10ON were sufficient for the model.
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Table 6.1: Results from investigation into influences on the finite element model
Solution Energy Step size Pma Deviation
method tolerance [N] [kN] [%]
Theoretical - - 22.5 -
Modified Newton 10.0 10 17.51 -22.2
Modified Newton 0.001 10 16.24 -27.8
Full Newton 10.0 1000 49.0 117.7
Full Newton 1.0 100 39.4 75.1
Full Newton 0.1 1000 26.0 15.6
Full Newton 0.05 1 29.186 29.7
Full Newton 0.01 100 22.5 0
Full Newton 0.001 100 21.8 -3.1
Full Newton 0.001 10 22.43 -0.3
Full Newton 0.001 2 22.096 -1.8
Full Newton 0.001 1 20.168 -10.4
Results of Finite Element Simulations
Loading Behavior To investigate the retrofitted system behavior of the beams tested
in the experimental procedure, simulations were conducted with varying lengths of FRP
laminates. During the simulations the cracking patterns were monitored at various stages of
loading, as shown in Figure 6-10. It is shown that cracking at the location of the initial notch
at the end of the laminate occurs at relatively low load levels. Upon additional loading, a
crack band developed along the length of the laminate towards the center span, where the
band joins with damage in the constant moment region due to flexural cracking. The crack
band continued to develop under increasing loading until the ultimate strain in the concrete
was exceeded along the length of the laminate.
Laminate Stresses Stresses in the retrofitted laminate under various stages of loading
are shown in Figure 6-11; the peaks along the laminate indicate bridging stresses over cracks
in the concrete. Stresses in the FRP laminate in the anchorage region are plotted in Fig-
ure 5-8(a), which indicates agreement with the experimental results. It was also found that
the shear strength in the epoxy was not exceeded in any of the simulations. From these
observations it was concluded that neither the laminate nor the epoxy were responsible for
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(a) P = 50kN
(b) P = 60kN
(c) P =65kN
(d) P = 69kN
(e) P = 79kN
Figure 6-10: Progressive crack advance from the initial delamination notch for laminate
length 1 = 900 mm (beam span L = 1800 mm)
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Figure 6-11: Stresses in the laminate under increasing loads
failure in the simulations.
Failure Mechanism Loading was increased in the simulations until failure was achieved
by the inability to obtain convergence. Nonconvergence loads are given in Table 6.2. Non-
convergence occurred when the delamination crack band had widened to the point where
stiffness in the cracked concrete elements were reduced enough so that transfer of stress to the
FRP laminate was not possible. At this load stage composite action between the concrete
beam and the retrofitted laminate was no longer possible and the system was considered
delaminated. This failure mechanism occurred in all simulations independent of the length
of the laminate. In all simulations flexural cracking occurred in the midspan of the concrete
beam and did not appear to influence the delamination process. Yielding of the steel oc-
curred after the delamination process had developed in most of the simulations. From these
observations it may be concluded that the delamination process was the primary failure
mode of the specimens and other energy dissipation mechanisms such as concrete cracking
and steel yielding did not influence the delamination process significantly.
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Table 6.2: Nonconvergence results from the finite element investigation
Laminated Nonconvergence
length load
[m] [kN]
0.6 30.0
0.9 34.0
1.2 50.0
1.5 64.0
6.3.3 Summary and Limitations of Finite Element Simulations
A smeared crack finite element simulation was developed to investigate failure mechanisms
in the delamination specimens. The smeared crack model was shown to be able to simulate
system-level behavior of the tested specimens where failure of the simulations was concluded
to occur through a delamination process observed in the propagation of a crack band along
the length of the laminate. From these observations is was concluded that the primary
failure mechanism of the tested specimens was through delamination and that other energy
dissipation mechanisms such as flexural cracking in the concrete played a minor role in the
failure of the system.
While the nonlinear finite element model was able to model the global behavior of the
delamination specimen well, only limited information on the microprocesses that occurred
during delamination is available. Because of limitations on the minimum element size usable
in a crack band model (above), the stress intensity at the initial notch was not represented
well in the mesh. Additionally, interfacial failures were not considered in these simulations
and the model was unable to represent the different failure modes observed in the experi-
mental procedures (failure in the epoxy versus failure in the concrete substrate). Thus, the
model is insufficient for study of local fracture resistance and an analytical methodology
is still needed to characterize the loadings applied at the initial notch during the delami-
nation process and provide material-based criteria governing the failure process. For this
reason, the application of interfacial fracture mechanics to the delamination scenario was
investigated.
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6.4 Interfacial Fracture Mechanics
The previous section described the development of a nonlinear smeared crack finite element
model that was able to simulate the global behavior of the delamination specimen. It was
shown that the primary failure mechanism in the simulations was through a delamination
macrocrack along the length of the laminate. However, information on the local behavior of
the delamination notch was not available due to inherent macroscopic modeling of concrete
cracking with the smeared crack approach. Thus, there still exists a need for investigation
and characterization of micro-level mechanisms that occur at the local scenario which are
responsible for the system's resistance to delamination. For this, the use of interfacial fracture
mechanics is investigated in this section.
6.4.1 Introduction
Quantitative studies of FRP delamination through fracture mechanics concepts offers great
potential in understanding the role of relative material and design properties on the overall
failure process through delamination. Interfacial fracture mechanics can be used to char-
acterize bimaterial notches, crack tip stress intensities, crack propagation, and crack path
evaluation, as illustrated in Figure 6-12. To date, however, the use of interfacial fracture
mechanics with laminated concrete structures has remained relatively limited. A fracture
mechanics approach has been used to investigate strain energy release rates for interfa-
cial cracks in unreinforced, steel-plate strengthened concrete beams (Hamoush and Ahmad,
1990), where it was concluded that the thickness of the adhesive has little influence on the
debonding process. A finite element fracture-based investigation was also used to model ini-
tially notched concrete specimens retrofitted with FRP laminates (Wu et al., 1997), where it
was concluded that the strength of retrofitted concrete structures can be governed by inter-
facial fracture. Additionally, bimaterial elasticities at the interface between the constituent
materials can be characterized to describe the singularity stress field at interfacial notches in
the system. This section explores the application of these concepts to delamination in FRP
laminated reinforced concrete systems through the use of the fracture analysis capabilities
of the finite element method.
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Figure 6-12: Visualization of the functions of interfacial fracture mechanics
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Figure 6-13: Conventions at crack tip and geometry of kinked crack
6.4.2 Bimaterial Elasticity
A bimaterial system consists of two materials with a continuity of traction and displacement
maintained across the interfaces. Consider a small notch lying along the interface between
two constituent materials (such as the concrete and the adhesive) with material 1 above
and material 2 below as shown in Figure 6-13. Let E, pi, and vi be the Young's modulus,
shear modulus, and Poisson's ratio of material i, respectively. Plane problems of elasticity
for bimaterials depend on two nondimensional combinations of the elastic moduli (Dundurs,
1969). For plane strain the moduli mismatch parameters are
E1 - E2 1 pi (1 - 2v 2 ) - p2 (1- 2vi)
a = _ _ = (6.10)
E1+E2' 2 pi(1-v 2 )+p 2 (1-v 1 )
where E = E/ (1 - v 2 ) = 2p/ (1 - v) is the plane strain tensile modulus. The parameter a
measures the mismatch in the plane tensile modulus across the interface, and the parameter
3 is a measure of the mismatch in the inplane areal modulus. Both a and # vanish when the
dissimilarity between the elastic properties of the materials is absent, and a and # change
signs when the materials are switched. Table 6.3 shows the bimaterial parameters of the
interfaces between the materials used in the experimental program. The elastic constants
were calculated using the bulk material properties reported in Table 5.1; it is shown that
the concrete/adhesive combination represents the most significant mismatches.
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Table 6.3: Properties of bimaterial interfaces used in the experimental program
Interface a #
steel/concrete 0.79428 0.30704 -0.10099
concrete/Sika 30 0.79164 0.47775 -0.16554
concrete/SBA-08 (400C) 0.35703 0.03602 -0.01147
laminate/Sika 30 -0.96474 -0.22185 0.07181
laminate/SBA-08 (400 C) -0.86375 -0.19629 0.06330
laminate/SBA-08 (200C) -0.86375 -0.19629 0.06330
6.4.3 Crack Tip Fields
The stress field at the initial notch in the delamination beams under elastic conditions can
be described through an interfacial stress intensity factor. Normal and shear stresses (o2 2
and U1 2 ) of bimaterial singular fields acting on an interface a distance r ahead of the tip can
be described by
o-22 + io-12 = rE (6.11)V2 rr
where Y = K 1 + iK 2 is a simlitude parameter called the stress intensity factor, i2 = -1, and
the oscillation index e depends on # by
E = ln( ) (6.12)27r (1+0#
The stress intensity factor K can be used to describe the complex singularity dominated zone
near the crack tip and can be used to define components of stress, strain, and displacement
as a function of r and 0. Complex K is defined with a fixed length as
KIJE = IKI eZ (6.13)
where If = 1, KIY = IK, and @ is the real phase angle of the complex quantity KLE,
given by
= arctan [ .KLiE (6.14)
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(a) Refined finite element mesh used (b) Closeup of refined mesh at notch
for delamination specimens tip
Figure 6-14: Refined finite element model of delamination specimen
The case in which 4 = 0' would correspond to pure mode I fracture conditions, and @ = 90'
would correspond to pure mode II conditions. This measure of the proportion of "mode 2"
to "mode 1" in the vicinity of the crack tip requires the specification of a length, L, which
can be selected as any length quantity (Hutchinson and Suo, 1991).
The mesh used in the smeared crack simulation was refined at the initial notch and
concrete-epoxy-laminate interfaces, as shown in Figure 6-14(a). To simulate the initial
delamination notch, a small discrete crack was modeled with further mesh refinement at
the notch tip incorporating quarter-node elements, as shown in Figure 6-14(b). Only the
triangular elements at the crack tip incorporated the quarter-node placement. This scheme
imposes a 1/fr strain singularity along the edges and also within the element, reducing the
need for a high degree of mesh refinement at the crack tip.
6.4.4 Crack Propagation
Fracture resistance of bimaterial interfaces can be characterized by the fracture energy, F,
which is a material property. The energy release rate for crack advance in an interface is
related to the stress intensity through
G E* cosh2 (6.15)
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where K12 = K2 +Kj, 1/E* = ' + -), cosh 2 re = 1, and is a function of the phase
angle V). Values of critical energy release rates for various crack tip phase angles describe
the toughness curve, which is dependent on the nature of the interface such as the roughness
of the free surfaces before bonding and the bonding history. These values can be assessed
numerically using finite elements and the virtual crack extension method.
Virtual Crack Extension Method
Energy release rates can be evaluated using finite elements with the virtual crack extension
method. This method considers the variation of the mesh's total potential energy due to a
virtual, infinitesimal change in the crack length, in order to evaluate the energy release rate
of a cracked body. The energy release rate G can be evaluated through
1 #of elements T (6.16)G = E {Un} {Un} (6.16)
2 n=1 a
where {un} denotes the nodal displacement vector, [s] is the stiffness matrix for the mesh
of elements, and 8/Ba is differentiation with respect to crack length. The symbol E implies
summation over all the distored elements during the virtual crack extension. In the virtual
crack extension method the vector {un} is first calculated by solving the boundary value
problem using the finite element method. Next, a small virtual crack extension is introduced
in the plane of the crack and a new stiffness matrix is computed. Usually, the crack is
extended by rigidly moving a core of elements around the tip and distorting only one ring
of elements while all elements outside the distorted ring are also held rigid. Consequently,
in the core of rigid elements and in the outer rigid area, 1 [s] /Ba = 0. As a result, the
computation of changed stiffness is limited and the multiplication in Equation 6.16 involves
small vectors and matrices.
Validation of VCE
To validate the finite element implementation of the VCE, a three point specimen with a well
known stress intensity factor was modeled, as shown in Figure 6-15. Table 6.4 shows results
compared to the analytical solution, and it is shown that the use of the singularity elements
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Figure 6-15: Three point bending mesh used to validate the virtual crack extension method
Results of three point bending virtual crack extension
Energy Deviation
release rate
[N/mm] [%]
Theoretical energy 7.259 x 10~4 -
FEM, normal elements 6.974 x 10-4 3.9
FEM, singular elements 7.153 x 10-4 1.5
verification
results in less than 1.5% deviation from the theoretical results. Based on this validation, the
VCE method was used to evaluate crack driving forces in the initially notched delamination
specimen. The results of the VCE method with four different laminate lengths are shown
in Table 6.5. It is shown that the crack driving forces applied at the initial interfacial notch
increases with decreasing laminate lengths.
Phase Angle
The phase angle of the interfacial notches was assessed using the crack surface displacement
method. With this method the relative displacements of two points at the top and bottom
crack surfaces 61 and 62 are obtained in terms of the interface stress intensity factor. The
phase angle can be evaluated through
ol e = CL -1 ( -E )I (6.17)
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Table 6.4:
where
C =4 + 2
27r (1 + 4E2) cosh re
and 161 and #j are the modulus and argument of the complex quantity (61 + i62 ), respec-
tively, and #E is the principal argument of the complex term (1 + 2ic). The term KJY in
Equation 6.17 can be rewritten in polar form
|6| ezs = CP) () |K e (6.18)
\L
from which the phase angle can be derived as
' = #3 + m (nf- + #5 (6.19)
Thus, the displacements obtained from the finite element calculations can be used to evaluate
the phase angle 4. A short Matlab routine was developed to take node displacement output
from the finite element simulations and compute the phase angle with respect to distance
from the notch tip and elastic mismatch parameters.
For the calculation of the phase angle the fixed length L was selected as 1mm, the
thickness of the adhesive layer. The results of the phase angle calculations are also shown in
Table 6.5. These results indicate that the interface is stressed in mixed mode loading and
that the range of notch locations, loading configuration, and elasticity mismatches studied
in this program did not significantly influence the mode mixity.
6.4.5 Crack Path Evaluation
In elastically homogeneous brittle solids, cracks are generally found to follow a local trajec-
tory for which K 1 = 0. This criterion is not valid for crack advancement in an interface
because of the possibility of kinking out of the interface into the substrate. A crack originat-
ing in an interface may propagate along the interface or kink into either of the substrates;
this scenario would be applicable to the FRP laminated concrete problem early in the load-
ing process while the materials are linear and elastic. Prior to kinking the interfacial crack
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Figure 6-16: Results of finite element crack deflection study
is loaded with a complex crack driving force with phase angle 0. The crack will kink out of
the interface if
G 12(4')
G < lya (6.20)
where PF(o) and F2 denote the interface fracture energy (at phase angle @) and the mode
I toughness of the substrate material, respectively, G is the energy release rate for straight
ahead advance in the interface, and Gmax is defined as maximum deflected energy release
rate with respect to physical kink angle w, as shown in Figure 6-13(b).
In the notched delamination beam scenario the initial notch could deflect into either the
concrete or epoxy substrates. Deflected energy release rates were investigated into both epoxy
and concrete substrates for a full range of deflection angles w, and the results for deflection
into the concrete are shown in Figure 6-16(a). Crack surface displacement methods were used
to investigate 4 with respect to w, as shown in Figure 6-16(b). It is shown that the maximum
deflected energy release rate (GLa) occurred at a deflection angle w = 800 regardless of
the length of the laminate; the maximum values are reported in Table 6.5. Furthermore,
the maximum G'ax angle w = 800 aligns with the mode I (4' = 00) propagation into the
substrate, and agrees with the failure mode observations reported in Figure 5-9.
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Table 6.5: Results of finite element energy release rate investigation
Laminate Normalized Interfacial Maximum Maximum
Length Interfacial Phase Release Rate, Release Rate,
Energy Angle Concrete Epoxy
Release Rate Deflection Deflection
[mm] [J/mm 2 ] [degrees] [J/mm2 ] [J/mm2
600 13.48 55.9 35.24 18.9
900 8.97 52.0 23.07 22.1
1200 4.20 48.5 10.40 15.8
1500 1.16 35.8 2.86 2.9
The ratios of these calculated energy release rates can be used with material properties in
the deflection criteria of Equation (6.20). For example, considering the specimen laminated
with 1.2 m length laminate and Sika 30 adhesive, the criteria states that deflection out of
the concrete-epoxy interface into the concrete substrate can occur if
G
Fri() > G F 2  (6.21)
Gmax
Fi(55.90 ) > (0.404) 42.6 J/m 2  (6.22)
109.7 > 17.2 J/m 2  (6.23)
where the value Fi(55.9o) = 109.7 J/m 2 was obtained from interfacial toughness tests pre-
sented in Figure 5-3. As discussed in Section 5.3.6, this value represents a lower-bound
measurement of the interfacial toughness. This type of formulation can be used as an inter-
facial bonding criteria to assure substrate failure. Deflection into the epoxy can be considered
using similar techniques; additionally, if it is assumed that interfacial failure will not occur,
failure will occur in the epoxy substrate over the concrete substrate if
Sepoxy < "Gconcrete Fconcrete (6.24)
Fepoxy
Evaluating the results of laminate length 600mm with material parameters used in the
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experimental program,
35.24
l'epoxy < 18.9 42.6 J/m 2  (6.25)18.9
< 79.4 J/m 2  (6.26)
Thus, the Sika 30 adhesive does not satisfy the criteria while the SBA-08 adhesive is weak
enough to reduce the ratio of energies to below the strength of the concrete, providing an
explanation for the epoxy failures in the systems with SBA-08 and confirming the crack
path prediction criteria. Ratios of the interfacial energy release rate to the deflected energy
release rate given in Table 6.5 were compared to results found for a semi-infinite plane
scenario (Hutchinson and Suo, 1991) and were shown to agree, as shown in Figure 6-17.
6.5 Linear Elastic Fracture Model
In the previous section it was shown that interfacial fracture mechanics can be used to
characterize the fracture microprocesses at the delamination notch. Particularly, it was
shown that the resistance of the system to crack propagation can be expressed through the
interfacial critical energy release rate. The coupling of this material parameter with the
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Figure 6-18: Idealization of fracture process through linear elastic fracture model
thermodynamic conditions for fracture is investigated in this section to develop a linear
elastic fracture model governing the delamination process. First, the thermodynamic model
is limited to consider only the pure fracture process of delamination. Then, the system's
resistance to delamination is evaluated and used to provide a criteria in the fracture model.
Based on the failing scenario predicted by the crack path prediction criteria, as shown in
Figure 6-18. The model is then refined through a dimensional analysis and compared to the
results from the experimental program.
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6.5.1 Delamination Criteria
Equation 6.7 distinguished the components of energy dissipation of the delamination process
between volume dissipation and pure fracture
dD = fpdtdQ+ Gbdl
The finite element simulations then showed that the primary mode of failure in the simu-
lations was the delamination process captured in the term f Gf b, dl which is the material
fracture resistance Gf over the fracture surface b, 1. As a result, consideration of the pure
fracture component of Equation 6.7 may be sufficient in the evaluation of total energy dis-
sipation of the system. By neglecting the first term of Equation 6.7, the energy release of
the system during delamination can be evaluated through the strain energy stored in the
system. The energy W stored in a structure is found by integration of the strain energy
density over the volume Q and neglecting volume forces
W = (0$ dQ (6.27)
where the elastic strain energy density $ can be calculated by assuming the strain energy
density is equal to the complementary strain energy 0* as in a linear system depicted in
Figure 6-19
(6.28)
where
4* = Ea + O - 2v (Uxuy + cvoz + ux-z)] + 2G(T + + TXz) (6.29)
In beam structures, the stresses u and T can be estimated by considering only the normal
and shear components
W = 1 + r dQ (6.30)
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This expression is related to the applied loading through o-2 = M and rFy = V
1 V 2 k 2 )
+ - dQG A2I (6.31)
which can be simplified through the moment (I = fA y 2dA) and polar (A = fA k2dA) inertia
to an integral along the length of the beam
W=J
L
M2(2EI (6.32)+ 2 dx2GA
The beams tested in this investigation can be discretized into five divisions of similar cross
sections and applied loading, as illustrated in Figure 6-20. By integrating along the length
of the beam in terms of these discrete sections, the strain energy is given by
a
W =2 f (m22E1
v2
+ 2GI dx +2 a
m2
2EI2
V2 \
+ -GA2 dx2GA2)
2L( M2+ 2 f -+
1 2EI2
v 2 N
2GA 2 )
(6.33)
By evaluating the integrals and neglecting the shear components, the potential energy of the
laminated state Diam is given by
P2 ~ 3 a 1j - a3 12 
_( lDiam =-+ - +- (4E 3I 3I2 12 I (6.34)
The strain energy contained in the system after delamination Ddelam is given by
P2[
Ddelam 
4 E L3 + ( 131, 1,
Thus, the release of strain energy due to delamination dD in the specimen, as illustrated in
Figure 6-21, can be obtained by subtracting the potential energy states
dD 2 AD = Dlam- Ddelam =
P 2 (as + 2l _ 3l2L)
12E
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- (6.35)
[- 11
.I1 12J
(6.36)
1 1 M2y2
2 nE I2
strain
Figure 6-19: Equivalent strain and complementary strain energy in a linear elastic system
6.5.2 Resistance to Delamination
From the results of the finite element simulations it was concluded that the delamination
process was the primary failure mechanism in the simulated delamination specimens. From
this conclusion a first approximation of the resistance of the system to delamination failure
can be evaluated by considering only the energy required by the failing material to frac-
ture. Thus, in the linear elastic range, the system's resistance to delamination given by
Equation 6.7
dV= > dt dQ + Gf bi dl
can by estimated by neglecting the bulk dissipation mechanisms in the term f p dt dQ and
considering only the fracture resistance of the term f Gf b, dl. With this assumption the
driving force of energy dissipation into heat formation is defined as an energy release rate
G associated with a crack propagation that extends the boundary of the volume Q by an
increment dl of width b,
dD = G bi dl > 0 (6.37)
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Propagation occurs when G reaches a critical threshold
G -Gf < 0 (6.38)
where Gf is labeled the fracture energy, a material property. This criteria, Gf, is related to
the crack path formula (Equation 6.24) and the energy release as in Figure 6-18 and given
by Equation 6.36 through
P2 (a3 +213 _ 312L
G b1 dl _ 12E I1 I2J
(6.39)
where
G < Gf where f = epoxy
Gf = F concrete
for
for
Fepox, < GC ncrete Iconcreteepox2 Geepoy concrete
F epoxy >Gcpncrete F concrete
- Gepoxy
for deflection into epoxy
for deflection into concrete
(6.40)
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Thus, the system's resistance to delamination can be found by integrating the crack resistance
over the length of the laminate
A = 2 jG bI dx = 2Gf bi x Gb(L - 2a) (6.41)
where Gf is the fracture energy of the failing material and b, is the width of the laminate.
Equating Equations 6.36 and 6.41 and solving for the delamination load yields
P _ 12b(L - 2a) 1 1 2 (6.42)
(Gf E)i \ as + 2l3 - 312 ( 1  I2
6.5.3 Dimensional Analysis
The basic premise of dimensional analysis is that the form of any physical equation must be
such that a relationship between the actual physical quantities remains valid independent
of the magnitude of the fundamental units. Dimensional analysis derives the logical conse-
quences of this premise. The first step in dimenional analysis is to identify a complete set of
independent quantities on which the delamination load depends
P = f (Gf, E, bi, a, L, b, d, 1,1, pI, ti)
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Step two involves listing the dimensions of the variables
P = [F] GF = [F/L]
E = [F/L2]
bi =[L]
a=[L]
L=[L]
b=[L]
d=[L]
1 = [L]
I = [L 4 ]
pi = -]
t1 =[L]
In step three, a complete, dimensionally independent subset is used to express the dimensions
of the remaining variables
P = (GEd)'l bi- p1 bdti
I = bd3
a =1
Step four defines dimensionless forms of the variables by dividing each one with the product
of powers that have the same dimensions as the quantity it divides
P* = P 1(Gf E d)l 1
b t1P b d
* = I
a 5ra
Step 5, the original equations are rewritten in the nondimensional form
P
(Gf Ed) l 
( bj t1
p, b d'
I a)
I
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Thus, the number of independent variables has been reduced from n = 11 to n - k = 3. By
substituting the relations b, = pibd/tl and I= I/bd3 , Equation 6.42 can now be reduced to
12 (Pd) 1 ( - 2) 1 1 (6.43)
(G, E) 3 + 2 -3 ( b)] bd3I 2]
which can be rearranged as
P 2 3(L 2 2_
1 3d 3 ti 11 12(6.44)(G5 E) 1+2 - t1I1 I
Substituting nondimensional factors a = i and # = ,
P 2 (3(1 - 2a3) 1 1] -
- -3 -a ) 3 t l 1 (6.45)
bd2 (Gf E)? lk#i(a3+2)- t 1 I2
where
- I- a 1
For design purposes it is convenient to solve the equation in terms of the maximum applied
moment, which is M = g for four-point bending
M _ 3(1 - 2a) ) 2 1 - -i (6.46)
bd2 (Gf E); - (a3+2)-} t2 L1 '21
Thus, the critical moment applied to the specimen can be solved in terms of a geometry
factor, the thickness of the laminate tj, the laminate reinforcing ratio pi, and the combination
of inertias -
The bending stiffnesses 1i can be estimated using conventional methods such as strain
compatibility and force equilibrium (Sharif et al., 1994; Plevris, 1991) to find the neutral
axis depth ratio c of beam height h
c2 [h] + c[h7,p' + 2hrip, + hqi pl] - 2[d'r p' + dqs p, + hrlpp| = 0 (6.47)
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where rs and qi are stiffness ratios of the reinforcing steel and laminate to the concrete and
Ps, P', and pi are reinforcement ratios of the tensile steel, compressive steel, and laminate,
respectively. Stiffnesses can be estimated for a given load by assuming that concrete cannot
sustain tension over its rupture strength. Normalized moments of interia Ii can be evaluated
in terms of the reinforcement ratios pi, neutral axis depth c, and the ratio of depth to the
flexural steel to the section height -= d
h
- I c 3 C)2 1 C 2
=I- + Ps1s (-- + pAii1 (6.48)bd3 37y3 7
6.5.4 Comparison to Experimental Results
Energy release rates were calculated using Equation 6.36 and the delamination load results
from the experimental procedure given in Table 5.4. It is shown that the energy released in
the experimental program at the initiation of delamination remained relatively independent
of the laminate length. Differences in data are found in the shortest (0.6m) and longest
(1.6m) laminate lengths tested; these differences are attributed to the other energy dissipa-
tion mechanisms such as steel yielding and possible shear cracking.
The analytical procedure for calculating the energy release rate from the applied loading
was conducted for varying laminate lengths through a computational routine. Because failure
in the experimental program was observed to occur in the concrete substrate, the fracture
energy of the concrete (Gf = 42.6J/m 2 ) was used as the delamination criteria. A Matlab
loop was repeated using Equations 6.47 and 6.48 for different laminate lengths to calculate
the applied moment corresponding to delamination through Equation 6.46. These calculated
delamination loads are plotted in Figure 6-22 with the results from the experimental program.
It is shown that this procedure approximates the delamination load trend with respect to
notch location reasonably well and that the loads increase with longer laminate lengths.
The use of the linear elastic fracture model appears valid over a limited range of the tested
specimens. The divergence of the model from experimental results in specimens with longer
laminates may be attributed to the secondary energy dissipation mechanisms itemized above.
When other dissipative mechanisms in the bulk material may occur, the global dissipation
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Figure 6-22: Delamination loads predicted analytically with experimental results
is the sum of the volumetric dissipation and the crack propagation dissipation
dD = J o dt dQ + Gf bi dl
Here, the secondary dissipation mechanisms would be grouped in the first term f p dt dQ.
Most notably, yielding of the flexural steel in specimens with longer laminate lengths would
dissipate more energy and result in a higher apparent loading than in specimens without
yielding of the flexural steel. Inclusion of the steel yielding dissipation mechanism into the
analytical model would require additional higher order tems in the model and consideration of
nonlinear yielding criteria. To include other potential energy variables such as steel plasticity
in the dissipation model another term could be introduced to describe the energy state of
the system
W(E'x)= f$(e7x) dQ
Following this approach a nonlinear mechanics model could be developed. However, without
inclusion of this parameter the resistance to fracture will be underestimated and the failure
load calculations will be conservative.
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6.6 Summary
In this chapter an analytical program was developed to characterize the delamination mecha-
nisms observed in the specimens tested in the experimental program. First, thermodynamic
components of the fracture process were derived and components of energy dissipations were
identified. Finite element simulations were then developed to examine the failure behavior
of the specimens and it was concluded that the delamination fracture process was the pri-
mary failure mechanism. As a result, interfacial fracture mechanics concepts were applied
to the notched scenario. It was shown that interfacial fracture mechanics can be used to
describe the bimaterial elasticity and complex stress intensity at the interfacial notch in the
delamination specimens. Fracture mechanics was also shown to provide a methodology for
evaluating the delamination crack path based on bimaterial properties and geometry. Fur-
thermore, fracture mechanics was able to provide a criterion governing the propagation of
the delamination notch using energy methods. The criterion was applied to the delamination
specimen scenario tested in the previous chapter; when compared to experimental results,
the criterion was shown to predict delamination propagation well. These results indicate that
fracture mechanics is an applicable approach for evaluating delamination in FRP laminated
concrete systems.
The ability of interfacial fracture mechanics to characterize mixed mode, bimaterial frac-
ture and crack path evaluation has great potential in analyzing the process of peeling from
existing cracks in the concrete beam. For this reason, the application of fracture mechanics
concepts is extended to the peeling scenario from existing cracks in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Delamination From Shear Cracks
The survey of the state-of-the-art in FRP retrofit of reinforced concrete presented earlier
highlighted the need for improved knowledge concerning the shear crack peeling delamination
process in FRP retrofitted concrete systems. Then, the previous chapter demonstrated
the applicability of interfacial fracture mechanics in the analysis of delamination in FRP
retrofitted reinforced concrete members. This chapter investigates peeling processes occuring
at existing cracks in the retrofitted system through fracture mechanics based experimental
and analytical procedures. First, experimental evidence of peeling mechanisms available in
the literature is reviewed, and existing analytical techniques used to characterize the peeling
process are reviewed. Then, an experimental program is conducted to physically examine
influences on the peeling process. Finally, the application of interfacial fracture mechanics to
the peeling delamination scenario is investigated through an analytical procedure involving
finite element simulations and fracture-based analysis.
7.1 Shear Crack Peeling
In recent years, many investigators have observed a variety of peeling delamination failures
in experimental programs involving retrofitted reinforced concrete members. Theoretically,
peeling failures can occur in modes similar to the microprocesses presented earlier, includ-
ing failure in the concrete substrate, adhesive shear failure, interlaminar shear failure, and
interfacial failure between the concrete and adhesive or the adhesive and laminate. Shear
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Figure 7-1: Differential crack mouth opening displacements causing peeling, after (Neubauer
and Rostasy, 1999)
crack peeling is characterized by differential vertical displacements at crack mouths in the
retrofitted concrete beam that cause a stress intensity in the local bond region, as illus-
trated in Figure 7-1. This stress intensity can initiate fracture and result in delamination
propagation under increased loading. Thus, fundamental knowledge of the shear crack peel-
ing process is essential for a complete understanding of delamination mechanisms in FRP
retrofitted concrete systems.
Early studies of the effect of existing cracks on the failure behavior of retrofitted concrete
systems involved retrofitted steel plates. Peeling delamination in the concrete substrate
was observed in an experimental investigation involving concrete beams retrofitted with
steel plates (Jasienko et al., 1986). To investigate the delamination process, strains in the
retrofitted plate around the mouths of cracks in the shear span of concrete beam specimens
were measured, and it was shown that delamination could be monitored with strain gauges.
Other research programs involving steel plated members have also reported peeling failures
in the concrete substrate (Oehlers, 1992). It was concluded that debonding due to shear
cracks was dependent on the formation of diagonal shear cracks and was not affected by
the presence of stirrup reinforcement. However, the thicker sections of steel retrofit plate
contribute much greater shear resistance to the retrofitted section than thin FRP plates, so
conclusions in this area may not be directly applicable to peeling scenarios in FRP retrofitted
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concrete systems.
One of the first larger scale research programs involving the use of FRP to retrofit concrete
members concluded that shear peeling was influential on the capacity of the retrofitted system
(Kaiser, 1989). Although delamination was not the focus of the investigation, peeling failures
from shear cracks were reported, as illustrated in Figure 7-2. Strains in the laminate were
monitored in the vicinity of the crack mouths in the concrete beams; from this, peak strains
relative to the mean laminate strains were found to be similar among the many specimens
that failed through delamination and were used to develop a criteria governing delamination
in the tested specimens. However, the experimental program was limited to one retrofit
scenario with a fixed laminate length and shear capacity, so conclusions regarding the peeling
process are limited. Follow-up work to this research also reported peeling failure in concrete
substrates of FRP retrofitted concrete beams (Deuring, 1993); acoustic emission results were
used to evaluate delamination activity at various load stages. Strains in the laminate as well
as crack mouth opening displacements were also monitored, but because delamination was
not the focus of the program many beams were tested with clamps to prevent peeling.
Additionally, only one basic retrofit scheme with a fixed laminate length and shear capacity
was used, so conclusions could not be made regarding many influences on the peeling process.
Other research programs have investigated peeling from existing cracks in more depth. A
high speed camera has been used to film the delamination process (Hankers, 1997); however,
the results of the camera, illustrated in Figure 3-13, were unable to distinguish the exact
peeling process or the direction of the delamination. Double-lap shear specimens have
been used to monitor delamination from cracks (Neubauer and Rostasy, 1997), but it was
concluded that the results were limited to areas of plate end anchorage and could not be used
as a generalized examination of shear crack peeling in FRP retrofitted flexural beams. Other
smaller scale programs, reviewed earlier, have also reported peeling failures (Inoue et al.,
1996; Wu et al., 1997), but were limited in experimental work to measuring crack spacing
and cracking patterns. Thus, experimental data and quantitative information focusing on the
local peeling delamination mechanism is still lacking, and detailed evidence of microprocesses
that cause peeling in real-world retrofitted reinforced concrete members is needed.
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FFigure 7-2: Peeling process from shear cracks, after (Kaiser, 1989)
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7.2 Peeling Models
A variety of techniques have been presented for analysis of peeling from existing cracks, rang-
ing from emprical approaches to detailed crack opening displacement calculations. Following
laboratory testing on a variety of specimens involving steel plated reinforced concrete mem-
bers (Oehlers, 1992), the interaction between debonding due to shear forces and debonding
due to flexural forces was quantified through a moment-shear interaction equation based on
empirical test results
+M< 1.17 (7.1)
MU, Vuc
where M, 5 M , is the ratio of applied moment to peeling moment, and V < Vc is the ratio
of the applied shear to the ultimate shear capacity of the beam. This type of approach does
not incorporate any capabilities for analysis of the different peeling failures described earlier,
where the interaction of these processes with flexural behavior may differ from the type of
failures observed in the experimental program used to derive this empirical value. Thus, this
analysis is limited to retrofit scenarios with parameters similar to the tested specimens.
The closed form solutions used to derive the elastic stress distribution at the end of the
laminate (reviewed above) have also been applied to an internal-span crack scenario (Malek
et al., 1998). The same procedure used to calculate shear stresses has been applied to a
scenario within two successive cracks (Malek et al., 1998) with the assumption that axial
stresses in the plate at crack locations are known boundary conditions. The shear stress at
the crack can be simplified to
Tmax = tp [b2 + / (b3 - fi)] (7.2)
where t,, b2 , \f/4, and b3 are the same as in the earlier derivation presented in Section 3.1.3,
and f, is the longitudinal stress in the plate at the crack location. In order for this derivation
to be valid, however, the elastic beam conditions of plane sections remaining plane must be
held, including the plane of the crack in the concrete beam. Thus, this derivation is only
valid for cracks perpendicular to the plane of the retrofitted plate such as in pure moment
regions. Furthermore, this type of approach is limited to the initiation of cracking and
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becomes invalid after microcracking occurs, and is unable to evaluate the propagation of
delamination and the ultimate load of the beam.
An analytical model of an artificial shear capacity governing peeling from existing cracks
was developed based on peeling failures observed in larger scale testing, described above
(Kaiser, 1989; Deuring, 1993). Components of shear resistance were identified as friction
between the crack faces in the concrete and a sum of dowel action of the reinforcing steel
and retrofitting laminate, as shown in Figure 7-3 (Kaiser, 1989). This was expressed in terms
of a critical crack opening displacement
VA = Teb {x + (h - x) (1 - W + {AEe(v, w) + AiEie(v, w)} (7.3)
Wcrit
where VA is an equivalent shear resistance corresponding to delamination, x is the neutral
axis depth, and v and w are the vertical and horizontal crack opening displacements. By
relating the crack opening displacements to the strain in the laminate and assuming the ratio
of vertical to horizontal displacements remains constant, the equation was reduced to
VA = TCAb X+ (h - x) (I - L) } + xE(EA) (7.4)
where ( and X are empirical constants, and E(EA) = (EAS + EA1 ). Results from beam
testing were used to establish the empirical constants in Equation 7.4. This approach, while
providing a design-applicable criteria, essentially relies on empirical findings. The use of a
system shear capacity as a failure criteria does not incorporate local fracture mechanisms, so
this approach is not directly applicable for investigation of different peeling failure modes.
Also, the use of laminate strains relative to a crack opening displacement for evaluation of
dowel action cannot account for other processes where premature delamination propagation
occurs such as due to degradation or incompatible materials. As a result, this approach is
limited to retrofit scenarios with system parameters and material properties similar to the
tested specimens.
A more detailed analysis of shear crack mouth opening displacements has been developed
(Neubauer and Rostasy, 1999) using a truss model with shear crack friction, as shown in Fig-
ure 7-1. The vertical and horizontal components of the crack mouth opening displacements
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Figure 7-3: Components of shear resistance to peeling, after (Kaiser, 1989)
v and w are given by
w = 2se, (ex - wEC Cos 2 o) (7.5)
v = 2 sc, tan #c, (Ez - Ece cos 2 o) (7.6)
where Scr is the crack spacing, #cr is the angle of inclined shear cracks, 0 is the angle of
the compression strut inclination, E, cz, and Ecw are strains in the longitudinal direction,
perpendicular direction, and compression strut given by
X iB - TobwZm ()
2qBEIAI Z1  2 tan 0
Ez = To tan 0 (7.8)
Espsw
_ - ro (1 + tan2 0) (79)Ec tan 0
_V
with ro = and TIB is the degree of strengthening in bending. This approach is dependent
on many approximations of local fracture phenomenon such as crack spacing, angles, and
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shear friction assumptions. Its use as a criterion for peeling is also not entirely clear, though
it would allow examination of relative shear and moment components applied to the peel
scenario. However, the number of assumptions made in the development of the model may
make validation with experimental results difficult.
From these reports of experimental and analytical programs available in the literature
it can be concluded that more work is needed in the area of shear crack peeling failures.
Experimental tests have only been conducted on limited variations in specimen design, and
information on the delamination behavior of systems with varying parameters such as crack-
ing scenarios and laminate development length are not available. Additionally, while broad
empirical-based guidelines and detailed approximations of shear crack behavior have been
proposed, an effective methodology for evaluating the peeling delamination process has not
been established. Thus, a focused investigation of the fracture processes in real-life shear
crack scenarios is needed. The influence of system parameters such as location of the crack,
laminate development length, and epoxy bonding properties on the delamination process
must be assessed. Additionally, analytical techniques are needed to characterize the fracture
processes observed through this investigation. For this, an experimental program involv-
ing specialized shear notch specimens was conducted to examine the peeling delamination
process.
7.3 Experimental Program
To study the delamination process of peeling from mixed flexural and shear zones experi-
mentally, a specialized initially notched shear crack laboratory specimen was developed. The
objectives of the experimental program were to isolate and monitor the delamination process
development from an existing crack in the concrete beam and to investigate influences of
the bonded laminate length (development length) past the initial notch. To meet these ob-
jectives, concrete beam specimens containing initial shear notches were created with various
lengths of bonded FRP laminate extending past the initial notch.
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Figure 7-4: Initial shear notch delamination test specimen
7.3.1 Test Procedure
Specimen
To isolate the initial shear notch delamination process from other failure processes, a four-
point delamination beam specimen was designed with over-reinforced shear capacity outside
the initial notch location, as shown in Figure 7-4. The beam specimens were the same as the
specimens used in the previous program. The CFRP laminate would increase the flexural
capacity by 40% over the unlaminated beam. To prevent shear cracks from influencing the
delamination process from the initial notch, the beams were over-reinforced in shear strength
to 175% of the retrofitted capacity outside the zone of the initial notches. Inside the zone
of initial notches the 10 mm diameter (#3) stirrups were spaced at minimum ACI stirrup
spacing of 150 mm, resulting in a shear capacity of 150%. Delamination was expected to
propagate from the initial notch. Three locations of the initial notch (c = 150 mm, 300 mm,
and 450 mm) were tested with three lengths of laminate development length (1d = 75 mm,
150 mm. amd 225 mm) past the notch for each location, as tabulated in Table 7.1.
Materials
The same materials were used as in the previous experimental program. Normal strength
concrete with conventional steel reinforcement was used to make the beam specimens. The
specimens were retrofitted with the FRP laminate using the Sika 30 epoxy. A thin diamond
saw was used to create the initial notches to the depth of the flexural steel, shown in Figure 7-
Figure 7-5: Initial shear notch cut with a thin diamond saw blade
5, and the mouth of the crack was filled with putty during the laminate retrofit.
Monitoring
The specimens were monitored during the tests using the same techniques as in the previous
program. Ten strain gauges were applied to the laminate, five at each initial shear notch
location. Silver painting strips were applied to the laminate outside of the shear notches to
monitor the direction of the delamination propagation on selected specimens. The magnify-
ing camera was also used to observe the fracture process at the initial notch location.
7.3.2 Experimental Results
The shear notch specimens were tested in four point bending under monotonically increased
load. First, unlaminated control beams were tested. The midspan deflection curves demon-
strated softening at cracking of the concrete and plasticity of the steel, as shown in Figure 7-6.
Then, laminated beams were tested; stiffnesses and ultimate loads were found to increase
with longer laminate lengths and the specimens were observed to fail through delamination
within a thin layer of the concrete substrate. Figure 7-6 shows that specimens with longer
laminate lengths failed at higher loads and may have yielding in the flexural steel; shorter
laminate lengths appeared to delaminate before the yielding of the steel. Also, specimens
with the shear notch located closer to the maximum moment c = 150 mm) were found to
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Table 7.1: Results of initial shear notch specimens
Notch location Development Ultimate Delamination Calculated energy
from load, c length, ld load, P, initiation, Pd release rate
[mm] [mm] [kN] [kN] [J/m 2
unlaminated - 80.1 _ _ _
150 75 76.5 76.1 87.6
150 94.7 62.3 61.7
225 123.4 71.2 74.2
300 75 117.6 88.6 70.0
225 134.3 85.9 66.3
275 144.6 100.8 90.8
450 75 115.6 110.0 26.8
150 135.6 123.3 33.9
delaminate at lower loads compared to notches at lower applied moment locations (such as
c = 450 mm). Thus, both notch location and development length appear to have significant
influence on the delamination process. Ultimate loads of the tested beams are given in Ta-
ble 7.1. Specimens with longer laminate lengths were observed to fail with additional shear
cracking inside the initially notched span.
Results from the strain gauges indicate an intensity in the laminate longitudinal stress
in the vicinity of the initial notch, as shown in Figure 7-7. This intensity is created by
the discontinuity of bonding between the beam and the plate and reflects the variation on
bonding stresses as force is transferred across the crack mouth. It has been shown that the
magnitude of the laminate stress peak can be estimated by evaluating stresses in the laminate
corresponding to cracked and uncracked sections, as illustrated in Figure 7-8 (Holzenkimpfer,
1997). Results from the strain gauges during the load history indicate stress redistribution
at loads below the ultimate capacity of the beam. A zone of bond softening was observed
to expand from the notch mouth under increased loading, which was accompanied by an
expansion in the zone of force transfer at the stress intensity in the laminate at the initial
notch (illustrated in Figure 7-8). This process was observed to occur before the maximum
load in all the tested specimens, and is illustrated with frames from the magnifying camera
in Figure 7-9. The load level at initiation of this process is also reported in Table 7.1. This
level is quantitatively defined as the point where strain rates in the first gauge in the vicinity
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Figure 7-6: Load/midspan deflection curves for initial shear notch specimens
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Figure 7-7: Sample strain gauge results for beam (c = 300 mm, 1 = 75 mm) at various load
levels
of the notch decreases to the same rate as the gauge over the initial notch; however, the
quantification of this load level is sensitive to the positioning of the strain gauges.
Results from the silverpainting indicate that final unstable delamination propagated from
the initial notch to the end of the laminate, as shown in Figure 7-10. This evidence agrees
with previous work (Wu et al., 1997) where propagation was shown to occur from an initial
notch in the midspan of the specimen towards the end of the laminate. This evidence
demonstrates that the ultimate failure process differed from the delamination specimen tested
in the previous experimental program where delamination was observed to occur from the
end of the laminate toward the midspan of the beam. Other influences on this process will
be examined by individual parameter.
7.3.3 Effect of Notch Location
Three initial notch locations were tested in the experimental program. Delamination loads
were found to increase with larger notch distances from the load line (i. e. notches closer
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Figure 7-10: Results from silverpaint on the shear notched specimen
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Interpretation
to the support). This is probably due to the lower stresses in the notched region as the
applied moment is decreased with larger distances from the load line of the beam. It is
shown in Table 7.1 that the delamination initiation load is relatively constant for each notch
location regardless of the development length of the laminate past the initial notch (reported
load levels may vary due to sensitivity of gauge positioning over the initial notch). The
independency of the delamination initiation from the development length combined with the
magnifying camera and silver painting results verifies that the delamination process initiated
from the stress intensity at the initial notch and then propagated towards the end of the
laminate.
7.3.4 Effect of Development Length
Three development lengths were tested for each initial notch location. Similar trends are
observed in all three initial notch locations; the ultimate load of the beam increases with the
length of the laminate past the initial notch. Since the delamination initiation load was shown
to be relatively independent of the development length it can be concluded that increased
development lengths may provide greater system ductility by extending the duration of the
delamination process where failure occurs from shear notches. These findings differ with the
conclusions of recent work conducted with smaller scale bonding tests (Maeda et al., 1997;
Horiguchi and Saeki, 1997; Brosens and Van Gemert, 1997) where laminate lengths past
an anchorage bonding length were found to not significantly influence the ultimate load of
the tests. These differences may be due to the mixed loading of the beams tested in this
program versus the pure mode loadings found on the bonding tests. Also, the reinforcement
in the concrete beams tested in this program introduce additional system ductility which
may influence the ultimate load capacity compared to the unreinforced bonding tests.
The experimental results of the shear notch specimens demonstrated crack propagation
processes similar to the failure mechanisms observed in the delamination specimens tested
in the previous program. Additionally, the differences in delamination crack paths observed
with the use of the different adhesives demonstrated that crack deflection into substrates
depending on their relative properties is also possible in shear peeling processes. These
phenomena indicate that a fracture mechanics analysis may be useful in characterizing the
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shear crack peeling scenario. Because of this, an analytical procedure involving finite element
methods was conducted to investigate the applicability of interfacial fracture mechanics
methodologies to the shear crack peeling scenario.
7.4 Analytical Procedure
The experimental program demonstrated that fracture processes observed in the shear crack
peeling mechanisms were similar to those observed in the simplified delamination specimen
tested earlier. It was shown that the delamination process could be analyzed through interfa-
cial fracture mechanics, which was used to investigate crack path evaluation and delamination
propagation criteria. For this reason the use of interfacial fracture mechanics for analyzing
the shear crack peeling process was investigated in an analytical procedure incorporating
both smeared and discrete crack finite element models. The analytical procedure, illustrated
in Figure 7-11, was conducted in a manner designed to examine first the causes of fracture,
then characterization of the fracture process and finally development of a model. First, the
shear crack mouth stress field is investigated through finite elements. Then, the crack path
evaluation criteria is used to characterize the various delamination paths observed in the
experimental procedure. Finally, a smeared crack finite element simulation is used to model
the specimens tested in the experimental program and develop a delamination propagation
criteria governing the peeling failures.
7.4.1 Stress Field
Elastic Distribution
First, the elastic stress distribution around the initial notches in the concrete beam was
investigated. A finite element mesh was developed similar to the mesh used in the previous
chapter with plane strain two dimensional elements for the concrete, epoxy, and laminate
materials and two dimensional truss elements for the reinforcing steel. The mesh, shown in
Figure 7-12, contains a thin notch 0.1mm wide in the concrete at the notch location, as shown
in Figure 7-12(b). Interfacial shear stresses under an elastic unit load are given in Figure 7-
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Figure 7-11: Representation of the analytical plan for evaluation of peeling mechanisms at
shear notches
13. An intensity in the stresses is shown within a zone of approximately 40mm, which
agrees with the strain gauge results found in the experimental program. For verification
and comparison purposes, the closed form solution for elastic stresses at the initial notch,
presented in Section 3.1.3, was used to calculate the elastic interfacial shear stresses in
the specimen with a spreadsheet and Matlab routine. Equation 3.14 can be solved for the
boundary conditions at an existing crack (for example, see (Malek et al., 1998)); the resulting
shear stress distribution for the four-point bending specimen is given by
T ( i El Pcy ) WeWX E Py]
r(X) = [(K2 - -i we1 -(7.10)[Ec 2It. Ec 2Itr,
where c is the notch distance from the support, w2 = E; y is the distance from the section
neutral axis to the bottom concrete fiber, and Itr is the transformed moment of inertia of
the section. This elastic solution is also plotted in Figure 7-13, and the results are shown to
agree reasonably well with the finite element results. However, under an increasing load this
stress intensity will cause cracking in the concrete substrate. Once cracking initiates, the
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(a) Finite element mesh (b) Closeup of refined mesh at
shear notch
Figure 7-12: Finite element mesh used to study the shear notched delamination beams
elastic distribution is no longer valid and fracture-based approaches are needed to further
characterize the process.
Fracture Analysis
To investigate the stress intensity in the cracked system the finite element mesh was refined
at the initial notch and concrete-epoxy interfaces with quarter-node crack tip elements,
as shown in Figure 7-14 and detailed earlier in Section 6.4.3. The magnitude of crack
driving forces and components of normal and shear tractions were investigated with the
virtual crack extension techniques used in the previous chapter. Crack driving forces for
the notched FRP delamination specimens were evaluated with the virtual crack extension
method and are reported in Table 7.2. It is shown that crack driving forces are significantly
higher at locations of greated applied moment (smaller c). This indicates that the moment
applied to the notched section plays a significant role in the propagation of peeling from
notches. The phase angles were evaluated with a fixed length equal to the thickness of the
epoxy layer (1 mm) and are also given in Table 7.2. It is shown that the variation in phase
angle at different locations along the shear span of the beam is small; this indicates that
the effect of relative shear versus moment forces applied at the notched beam section may
not significantly influence the tractions at the delamination crack tip. Thus, these results
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Figure 7-13: Interfacial shear stresses from shear notches at different locations
Table 7.2: Maximum deflected and interfacial energy release rates
Location Deflection into Interfacial Deflection into Interfacial
c [mm] concrete [J/m 2] crack [J/m 2] epoxy [J/m2 ] mode mixity [0]
150 4.5 x 10-5 1.7 x 10-4 5.9 x 10-5 38
300 1.9 x 10-5 7.5 x 10-5 2.7 x 10-5 40
450 4.3 x 10-6 2.1 x 10-5 7.6 x 10-6 41
indicate the magnitude of the applied forces at the cracked beam section may be the critical
factor govering peeling failures.
7.4.2 Crack Path Prediction
In the shear notched FRP delamination specimens, propagation can occur through several
scenarios including interfacial fracture, deflection into the epoxy, and deflection into the
concrete substrate, as illustrated in Figure 7-15. As introduced in the previous chapter,
delamination will propagate into a substrate if
GTt < k (7.11)
max S
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(a) Refined mesh used in the fracture analysis (b) Closeup of mesh
(c = 300 mm, ld = 75 mm) focusing at crack tip
Figure 7-14: Refined finite element mesh used in the fracture analysis
where the quantities are defined in the previous chapter. Crack driving forces for deflection
scenarios into both the epoxy and concrete substrates were evaluated using finite elements
for a full range of deflection angles -90' < Q < 900. Maximum deflected energy release rates
for both deflection scenarios are also reported in Table 7.2. The ratios of these calculated
crack driving forces can be used with material properties to evaluate the delamination crack
path. For example, penetration into the epoxy versus propagation in the interface will occur
at c = 300 mm if
Fi > eo Fepoxy (7.12)
Gmaxep
7.5 x 10-
2.7 x 10-5 "pxy (7.13)
> 2.78 repoxy (7.14)
the interface is roughly three times as tough as the epoxy. Subsequently, deflection into the
concrete substrate out of the interface is evaluated the same way; deflection will occur into
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Figure 7-15: Possible deflection scenarios for an existing crack in the concrete member
the concrete substrate over propagation in the interface at c = 300 mm if
ri > concrete 'concrete (7-15)
max
7.5 x 10-5
1.9 x 10-5 l'concrete (7.16)1.9 X 10-5
> 3.95 l'concrete (7.17)
the interface is roughly four times as tough as the concrete. Equations 7.14 and 7.17 can
be combined to evaluate deflection into either the epoxy or concrete substrates; provided
the interface is strong enough, deflection into the epoxy substrate will occur instead of the
concrete if
Fepoxy < Gconcrete "concrete (7.18)
Gepoxy
1.9 x10-
2.7 < 10-5 42.6J/m 2  (7.19)2.7 x 10-5
< 29.9J/m 2  (7.20)
Thus, the SBA-08 adhesive is weak enough to fulfill this criteria, which explains the deflection
into the epoxy substrate observed in the laboratory specimen retrofitted with the SBA-08.
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7.4.3 Peeling Model and Criteria
Results from the experimental program and elastic analysis of the shear notch demonstrated
that the intensity at the notch can initiate cracking well before the ultimate capacity of
the beam. To develop a fracture model applicable to the shear notch scenario, a two stage
modeling procedure was conducted. First, smeared crack finite element simulations were
conducted to investigate failure mechanisms in the shear notched specimens. Then, the
fracture model was developed based on the failure mechanism observed in the simulations.
Investigation of Failure Mechanisms
To investigate the peeling behavior of the shear notched beam beyond the elastic range a
nonlinear smeared crack model was developed. The smeared crack model used in in the
previous chapter was modified to simulate the shear notch specimen by incorporating a
0.1mm notch at various locations (in different meshes), as shown in Figure 7-16 for the
c = 300 mm mesh. The same material models and simulation parameters were used as in
the simulation presented in the previous chapter. Simulations of three meshes with initial
notches and lengths of laminates similar to the experimental program were conducted.
In all simulations, failure was ultimately reached through nonconvergence when the mesh
stiffness was significantly reduced due to extensive cracking in the concrete elements. Non-
convergence was reached after the flexural steel had yielded and the concrete in the de-
lamination band had reduced stiffness through tension softening, indicating delamination.
Nonconvergence loads are given in Table 7.3 as the maximum load P". Load line deflections
from the simulations were found to match the experimental results, as shown in Figure 7-
16(b).
During the simulation, the post-cracking stiffness in the concrete element decreased until
the ultimate rupture strain corresponding to the release of the fracture energy was reached,
indicating a completely developed crack. The load step for this process in the concrete
element closest to the initial shear notch is reported in Table 7.3 as the delamination initiation
load Pd. At this load step the concrete contributes no stiffness, indicating the initiation of
the delamination microcrack which progresses outward from the shear notch as the adjacent
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Figure 7-16: Finite element mesh and midspan deflection curve
elements reach their rupture strains, as shown in Figure 7-17. When the concrete elements
along the entire development length of the laminate have reached rupture strain levels, the
mesh compliance becomes singular and convergence is unreachable; this process is reflected
in the laminate's expanding stress intensity zone, shown in Figure 7-18, which agrees with the
results obtained with the strain gauges in the experimental procedure. From the observations
of this process, it can also be concluded that longer laminate lengths extend this delamination
process from initiation to the ultimate load of the beam, agreeing with the results of the
experimental program.
Linear Elastic Fracture Model
The smeared crack finite element simulations demonstrated how the fracture energy in the
substrate is released along the length of the laminate during the delamination process. This
process can be modeled as an idealized transition from a completely adhered system to a
partially delaminated state indicating the initiation of delamination at the shear notches, as
illustrated in Figure 7-19. The evaluation of the potential energy contained in the system
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Table 7.3: Results of smeared crack finite element procedure
Notch location Development Nonconvergence Delamination Tensile strength
from load, c length, ld load, PU initiation, Pd exceeded, Phf
[mm] [mm] [kN] [kN] [kN]
150 75 89.9 58.3 43.4
150 92.1 57.1 42.8
225 89.2 51.2 44.3
300 75 123.0 66.5 58.8
225 115.9 70.6 59.4
275 106.1 70.0 58.9
450 75 131.0 116.9 74.5
150 137.2 118.2 72.0
(a) P = 75kN
(b) P = 83kN
(c) P = 85kN
Figure 7-17: Progressive delamination rupture from initial shear notch (showing only rup-
tured elements) for simulations c = 150 mm, ld = 225 mm
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Figure 7-18: Laminate stresses near the shear notch for the notched specimen (c = 300 mm,
1= 75mm)
that is released through this peeling process can be estimated through the linear elastic
fracture model used in the previous chapter and illustrated in Figure 7-20.
Starting with Equation 6.32, the energy introduced to the structure through external
work is given by (f M2 v2 d
2EI 2GA
The beams tested in this investigation can be discretized into seven divisions of similar cross
sections and applied loading at the initiation of delamination, as illustrated in Figure 7-21.
By integrating along the length of the beam in terms of these discrete sections, the strain
energy of the laminated state is given by
fa (M2 y2 f, M2 V2 )dw = 2i( - + )dx+ (2 + )dx
0 2EI1 2GA1) a 2EI2 2GA2
+ M2 y2 d2 (7.21)I 2EI2 2GA 2 ) dx 
The strain energy of the delaminated state is given by
Wa ( M2 + 2 - M2 2
W = 2 0 -+ - )dx +2 fc(-+ - dx
2EI1 2GA1 2EI2 2GA2)
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Integrating along the length of the beam in terms of these discrete sections, the potential
energy of the laminated state is given by
p24
Diam = -4E
S 13 a 3  2 ( _ 1
+ +
311 3I2 12
The strain energy contained in the system after delamination to the location of the initial
notches is given by
p2 a 3
'Ddelam = +4E 31
(i-c)3 - a
3I2
Thus, the release of strain energy due to delamination in the specimen can be obtained by
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(7.22)
(7.23)
13 - (1 - C)3
33 +
(7.24)2 Y
13
subtracting the potential energy states
AD = Diam - Ddelam P2 (41 --2(L) [ --31 (7.25)24E I2 Is.
The resistance to delamination can be found by integrating the crack resistance over the
delamination length
L
AD= G5 bi dx = 2Gf bi x 2 Gfbl(L - 2(1 - c)) (7.26)fo (1-c)
where Gf is the fracture energy of the failing material and b, is the width of the laminate.
Solving for delmination load yields
P 24b(L - 2(1 - c)) 1 _ 11-2 (7.27)
(G5E - 41 ±3+2(1-c)3 -21 2L 13]
which can be solved in terms of the maximum applied moment M, = g and normalized to
3(1
M2 p 1 (7.28)
bd2 (GfE)r 3@(+2)-f t2) 12 13]
where
-I . (l -c) 1
which is similar to the form of the delamination criteria developed in the previous chapter
except for the differences in the section intertias 12 and 13. The bending stiffnesses can be
estimated using conventional methods to find the neutral axis and normalized moment of
inertia presented in the previous chapter.
Comparison to Experimental Results
Energy release rates were calculated using this analytical procedure and the delamination
load results from the experimental procedure, as shown in Table 7.1. It is shown that the
energy released in the experimental program at the initiation of delamination remains rela-
tively independent of both notch location and laminate development length. The values for
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Figure 7-21: Idealization of laboratory specimen into discrete cross sections
the notch located at c = 150 may be lower than average because of shear cracking that was
also observed in these specimens at the initiation of delamination. Since the energy release
rate derived from the experimental program remained relatively constant and independent
of the experimental parameters, the use of the critical engery release rate as a delamination
criteria was investigated. The analytical procedure for calculating the energy release rate
from the applied loading was conducted in reverse through an iterative computational rou-
tine, similar to the routine used in the previous chapter. The fracture energy of concrete
(Gf = 42.6J/m 2) was used as the delamination criteria in an incremental load loop that
calculated the adhered and unadhered moments of intertia 12 and 13. These calculated de-
lamination loads are plotted in Figure 7-22 with the results from the experimental program.
Differences between the analytical results and the experimental program are found with
notch locations closer to the end of the beam. This may be attributed to additional cracking
and steel plasticity observed within the notched span in the longer laminated specimens.
Overall, however, it is shown that this procedure approximates the delamination trend with
respect to notch location reasonably well, and that the maximum load decreases with notch
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Figure 7-22: Delamination loads predicted analytically, shown with experimental results
locations closer to the load line where the applied moment forces are higher.
7.5 Summary
This chapter focused on the delamination mechanism involving peeling of the FRP laminate
from existing cracks in retrofitted reinforced concrete beams. First, experimental evidence
and observations of peeling failures available in the literature were reviewed. It was shown
that while many researchers have reported peeling failures in laboratory programs, detailed
information on the local failure mechanism was unavailable. Existing analyses of peeling
mechanisms were also reviewed, and it was shown that an effective methodology for eval-
uating the peeling delamination process from shear crack scenarios was needed. Then, an
experimental program involving specialized shear notch specimens was conducted to examine
the peeling delamination process. The results of the experimental program demonstrated
that the crack propagation process in the shear crack peeling scenario were similar to the
failure mechanisms observed in the delamination specimens tested in the previous program.
Differences in delamination crack paths were observed with the use of different adhesives,
and the location of the initial shear notch was also shown to be influential on the initiation of
delamination in the tested specimens. Notches located closer to the maximum moment were
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observed to initiate delamination at lower loads than notches located at sections with lower
applied moment. Delamination initiation occurred at approximately the same load level for
each location of shear notch independent of the laminate length beyond the notch location.
Ultimate loads of the specimens were found to increase with longer laminate lengths; thus, it
was concluded that initiation of delamination was influenced by the notch location and the
ultimate load of the system was influenced by the laminate length. Based on these observa-
tions it was concluded that a fracture mechanics analysis may be useful in characterizing the
shear crack peeling mechanism. To investigate the use of fracture mechanics with the shear
crack peeling scenario, an analytical procedure incorporating finite elements was conducted.
First the stress field at the shear notch crack mouth was investigated, and it was shown
that the stress intensity at the crack mouth could initiate cracking at relatively low system
loads. Because the elastic stress distribution was no longer valid in the cracked system, finite
element simulations were used to evaluate the crack driving forces applied at the shear notch
crack mouth. It was concluded that the moment forces applied to the cracked scenario were
influential on the magnitude of the crack driving force. Initial notches at locations with
greater applied moment were found to have higher crack driving forces; however, the phase
angle of the delamination notch was found to be relatively constant and not significantly
influenced by the moment or shear applied at the location of the notch. As a consequence,
it was also shown that critical values of epoxy toughness could be used to predict deflection
into the concrete substrate. Finally, a delamination criteria was developed and shown to
predict the initiation of peeling from the shear notch reasonably well. Thus, interfacial frac-
ture mechanics was shown to be useful in evaluating peeling mechanisms from shear notch
scenarios. However, the results of this analysis are currently limited to the specialized peeling
specimens developed in this chapter; the applicability of this methodology in systems with
multiple cracks and other real-world parameters must be investigated. For this, the next
chapter examines the development of this approach into an analysis methodology applicable
to real-life retrofit scenarios.
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Chapter 8
Delamination in Beams Representing
Real-World Applications
Delamination mechanisms involving peeling from shear notches were studied in the previous
chapter through experimental and analytical programs with specialized shear notch models.
Influences on the peeling process were identified, and it was concluded that significant fac-
tors that effect peeling include the magnitude of the moment applied to the notched section
and the development length of the FRP laminate past the notch. Additionally, it was found
that the local shear and opening components (phase angle) at the notch tip were relatively
independent of the loading conditions applied to the concrete section at the notch location.
It was shown that a fracture mechanics based delamination criteria can be used to evaluate
initiation of peeling from initial shear notches. However, the analysis is valid only for the spe-
cialized shear notches; further work is needed to apply this methodology to practical retrofit
scenarios ("real-world" applications). This chapter investigates the applicability of a fracture
mechanics based analysis for evaluating delamination in FRP retrofitted specimens repre-
senting real-world retrofit scenarios. First, characteristics of real-world retrofit scenarios
are defined and a literature survey is conducted to review previous work involving delamina-
tion in experimental programs studying practical retrofit situations. Then, an experimental
procedure is conducted to investigate peeling mechanisms in precracked retrofitted beams
with variations in system parameters including shear capacity, stirrup spacing, and laminate
length. Finally, an analytical procedure is used to develop a delamination criteria govern-
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ing the initiation and ultimate propagation of the peeling process. This analysis is verified
with finite element simulations, which are then used to examine a wider range of system
parameters such as shear capacity and laminate thickness.
8.1 Real-World Retrofit Scenarios
Parameters considered in the design of a real-world retrofit scenario include characteristics
defining the condition of the existing materials, the loading capacity of the structure, and
properties of the retrofit system. Parameters governing the condition of the structural mate-
rials include factors related to concrete cracking, deterioration, and corrosion of the existing
flexural steel. The load carrying capacity of an existing structure is evaluated based on many
factors including (ACI Committee 440F, 1998):
" existing dimensions of members,
" existing material properties,
" cracked section properties, and
" existing amounts of reinforcing steel (including shear capacity).
Properties of the retrofit system to be considered in the design include stiffness and strength
of the FRP material as well as physical dimensions such as the retrofit cross sectional area,
laminate thickness, and laminate length. In addition to these individual parameters coupling
effects between multiple characteristics of an existing system can also effect the integrity of
the retrofitted structure differently than individual factors alone.
While researchers have investigated many practical aspects of FRP retrofit of concrete
structures, specific information related to debonding failures reported during these investi-
gations is limited. Early work investigating retrofit of real-life concrete beams involved the
use of steel retrofitting plates (Swamy and Jones, 1980; Swamy et al., 1989). To simulate
existing cracking scenarios, different levels of preloading were applied to specimens before the
retrofit; it was found that flexural crack lengths and widths in the unlaminated beam were
reduced through retrofitting and no debonding was reported, perhaps due to a relatively low
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Figure 8-1: Crack widths in precracked FRP retrofitted concrete beams, after (Meier and
Kaiser, 1991)
yielding strength of the retrofit plate. Reports of debonding became more common with the
use of FRP materials in concrete retrofitting but specific information on the delamination
mechanism remained limited to visual observations. Studies involving glass fiber reinforced
plastics used to retrofit five precracked concrete beams with variations in flexural and shear
reinforcement reported debonding failures in most of the test results (Saadatmanesh and
Ehsani, 1990b); however, no further information on this failure mode was provided. Studies
with carbon fiber reinforced plastics applied to preloaded beams also reported peeling fail-
ures (Meier and Kaiser, 1991); crack widths were measured (illustrated in Figure 8-1) and
found to be reduced with the application of the FRP, but no other quantitative informa-
tion was given regarding the peeling failure mode. Another experimental program involving
many repair and anchoring schemes with GFRP and precracked reinforced concrete beams
also reported "plate separation" failure (Sharif et al., 1994), but other experimental evidence
and quantitative information on the debonding process were not included.
Recently, more experimental information on delamination failures involving FRP retrofit
of real-life scenarios has become available. Tests on precracked beams retrofitted with many
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Figure 8-2: Failure modes in precracked FRP strengthened concrete beams, after (Arduini
et al., 1997)
strengthening schemes resulted in observations of progressive delamination of the FRP sheet
from cracks in the constant moment region (Arduini et al., 1997) and reported differences
between various peeling processes, as illustrated in Figure 8-2. Other tests on repaired re-
inforced concrete beams reported observations of the delamination process associated with
wide cracks (David et al., 1999), where the delamination propagation was also observed to
deflect into the concrete substrate and the concrete-steel interface. However, the focus of
these tests was not on the debonding failure mechanism, and detailed quantitative informa-
tion on peeling processes in these and other systems representing real-life retrofit scenarios is
still not widely available. For this reason, an experimental program was conducted to inves-
tigate peeling delamination processes in retrofitted reinforced concrete beams representing
real-life rehabilitation scenarios.
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8.2 Experimental Program
The previous section demonstrated the need for a more detailed experimental examination
of peeling delamination processes in real-life FRP retrofit scenarios. It was shown that
characteristics of a real-life retrofit scenario include existing cracks in the concrete, a variable
amount of shear capacity, and variations in the retrofitted laminate dimensions and length.
For this reason an experimental program was conducted investigating the influence of these
real-life factors on the peeling delamination failure process. The objectives of this program
were to simulate an existing, precracked retrofit scenario and investigate the influence of
shear capacity, stirrup spacing, and laminate length on the delamination behavior. To meet
these objectives concrete beam specimens containing variations in shear capacity and stirrup
spacings were precracked and retrofitted with different lengths of laminates.
8.2.1 Test Procedure
To examine the influence of shear capacity and stirrup spacing on the delamination process,
a four-point reinforced concrete beam specimen was designed with three different schedules
of shear stirrup reinforcement, as shown in Figure 8-3. The stirrups used were #3 rebar
(#9.5mm) for consistency with previous studies and to simulate real construction where
#3 rebar is the smallest reinforcement available. Three stirrup spacings of s = 200 mm,
s = 150 mm, and s = 120 mm were tested, corresponding to shear strengths of 108%, 134%,
and 158% the retrofitted flexural strength, respectively. The same materials were used to
create the specimens as in the previous two chapters, except that only the Sika 30 adhesive
was used to adhere the FRP to the concrete.
The beams were manufactured in the same manner as the specimens in the previous
chapters. Before lamination, however, the unlaminated beams were subjected to a loading
corresponding to 75% of the unlaminated flexural capacity. Cracking patterns were moni-
tored, and in all cases only one major shear crack was observed to develop in addition to
cracks in the pure moment region, as shown in Figure 8-4(a). The location of this single
shear crack did not appear to be influenced by the stirrup spacing. Four different laminate
lengths were then applied to each set of stirrup schedules for a total of 12 laminated speci-
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Figure 8-3: Real-life precracked test specimen
mens. The specimens were monitored during the tests primarily through midspan deflection
LVDTs and strain gauges. Ten strain gauges were applied to the laminate, five on each side,
with one gauge at each end of the laminate, one at the load-line of the applied load, and
the other three at the mouth of the single existing shear crack.
8.2.2 Test Results
The specimens were tested in four-point bending under monotonically increased load. First,
unlaminated specimens were tested; the unlaminated specimen was observed to yield at the
same load level as the unlaminated specimens tested in the previous chapters, indicating
that the specimens were the same as those tested in the previous chapters. Then, laminated
beams were tested. Stiffnesses and ultimate loads were found to increase with longer laminate
lengths, as shown in the deflection plots in Figure 8-5. All beams failed through delamination
in the concrete substrate, as shown in Figure 8-4(b); ultimate loads of the tested beams are
given in Table 8.1. No significant amounts of additional cracking were observed in the beams
up to the delamination load, and no noticable differences in cracking patterns in specimens
with different shear schedules were observed. The range of shear capacities tested appeared
to have to influence on the behavior of the specimens.
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Figure 8-4: Preloading crack patterns and delamination process, for beam s = 150, 1 = 1200
Table 8.1: Results of initial shear notch specimens
Stirrup Laminate End gauge Precrack gauge Loadline gauge Maximum
spacing, s length, 1 delamination delamination delamination load
[mm] [mm] load, [kN] load, [kN] load, [kN] [kN]
200 unlaminated - - - 60.1
120 900 18.2 22.6 - 65.3
1200 48.9 44.5 - 81.4
1500 - - - 83.0
1800 79.9 79.9 20.8 98.1
150 900 15.8 15.8 15.8 66.9
1200 - 24.7 29.5 69.7
1500 - 46.3 21.4 91.8
1800 - 43.0 - 87.2
200 900 27.7 27.7 27.7 74.1
1200 43.7 43.7 - 85.3
1500 74.1 55.6 13.8 94.8
1800 78.1 52.8 26.8 90.5
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Figure 8-5: Load/midspan deflection curves for precracked specimens
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The results from the strain gauges indicate a stress intensity in the laminate around the
mouth of the shear crack, as shown in Figure 8-6(a) for the beam s = 150, 1 = 1500. The
stress distribution resembles the results of the initial shear notch specimens tested in the
previous chapter. Under increasing load the strains were observed to increase at a constant
rate until the delamination process initiated. The load level of this initiation is more easily
observed by examining the strain gauge signals with respect to the applied load, as shown in
Figure 8-6(b). In the strain gauge results shown, the gauge at the location of the applied load
is observed to increase its strain rate at around 30kN, while the gauges at the shear crack
experience an increase in strain rate at around 45kN, indicating that delamination initiates
at the applied load (critical moment) section and propagates in the direction toward the
end of the laminate. The gauge at the end of the laminate remained unchanged nearly
up to the ultimate load of the beam. Load levels where strain rates were observed to
increase are reported as "delamination load" in Table 8.1. It is shown that indictions of the
delamination process at the end of the laminate increase significantly with larger laminate
lengths. Delamination initiation at the critical moment section appears uninfluenced by
the laminate length or shear schedule. Delamination also appears to be influenced by the
length of the laminate; in beams with short laminate lengths, delamination appears to occur
early while in beams with longer laminate lengths there is a delay between initiation at the
maximum moment section and at the end of the laminate. Results denoted by (-) indicate
the no changes in the strain rate were observed and no delamination initiation was detected.
Thus, longer laminate lengths appear to allow delamination to initiate and propagate at
existing cracks before ultimate unstable delamination. These results indicate that while
delamination may initiate at the critical moment section regardless of the laminate length,
longer laminate lengths can delay ultimate unstable delamination propagation. However,
for the range of parameters tested this process did not appear to be influenced by the shear
capacity of the beam.
8.2.3 Effect of Shear Capacity
As mentioned above, shear cracking was limited to one single crack in the shear span. At
these crack locations, delamination initiation occurred at roughly the same load level inde-
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Figure 8-6: Results from strain gauges, for beam s = 150, 1 = 1500
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pendent of the shear capacity and stirrup spacing in the beam. Additionally, the ultimate
load of the retrofitted systems appear to be not influenced by the shear capacity either.
Thus, the delamination peeling process appears to be independent of the shear capacity for
the range of parameters tested in this experimental program. Based on these results it may
be concluded that shear capacities in excess of ACI design requirements provide adequate
resistance to extensive shear cracking and thus may prevent significant crack mouth opening
displacements that might further influence the peeling process. Shear capacities below those
recommended by ACI provisions may cause extensive crack mouth displacements that could
initiate secondary peeling mechanisms in addition to the normal stress intensity delamina-
tion mechanisms observed in this program. Thus, retrofitted members under-reinforced in
shear may be more susceptible to peeling delamination failures. However, these potential
influences were not observed in this experimental program.
8.2.4 Effect of Laminate Length
The effects of laminate length on delamination appear more significant than the effects
of shear capacity. In beams with shorter laminate lengths delamination was observed to
propagate suddenly along the entire length of the beam with an indistinguishable direction
of propagation. In specimens with longer laminate lengths delamination was observed to
originate from the location of maximum applied moment (constant moment region) and
propagate towards the end of the laminate. Thus, the ultimate load was found to increase
with longer laminate lengths.
8.2.5 Summary of Experimental Program
The results of the experimental program involving specimens representing real-life retrofit
scenarios demonstrated that delamination generally originated at cracks closer to the max-
imum moment at the load-line and propagated towards the end of the laminate. These
observations agree with the results of the previous chapter where shear notches closer to the
applied load-line were found to be more influential on the delamination process and longer
laminate lengths were shown to have higher resistance to delamination. Additionally, it was
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Figure 8-7: Representation of the analytical plan for evaluation of delamination in precracked
specimens
found that the range of shear capacities tested in this program were not influential on the
peeling process. To investigate a wider range of these parameters and the applicability of
the fracture-based delamination criteria to the real-life specimens, an analytical procedure
was conducted involving finite elements and a fracture analysis.
8.3 Analytical Procedure
The experimental program demonstrated that delamination in the real-life specimens was
observed to be similar to the delamination processes observed in the shear notch specimens
tested earlier. The application of the fracture model developed in previous chapters to the
precracked specimens was investigated in an analytical procedure. The analytical program,
illustrated in Figure 8-7, was conducted in a similar manner to the previous analytical
programs. First, a finite element procedure was conducted to investigate failure mechanisms
in the precracked specimen and influences under a wider range of system parameters including
shear capacity and laminate thickness. Then, the application of the linear fracture model to
the initiation of delamination in the real-life specimens was investigated.
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8.3.1 Failure Mechanism Investigation
To investigate failure mechanisms and influences from a wider range of parameters, a non-
linear smeared-crack finite element investigation was conducted. The smeared crack model
developed in the previous two chapters was used (without any initial notches or cracks) to
simulate the real-life specimens tested in the experimental program, as shown in Figure 8-
8. The same material models and simulation parameters were used as in the simulations
presented in the previous chapters. An "element birth" option was used to simulate the
unlaminated preloading cycle, where the elements representing the laminate and the ad-
hesive were not added to the mesh until after a loading and unloading cycle was applied,
as in the experimental program, as illustrated in Figure 8-9. Two system parameters were
investigated, the shear capacity and stirrup spacing, and the thickness of the laminate. The
results of these investigations will be presented individually.
8.3.2 Effect of Shear Capacity and Stirrup Spacing
To investigate the effects of a larger range of shear capacities and stirrup spacings, finite
element simulations with three stirrup spacings and three levels of shear capacity were con-
ducted, as tabulated in Table 8.2. The stirrup spacings were the same as those tested in
the experimental program (200mm, 150mm, 120mm), and the shear capacities correspond-
ing to 75%, 100% and 150% of the flexural capacity were simulated by adjusting the cross
sectional areas of the stirrup elements. In all cases delamination was observed in the beams
originating from the load-line (critical moment) section and propagating to the end of the
laminate. This process was monitored through the rupture of concrete substrate elements
along the concrete-adhesive interface, as shown with respect to load level in Figure 8-10.
The charts in Figure 8-10 indicate the load level corresponding to concrete elements at the
concrete-adhesive interface; it is shown that in some cases elements did not rupture along
the entire length of the beam due to other modes of failure including shear failure. It was
found that in simulations with shear capacity of 100% flexural strength and above, failure
was achieved through delamination along the entire length of the beam. In beams with
75% shear capacity, delamination mechanisms were observed to initiate, but ultimate failure
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Figure 8-9: Load/deflection curves for precracked finite element simulation
occurred through shear failure in the concrete shear span. It is shown that maximum loads
are slightly overpredicted and that shear failures occurred at lower loads than delamina-
tion failures. Regardless of the failure mode, however, the shear stirrup spacings were not
found to have significant influence on the delamination process. Thus, these observations
agree with the results of the experimental program where the influence of shear capacity and
stirrup spacing were not found to be significant as long as ACI shear design requirements
were met. Again, it is postulated that the amount of shear capacity provided through ACI
requirements prevented significant crack opening displacements that could cause secondary
peeling mechanisms in addition to the stress-intensity delamination. However, a smeared
crack model could not be used to investigate this possibility due to the restrictions on mesh
refinement that would be necessary to accurately investigate crack mouth opening displace-
ments. A more computationally intensive simulation such as a latice model of these local
mechanisms would be necessary to adequately investigate these potential processes.
8.3.3 Effect of Laminate Thickness
To investigate the influence of laminate thickness on the delamination process, simulations
were conducted with a constant retrofit ratio and laminated thicknesses of 1mm, 0.1mm,
and 0.01mm. Simulations with thicker laminates were found to delaminate through the
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Table 8.2: Maximum loads (in kN) of precracked finite element simulations invetigating
influence of shear capacity
Shear s = 200mm s = 150mm s = 120mm
capacity, % [kN] [kN] [kN]
150 94.8 122.4 115.2
100 115.2 125.6 115.2
75 75.2 81.6 80.4
Table 8.3: Maximum loads of precracked finite element simulations invetigating influence of
laminate thickness
Laminate Ultimate Failure
thickness, load, mode,
[mm] [kN]
1.0 125.6 delamination
0.1 150.9 FRP rupture
0.01 142.2 FRP rupture
process described above, while simulations with thinner laminates were found to fail through
rupture of the FRP laminate. The maximum load and mode of failure are reported in
Table 8.3. These results indicate that the thickness of the laminate may be an influential
parameter on the delamination peeling process, and that a "balanced" thickness may exist
where rupture will occur for thicknesses below the "balance" and delamination will occur for
thicker laminates. The influence of laminate thickness and retrofit ratio is explored through
the application of the delamination propagation criteria developed in the previous chapters.
8.3.4 Linear Elastic Fracture Model
The results of the experimental investigation and finite element analysis demonstrated that
delamination in precracked systems often originates at existing cracks in the retrofitted struc-
ture. In the previous chapter, a fracture model was developed for evaluating the intiation
of delamination at a set of initial cracks in the retrofitted system. This methodology can
be applied to the real-life specimens by assuming, as shown in the experimental results for
many beams, that delamination originates from cracks at the location of applied load, i.e.
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Figure 8-11: Idealization of stages of delamination initiation and ultimate propagation
the critical applied moment section as idealized in Figure 8-11. In the four-point bending
beams tested in this investigation, the potential energy that is released at the initiation of
delamination, illustrated in Figure 8-12, can be evaluated through the simplified idealized
model shown in Figure 8-13.
Energy Evaluation
Starting with Equation 6.32, the strain energy stored in the structure is given by
m1  2 V2 
dx
W= L2EI+2GA d
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Figure 8-12: Idealization of energy release at initation and ultimate delamination
By integrating along the length of the beam, the energy of the laminated state is given by
Wl2 a (M2 I
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The energy of the delaminated state where delamination has propagated along the constant
moment span is given by
fa (M 2
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Integrating along the length of the beam in terms of these discrete sections, the potential
energy of the laminated state is given by
p2 a 3
Diam = P2 31
13 - a3
+ 3I2 + 
(2 Y (8.3)
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The strain energy contained in the system after delamination to the location of the applied
load is given by
P 2 [a3 l 3 - a3  12(L 1
DTelam= + + (4E 3I1 h 3I13
(8.4)
Thus, the release of strain energy due to delamination in the specimen can be obtained by
subtracting the potential energy states
P2 ( Li2 - l3)AD = Diam - Ddelam 2- 18E (8.5)
The resistance to delamination is also found by integrating the crack resistance over the
constant moment span
L 2
AD = fo G5 bi dx = 2G5 bi X 1 = Gf bi (L - 21)
Equating the potential energy release to the cracking resistance, and solving for the applied
critical moment yields
1 1--1
I2 13.
M
bd2 (G5E) 2
(8.7)
ti
where I, - i are the normalized moments of inertia, which is Equation 7.28 with 3 = 1bd3 3
and ( = 1. Using the techniques presented earlier for evaluating the section stiffnesses, the
laminated section intertia was estimated at
- I2
I2 = -bd3
3 
3-3y
with neutral axis E = 0.5. The cracked, delaminated section was evaluated with e = 0.4909
- 13
13 =-3bd3
c3 +P 7
37
C)2
- , + pIa1 (1-c 2 = 0.1806 (8.9)
which, when substituted into Equation 8.7, results in a delamination initiation load of P' =
21.089kN, which agrees with the measured results of the experimental program.
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Comparison to Experimental Results
The ultimate load of the retrofitted beams can be assessed by integrating delamnination over
the entire length of the laminate. Here, the ultimate applied moment is expressed as
Mu 3(1 - 2a#) 1 1~
O~3+ )- j-2 1 (8.10)bd2 (G5E)b ps+)- 2 iI2
where a = is the unlaminated length and # -= is the location of the applied loads. By
using the fracture energy of the concrete as the delamnination criteria Gf, ultimate loads
with respect to the laminate length can be calculated for the tested four point bending
specimen. Ultimate loads calculated using this methodology are plotted with the results
from the experimental program in Figure 8-14. It is shown that agreement is obtained and
the trend line is captured by the analysis.
8.4 Summary
This chapter described the investigation of peeling failures in FRP retrofitted reinforced
concrete beams representing "real-life" lamination scenarios. First, the term "real-life" was
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defined to include scenarios with pre-existing cracks in the concrete substrate and other sys-
tem parameters such as various shear capacities and retrofit laminate lengths. A literature
survey then reviewed existing research in these areas. It was found that detailed information
on delamination in real-life retrofit scenarios was not widely available. Because of this, an
experimental program was conducted investigating delamination in precracked, retrofitted
beams with variations in shear capacity and laminate length. It was shown that in most
specimens, delamination originated from existing cracks at the section of maximum applied
moment and then propagated outward to the end of the laminate. The range of shear ca-
pacities tested were not found to have any significant influence on the delamination process,
and beams with longer laminate lengths had higher maximum loads due to a larger prop-
agation length from initiation to ultimate delamination. Finite element simulations were
then conducted to investigate a wider range of system parameters. It was found that shear
capacities in excess of ACI requirements had little influence on the delamination process.
The thickness of the laminate was shown to be very influential on the failure mode of the
system; a critical thickness corresponding to laminate rupture failure instead of delamination
was found, with thinner laminates resulting in FRP rupture and thicker laminates resulting
in delamination failure. These results lead to the conclusion that the thickness of the lam-
inate may be a critical design parameter influencing the failure mode of the system. The
application of a fracture based delamination criteria was then investigated, and it was shown
that the initiation of delamination could be evaluated using the energy methods developed in
the previous chapters. Additionally, ultimate loads calculated based on delamination along
the entire length of the laminate were shown to agree with maximum loads measured in the
experimental program.
The application of a fracture energy based criteria was shown to be effective in evaluating
the initiation of delamination in FRP retrofitted "real-life" concrete beams. Currently the
results of this methodology are limited to the four-point specimen tested in this chapter and
its application must be extended to more generalized loading for effective use in design. For
this reason the use of the fracture based analysis in a methodology integrating delamination
into the design of FRP retrofitted reinforced concrete beams is investigated in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 9
Designing for Delamination
The experimental program conducted in the previous chapter demonstrated that peeling
failures in the tested precracked FRP laminated reinforced concrete beam specimens origi-
nated at existing cracks near the location of maximum moment at the applied loading and
then propagated towards the end of the laminate. Then, the application of a fracture energy
based delamination criteria was shown to be effective in evaluating the initiation of delami-
nation in these tested beams. However, the results of this methodology are currently limited
to the four-point bending specimen; this chapter investigates the extension of this analyti-
cal technique to generalized retrofit scenarios and develops a quantitative design procedure
incorporating the fracture-based delamination criteria. First, existing design procedures
available in the literature are reviewed and the need for a delamination criteria is demon-
strated. Then, the delamination criteria developed in the previous chapters is applied to a
generalized loading case and simplified for use as a design procedure. A size effect analysis is
then presented to investigate the applicability of a fracture criteria to specimens of different
sizes. The delamination criteria is then incorporated in a quantitative design procedure and
a numerical design system is developed to assist in the iterative design method. Finally,
design examples are presented to illustrate the use of the procedure.
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9.1 Existing Design Procedures
Following the successes of demonstration projects involving retrofit with FRP materials,
infrastructure owners, regulators, contractors, and professional organizations began to con-
sider FRP in more retrofitting projects. However, widespread use was curtailed by the lack
of design codes; as a result, many called for the development of official design procedures.
Since then several works have been presented aiming at providing design procedures for
FRP retrofit of reinforced concrete structures; these can be grouped by author into three
categories of professional organization, manufacturers, and independent researchers. This
section reviews the more widely available design procedures and identifies the merits and
deficiencies of each publication.
9.1.1 Professional Organizations
American Concrete Institute (ACI)
The American Concrete Institute is preparing "Guidelines for Selection, Design, and Instal-
lation of Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) Systems for Externally Strengthening Concrete
Structures" which was available in draft format as of this writing (ACI Committee 440F,
1998). Sections of the guidelines cover properties of the retrofit materials; evaluation of ex-
isting structures; structural design; shipping, storage, and handling; installation; and quality
control and maintenance. The evaluation of existing structures section covers important cri-
teria for field inspection and assessment of existing load capacity. The recommendations for
design of columns, flexural members, shear and walls are based on AC1318 requirements.
Failure design recommendations state to avoid brittle failures such as anchorage, delamina-
tion, and shear failure; however, no quantitative design procedures or equations are included.
Thus, specific information for designing engineers is lacking.
International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO)
The International Conference of Building Officials has published AC125 "Acceptance Cri-
teria for Concrete and Reinforced and Unreinforced Masonry Strengthening Using Fiber-
Reinforced Composite Systems" (ICBO ES, 1997). In this publication the fiber reinforced
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Figure 9-1: Use of externally bonded steel plate stirrups, from (Deutches Insitut fur Bautech-
nik, 1998)
plastic reinforcement is treated as additional steel reinforcement; specific design equations
are provided for flexural strength, shear strength, and anchorage. Anchorage is evaluated
through a maximum allowable bonding stress, which is used to evaluate a necessary laminate
length. However, FRP-specific issues such as peeling delamination are not addressed.
German Institute for Construction Technology
The German Institute for Construction Technology (Deutches Institut fur Bautechnik) has
published the "Allgemeine bauaufsichtliche Zulassung, Verstirkung von Stahlbetonbauteilen
durch mit Baukleber ispo Concretin SK 41 schubfest aufgeklebte S&P Kohlenfaserlamellen"
document which acts as certification for FRP products and their application in Germany
(Deutches Insitut fflr Bautechnik, 1998). General provisions for flexural, shear, and anchor-
age are provided. Anchorage is computed through an allowable anchorage force along a
critical development length. The code also recommends shear strengthening through steel
stirrups in cases of insufficient shear capacity, as illustrated in Figure 9-1. Other FRP issues
such as delamination are not addressed.
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Japan Concrete Institute and Japan Society of Civil Engineers
The Japanese Concrete Institute has published "Technical Report on Fiber Reinforced Con-
crete" (Maruyama, 1997). This publication provides guidelines for evaluating the contribu-
tion of external FRP reinforcement to shear capacity of retrofitted concrete. The Japanese
Society of Civil Engineers has published JSCE 307 Subcommittee on Retrofitting Design.
Unfortunately, the publication is available in Japanese only.
9.1.2 Retrofit System Manufacturer
Sika
Sika manufactures the Sika Carbodur System and publishes the Sika Carbodur Manual (Sika
Corporation, 1997). Design guidelines provide detailed equations for flexural strengthening
of beams and slabs. A computational spreadsheet is provided to aid the designer. No
provisions are provided for shear strengthening; however, the procedure does consider both
delamination and anchorage. Delamination is considered through a critical shear force that
causes vertical slip at concrete crack mouths; by relating the crack opening displacements
to the strain in the laminate (illustrated in Figure 9-2) and assuming the ratio of vertical
to horizontal displacements remains constant, the equivalent shear capacity representing
peeling resistance is expressed by
VA=Tb X+(h-x) 1- +E(EA) (9.1)
where h is the height of the section, x is the depth to the neutral axis, AcL is the strain in the
laminate at the crack mouth, ( and x are empirical constants, and E(EA) = (EA,+EA,).
represents and empirical constant related to a critical strain in the laminate at the initiation
of delamination in laboratory experiments, and x is another empirical factor for various
laminate and existing steel areas tested in the laboratory. The use of an equivalent system
shear capacity as a failure criteria does not take into consideration local fracture mechanisms
at the crack mouth such as failure in the concrete versus epoxy constituents. Also, the use
of laminate strains relative to a crack opening displacement for evaluation of dowel action
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Figure 9-2: Equivalent shear capacity representing peeling resistance
does not account for other processes where premature delamination can occur such as due to
degradation or incompatible materials. Thus, based on the empirical nature of this approach,
its applications in the field are limited.
9.1.3 Independent Researchers
Many researchers have proposed design guidelines in addition to the professional organiza-
tions and manufacturers reviewed above. The majority of the guidelines follow procedures
along the lines of flexural and shear evaluation based on ACI recommendations. Differences
are often found in addressing anchorage and delamination; for example, the shear stress
intensity at the termination of the plate has been used as an anchorage design value (Malek
et al., 1998)
Tmax = ti [b2 + VA/- (b3 - fi)] (9.2)
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where
A _Ga
tati Et
g ~a 1 E1
ItrEc
b2 = VE,(2a1Lo + a2 )ItrEc
= El [I (a1L 2 + a2Lo + a3) ± 2b1 tatpb3ItrEc 0)+2,Ga.
ta and ti are the thickness of the adhesive and laminate, Ea and El are the modulus of
the adhesive and the laminate, Ga is the shear modulus of the adhesive, 9 is the distance
from the laminate to the section neutral axis, Itr is the transformed moment of inertia of the
retrofitted section, the variables ai are used to express the applied moment by M(xo) = a1xo+
a2xo + a3 , and f, is the longitudinal stress in the plate at the crack location LO. Anchorage
evaluation has also been addressed through a critical plate-epoxy-concrete interfacial stress
value (Ziraba et al., 1994). Additionally, factors of safety involved in the design procedure
have been proposed (Kelley et al., 2000). However, a document outlining the use of available
design and evaluation techniques including quantitative provisions for both delamination
and anchorage is not widely available.
While documents authored by professional orgainizations, manufacturers, and indepen-
dent researchers have been provided governing the application of FRP for retrofit of concrete
systems, a comprehensive procedure incorporating quantitative evaluation techniques for all
failure modes including peeling is not widely available. However, the fracture based delamina-
tion criteria developed in previous chapters may be applicable for incorporation into a design
procedure which would enable evaluation of all available failure modes of FRP retrofitted
concrete systems. The applicability of the delamination criteria as a design methodology is
investigated in the next section.
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9.2 Delamination Design Criteria
The previous section demonstrated the need for a quantitative delamination analysis tech-
nique applicable for the design of FRP retrofitted reinforced concrete members. This section
outlines the application of the fracture-based delamination analysis developed in the pre-
vious chapters to fulfill this need for design methodology. First, the goals of the design
procedure are established. Then, the delamination analysis is extended to a generalized
beam loading scenario, and then simplified for a more effective design procedure.
9.2.1 Goals and Design Philosophy
The goals of a delamination design procedure are parallel to the flexural requirements of the
retrofitted system. The distinct stages of delamination observed in the previous experimental
procedures consisting of delamination initiation followed by ultimate unstable debonding can
be aligned with the stages of flexural behavior of steel yielding and ultimate FRP rupture.
Here, shear failures and the influence of insufficient shear capacity on debonding are not
considered; it is assumed that adequate shear resistance has been provided. As a minimum,
the laminated system must not initiate delamination before the flexural steel yields due to
possible propagation of the initiated process through cyclic loading under service conditions.
Furthermore, to ensure ductility requirements are met at failure, unstable debonding cannot
precede the rupture of the FRP retrofit, as illustrated in Figure 9-3. This criteria will en-
sure warning and energy absorption before unstable propagation in the event of overloading.
Furthermore, propagation of delamination cracks from cyclic loads under normal service con-
ditions will be avoided. These behavioral requirements can be used to develop quantitative
design techniques.
9.2.2 "Yielding before Delamination" Criteria
In consideration of the design objectives defined above, to assure that initiation of delami-
nation does not occur before the flexural steel yields the moment capacities can be related
through
Mr'< M (9.3)
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Figure 9-3: Illustration of steel yielding before delamination criteria
where the steel yield moment is given by
M"retro - fyI2
~7S
where rl, is the steel to concrete stiffness ratio and 9 is the distance from the depth of the
steel to the section netural axis, and the delamination initiation moment is given by
1
in~a d2 (GE ~ y i[ ]2
M~ii =bd2(Gt E)- [geometry]
Substituting the delamination evaluation equation with the steel yield condition into Equa-
tion 9.3, a critical maximum laminate thickness to retrofit ratio relationship can be estab-
lished
tl,max fY _ [geometry]ar, (94)
pi GfEc -
where the neutral axis depth of the laminated section is given by a =
The calculation of section inertias in Equation 9.4 can be simplified by introducing a
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retrofit factor
A = 'q' (9.5)
where pi = Al/bd is the retrofit reinforcing ratio and ps = A,/bd is the existing steel rein-
forcing ratio as pictured in an ideal section in Figure 9-4. The inertias are then calculated
through
I = 7 + p ( + A 2 (9-6)
where di = ci/d is the neutral axis depth and 7 = d/h is the ratio of section depth to height.
The neutral axis depth 2 = 0.5/-y for laminated sections and
4(y + A) + 72+ 327A+ A2- 15A(1 + 72)
5y(1+ A)
for debonded sections. Thus, Equation 9.4 can be simplified to terms of existing steel ratio
psrs and upgrade ratio A
t f - [geometry](1 - 62) 2p2 (9.8)
Gf5Ec (a2 + b2 psr1s) [a3±b3P: - 1]
where ai = and bi = (1+ A) -i]2 with -y = and CZ=d. With this reduction,
critical laminate thicknesses can be computed for given existing steel ratios and retrofit ratios
for various fiber stiffnesses, as shown in Figure 9-5. It is shown that lower existing steel ratios
can permit thicker laminates; this is because lower steel ratios will yield at lower loads. It is
also shown that stiffer laminates can permit slightly thicker retrofit dimensions.
The methodology developed above is valid for a limited set of conditions including
" additional cracking in the concrete is not significant,
" yielding of steel occurs before any other failure mode,
* shear requirements conform to ACI guidelines.
Within these restrictions, the use of this methodology can be justified by examining the
loading history of a typical concrete structure, as illustrated in Figure 9-6. Cracking in a
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Figure 9-4: Nomenclature of an idealized retrofitted cross section
concrete structure occurs early in its history, and remains relatively unchanged under normal
service conditions. Thus, at the time the structure is retrofitted, cracking patterns are well
developed and not influenced significantly by the increase in retrofit service load. Therefore,
the assumptions made in the preceding analysis remain valid in the linear range between
FRP application and yielding of the flexural steel.
9.2.3 Generalized Beam Loading
To extend the delarination analysis to generalized loading conditions, a distributed beam
loading is considered, as shown in Figure 9-7. The potential energy contained in the system
that is released through this peeling process can be evaluated through energy methods.
The distributed load in this formulation can be discretized into divisions of similar cross
sections and applied loading at the initiation of delamination, as illustrated in Figure 9-7.
By integrating along the length of the beam in terms of these discrete sections, the strain
energy of the laminated state is given by
w ai 2  y2i (M2± )m2 (2W = 2j I + dx + 2 ( + - 2dx (9.9)
Jo 2EI1 2G1a 2EI2 2GA2)
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Figure 9-5: Contourplots of Equation 9.8 with p, and p, for three common fiber stiffnesses
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Figure 9-7: Distributed beam loading scenario
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The strain energy of the delaminated state is given by
W = 2
m2
2E1I
+22 (23+ 2 fi M2
x 2EIs
+2
+2GA1
x
dx +2 1
+ V dx2GA 3 )
Integrating along the length of the beam in terms of these discrete sections, the potential
energy of the laminated state Dam is given by
+ I I (q212a3
Ii 12 12
q 2 l a 4 q 2 a 5
+ 208 20
The strain energy contained in the system after delamination Ddelam to the location of the
initial notches is given by
1 1 (q215
E I3 96
11 12
q215  q2 15 + 21 2X3
128 640) [12 13] k12
q212a 3
12
q2 la4  q2 a 5 \
8 20] } (9.12)
Thus, the release of strain energy due to delamination in the specimen can be estimated by
subtracting the potential energy states
AD = Dlam - Delam - [
E 13
-1(220
12 240
The resistance to delamination can be found by integrating the crack resistance over the
delamination length
DL 
GAD = fo G5 b, dx = 2G5 bj x = Gfbj( L - 2x) (9.14)
where G1 is the fracture energy of the failing material and b, is the width of the laminate.
Solving for delamination load and normalized with p = x/l yields
Mdelam
bd2 CG E
15(1-20) 1 [1-(4- 8003 + 12004 - 4805 ti 13 12 (9.15)
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2E12
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2GA2)
(9.10)
1 q215
am E 240I2
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Ddelam
q2 1x 4
8 20 5)
12 x 3
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1x4
8
(9.13)
where # = f. The initiation of delamination occurs as # - 1/2, which assymptotically
approaches V2
M__"_ pi~ 1 1] - -delam = 
-
-j (9.16)
bd2 GCf E ti 13 I2.
Thus, Equation 9.16 is identical to the four point bending formulation Equation 8.7 for de-
lamination originating at the critical moment. Therefore, the geometry factor in Equation 9.8
can be replaced with x/2
f2 V2(1 - 2)2p,772tl,max Cf ES(2+_~1 ~~ii (9.17)
timrGf Ec (a2 + b2psAs) a2ss 
- 1b 1~i~ a3+b3Psis i]
9.3 Size Effect in Delamination
Earlier, the need for a quantitative delamination design analysis was demonstrated through
a review of existing FRP retrofit design guidelines. Then, the fracture based delamination
analysis developed in the previous chapters was solved in terms of a critical laminate thickness
to retrofit ratio to assure steel yielding before delamination initiation. In this section the
range of system sizes for which this analysis is valid is examined through a size effect analysis.
First, the size effect phenomena is defined. Then, the fracture based delamination criteria
is subjected to a size effect analysis and conclusions are made regarding the applicability of
the technique.
The term "size effect" is used to describe the phenomenon that structures of larger sizes
can have relative strengths much lower than identical structures of smaller sizes, as illustrated
in Figure 9-8(a). The size effect is defined through a comparison of geometrically similar
structures of different sizes. It is characterized in terms of the nominal stress UN at maximum
load P,. The nominal stress may represent any actual stress in the structure and may be
defined simply as UN = P/bd when the similarity is two-dimensional. According to classical
failure theories, UN is constant for any geometry; when plotted as log UN versus log D, the
failure state is a horizontal line, as shown in Figure 9-8(b). By contrast, linear elastic fracture
mechanics exhibits a size effect described by an inclined line of slope -1/2; in reality, for
concrete structures a transitional behavior connects the two theories and approaches the
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Figure 9-8: Size effects, from (Bazant and Planas, 1998)
horizontal line for small structures and the inclined line for larger structures. The size where
these theories meet is labeled Do and is dependent on the structural shape; the brittleness of
a structure is characterized by a ratio to Do through 3 = D/Do. Structures with dimensions
less than 3 0.1 may be approximated through plastic limit analysis, and structures over
3 > 10 linear elastic fracture mechanics may be used (Bazant and Planas, 1998). For
0.1 < 3 < 10, nonlinear fracture analysis must be used.
To find the characteristic dimension Do of FRP laminated concrete beams, elastic solu-
tions and fracture criteria were compared in similar beams of varying sizes. The laboratory
specimen tested in this thesis was scaled to sizes from 2-5 ( ) to 29 (512) times the labo-
ratory dimensions in a spreadsheet analysis. An elastic solution was used to calculate the
magnitude of concrete stresses at the plate termination
Tmax = t,(bs/I + b2) (9.18)
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where
A = Ga
tatiE
Itr Ec
b2 = (2a1Lo + a2 )ItrEc
b3= EL [Y (a1L 2+a 2Lo + a3 ) + 2btatp]ItrEc 0Ga
ta and ti are the thickness of the adhesive and laminate, Ea and El are the modulus of the
adhesive and the laminate, Ga is the shear modulus of the adhesive, g is the distance from the
laminate to the section neutral axis, It& is the transformed moment of inertia of the retrofitted
section, the variables a are used to express the applied moment by M(xo) = a1x2 +a 2xo+ a3 ,
and f, is the longitudinal stress in the plate at the crack location Lo. The shear strength of
concrete was used as the failure criterion, and the critical applied moment was normalized
by bd2 . The fracture analysis line was calculated through
Me" p 1[ l -2GfEc 
- (9.19)bd2  t L 13 1
Figure 9-9 shows the results of a numerical analysis of both these approaches; the graph was
obtained through a spreadsheet calculating nominal stresses UN for the elastic and fracture
approaches with varying beam depths. The size effect equation
UN = (9.20)
1 + D/Do
was fit to qualitatively match the transition between the elastic and fracture approaches. A
characteristic dimension Do = 902.1 mm was calculated corresponding to where the elastic
and fracture approaches met. This value was used to normalize test results from a variety
of testing programs, shown in Table 9.1. The experimental specimens are shown to be in a
typical range of laboratory sizes (0.1 < 3 < 1). This range is greater than the range of elastic
analysis and the use of the fracture energy delamination analysis may be more appropriate
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Table 9.1: Size effect analysis of experimental data
Source b d Ps pi Lo P N
[mm] [mm] [mm] [kN]
(Ahmed and
Van Gemert, 1999)
Beam AF3 125 225 0.00357 0.00089 100 65.0 0.5136 0.20
(Arduini et al., 1997)
Beam B3 300 400 0.00332 0.00128 100 230 0.2396 0.40
(Arduini and Nanni, 1997)
Beam SM2 320 160 0.00442 0.00586 50 132 0.4028 0.16
Beam MM2 160 320 0.00785 0.00293 100 152 0.4638 0.32
(Deuring, 1993) 300 210 0.0064 0.009 100 137.0 0.2273 0.37
MIT 2 meter
1.6 m lam length 200 220 0.00324 0.00114 100 97.3 0.5026 0.22
MIT/EMPA 3 meter 300 340 0.00394 0.00147 228.6 160 0.5273 0.22
(Quantrill et al., 1996) 100 85 0.01 0.0192 20 44.0 0.44 0.09
(Saadatmanesh, 1991) 205 400 0.0031 0.0127 155 185.0 0.4136 0.34
205 400 0.0124 0.0219 155 275.0 0.4136 0.50
(Bazant and Planas, 1998).
Also shown in Figure 9-9 are qualitative size ranges of real-world structures retrofitted
with FRP in pilot projects. The sizes are shown to approach the linear fracture mechanics
range. Also, large-scale structures such as dams with # > 10 are shown, which clearly
require a fracture-based analysis. Because of this, the incorporation of the fracture-based
delamination analysis into a design procedure is investigated in the next section.
9.4 Design Procedure
The previous sections have demonstrated the need for and applicability of the fracture-based
delamination analysis for incorporation into a design procedure. The design procedure con-
sists of steps grouped into five phases, as illustrated in a flow chart in Figure 9-10. First, the
retrofit system is selected and the flexural characteristics of the upgrade are specified. Then,
the shear capacity of the upgraded system is evaluated, and the need for shear strengthening
is assessed. Finally, the retrofit laminate is detailed through a peeling analysis, followed by
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design of the anchorage of the retrofit. This procedure was developed for retrofit of flexure
members and does not take into consideration effects of shear aside from requiring compli-
ance with ACI shear provisions. Furthermore, it is assumed that knowledge of the structure
dimensions, history, and material properties are known and that the flexural system is oth-
erwise capable of sustaining the retrofit upgrade. This procedure is a brief outline of the
minimum design steps necessary to begin a retrofit analysis and is by no means an exhaustive
or wholly encompassing guide to fulfill all retrofit design requirements.
9.4.1 Phase 1: Materials Selection
The first step in the retrofit design procedure involves selection of the retrofit materials and
systems. Criteria for selection of materials includes tensile strength, modulus of elasticity,
fatigue behavior, and price. Among these, the modulus of elasticity of the plate mate-
rial is of great significance and may govern the selection process. To date, carbon fiber
pre-impregnated with epoxy matrix based FRP laminates are the most popular concrete
reinforcing materials. These are characterized by excellent corrosion resistance, excellent
resistance to fatigue, high specific stiffness and strength, and low thermal coefficient of
expansion, as well as ease of application. Additionally, choice of adhesive is essential for pro-
viding composite action and usually is sold as a system with the FRP materials. Typically,
the adhesive strength is stronger than the adherend and manufacturers usually provide bond
strength (ASTM C-882) data showing that bond failures occur in the concrete substrate.
Selection of FRP materials and adhesives that assure substrate failure is also essential for
debonding design and ductility.
Interfacial Bond Criteria
The crack deflection analysis conducted in the earlier chapters of this study can be used
to provide quantitative bonding criteria to assure failure in the substrate instead of the
bond. The interfacial bonding and fracture toughness of the epoxy adhesive must satisfy the
criterion
Fepoxy Gconcrete concrete (9.21)
GepoXy
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Figure 9-10: Flowchart of design process
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where the ratio Gconcrete has been found to be approximately 4.0 for the specimens tested inGepoxy
this study. After the fracture energy of the existing concrete is found through core specimen
testing the required toughness of the epoxy can be specified based on this criteria.
9.4.2 Phase 2: Flexural Design
As reviewed above many researchers have presented methodologies governing the flexural
design of retrofitted systems. Key design criteria from ACI recommendations include (ACI
Committee 440F, 1998)
" strain compatibility is to be used,
" retrofit ratio should be less than that resulting in a balanced failure, assuring steel
yield before rupture of the FRP laminate,
* ACI 440F 6.6.2 "moment resistance [will be] limited to concrete crushing or FRP
rupture [failure mode].",
" under service load the stress in the steel should be less than 75% fy yield strength,
" ACI 440F 6.6.3 "concrete crushing [failure mode] is not a ductile failure mode"
Based on these considerations, a procedure for calculating the FRP retrofit ratio can be
developed.
Balanced Plate Ratio for Steel Yielding
First, the retrofit ratio giving the maximum ratio assuring yielding of the steel reinforcement
must be calculated. By considering the strain compatibility and force diagram shown in
Figure 9-11, the balanced condition of steel yielding and concrete crushing can be expressed
by
ec = fu and cs =ey
Through similar triangles the neutral axis depth is found
cU
c =r 1 d with 771 - EU + Ey
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Writing the force equilibrium
Fe + F' =Fs+ Fi (9.22)
the forces can be substituted with
0.85 f'/31r 1 db + p'Es, ( ldd) db = p fybd + piEie. (h Tid db (9.23)
rii7,d ) iqd
solving for the balanced retrofit ratio, Pl,b
piIb ~ (71d-d' ) E p'+ 0.85f'01Ir1 - pf(924)
where r11 = -,u is the ultimate strain in the concrete, c. is the yield strain of the steel
reinforcement, fy is the yield stress of steel reinforcement, E, is the modulus of the steel,
f' is the compressive strength of concrete, and 01 is the rectangular stress block parameter.
Furthermore,
A 1 A/A, As ,/ '
p=bd' bd' bd
where A,, A., and A' are the cross sectional areas of the composite plate, tension reinforce-
ment, and compression reinforcement, respectively. The ACI factor of 0.75 is recommended
to assure the steel yielding condition
PI,max = 0.75pi,b (9.25)
If the result of Equation 9.24 is a negative retrofit ratio then ductility cannot be assured and
the system is not a good candidate for retrofitting.
Balanced Plate Ratio for FRP Rupture
To avoid the concrete crushing failure mode the balanced ratio can also be calculated for
FRP rupture and concrete crushing failure. Here, the balanced condition of FRP rupture
and concrete crushing is expressed by
cc = eU and c, = E,
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Figure 9-11: Internal forces and strain compatibility of beam strengthened in flexure with
FRP laminate
Through similar triangles the neutral axis depth is found
c=r3 h with 173- Eu + Er
and the strain in the compressive steel is given by
, hqa- d'S =hr
3
for e < c
The force equilibrium can then be written
0.85 f'/31 r3bh + p'Ee. h1 3 - d') db = pfybd + frpidb (9.26)
which can be solved for the balanced plate ratio Pl,bb
Pibb =
0.85f'#1r/3h + p,E 8es (h) 3 d) - pf
fr
(9.27)
where r73 = 'E/(E + Er). Again, if the result of Equation 9.27 is a negative retrofit ratio then
ductility cannot be assured and the system is not a good candidate for retrofitting.
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Nominal Retrofit Moment
The plate retrofit criteria can be expressed as
PI,max 0 .7 5pl,b and PI,max < 0.75pI,bb
within these conditions, failure will occur through steel yielding followed by rupture of the
laminate
ES= EY and Ei = Er
The strain in the compressive steel is found through similar triangles
e' =d) for c'S- d - c Y
With these relations, the nominal flexural capacity of the strengthened beam M, is given by
M'e tro = d)- c E A (s I d' + Asfy d - Oc) + Alf, h - ) (9.28)
where the neutral axis fraction E = c/h of section height h is calculated through
62 [h] + e[h, 8p' + 2h7s p, + hnpi ] - 2[d'ip' + dysp, + hrT pi] = 0 (9.29)
where , and i, are stiffness ratios of the reinforcing steel and laminate to the concrete and
Ps, ps, and p, are reinforcement ratios of the tensile steel, compressive steel, and laminate,
respectively. Thus, this procedure satisfies the itemized criteria above by assuring both steel
yield and FRP rupture; however, it is only one of the first steps in the design process and
does not consider delamination criteria.
9.4.3 Phase 3: Evaluation of Shear Capacity
From the results of this research, it was shown that shear capacities conforming to ACI
requirements pertaining to the upgraded strength provided adequate shear resistance. Thus,
the shear capacity of the system must be checked for the upgraded load capacity. Traditional
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analytical techniques have been presented based on conventional reinforced concrete shear
theory (Ziraba et al., 1994)
V = ( +loop, bd + AvfYd (9.30)
Upgrading shear capacity through new shear-reinforcement retrofit techniques are beyond
the scope of this work, but many researchers have developed new methods in the analysis of
these schemes (Sharif et al., 1994; Chajes et al., 1995b; Berset, 1992).
9.4.4 Phase 4: Detailing for Peeling
The next step in the retrofit design procedure is to detail the laminate section based on the
peeling analysis developed above. Criteria considered in this step include
" delamination cannot initiate before yielding of flexural steel,
" width of laminate cannot exceed width of concrete section.
Thus, limitations exist in the form of a maximum thickness specified by the peeling analysis
and the set width of the concrete section. The maximum thickness allowed for a given retrofit
ratio is given by Equation 9.8.
f 22 = /2(1 -62)2p 72 ( . 1tmax a2bPs(-1Gf Ec (a 2 + b2 ps,) -a1+b3Ps (931
where ai = and bi = (1 + A) -i] with A = 7. The neutral axis depth can be
found by 02 = 0.5/-y and
_ 4(y + A) + 72+ 32yA + A2 - 15A(1 + y 2 )
5y(1 + A)
After the thickness is specified the width of the laminate must be checked against the width
of the section. If the required thickness and width cannot be provided for the specified
retrofit ratio, the ratio must be reduced and the procedure repeated.
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Figure 9-12: Plate anchorage scenario, after (Rostasy and Neubauer, 1998)
To aid the repetitive nature of the design process, design aids in the form of charts
governing maximum allowable laminate thicknesses for given existing steel ratios and upgrade
factors can be developed. Figure 9-5 shows trends in maximum laminate thicknesses for
retrofit ratios, which can be used by finding the intersection of the existing steel ratio and
proposed retrofit ratio axes.
9.4.5 Phase 5: Anchorage Design
Once the retrofit system and section have been designed, the length of the FRP laminate can
be specified through an anchorage analysis. Many anchorage design analyses have been de-
veloped but the procedure used in the German retrofit code (Deutches Insitut fur Bautechnik,
1998) was based on a fracture energy criterion (Rostasy et al., 1992) and is most consistent
with the fracture based peeling criteria developed above. First consider the anchorage sce-
nario illustrated in Figure 9-12 where the energy required for crack growth is delivered as
release of energy. The condition for crack growth is given by
d dW
(F - Ue) ;> (9.32)
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where Ue is the elastic energy stored in the structure, F is the work done by the external
load and W is the energy for crack propagation. During the action of the laminate force FIE,
the load application point displaces 6; when the crack increases in size by an amount da the
displacement will increase by an amount do. Thus, the work done by the external forces is
FlEdo
d 1do dUe)G = (F - Ue) = P d (9.33)da d da da
The deformations are elastic and, as long as there is no crack growth, the displacement 6 is
proportional to the load 6 = FEC, where C is the compliance of the structure. The elastic
energy stored in the structure is
1 1
Ue = -FlE6 -FEC (9.34)2 2
Using the chain rule
Cd1 C dF 1 12 OC dFlE F2 CG- = -FE2E +F9EC F2 - FEC = (9.35)bi &a da 2 Da da 2b, a
where b, is the width of the laminate. Using simple beam theory, the change in compliance
of the debonding laminate can be described by
C l + a + (1/2) -a (9.36)EA 2EAl
ac_ 1 (9.37)
a 2EAI
where A, = t1b, and El is the modulus of the laminate. Solving for the maximum laminate
stress
oY,max = 4GfbIEI/AI = 2 JEGf/ti (9.38)
The development length Lt required to transfer this stress has been estimated by considering
the shear forces (Ranisch and Rostasy, 1986)
tio r 2)T = (9.39)
Lt
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where or = OImax and o2 = 0 at the end of the laminate. Substituting the maximum stress
Equation 9.38 and solving for the length yields
Lt = 2 EttGf (9.40)
Empirical relations between the fracture energy, shear strength, and tensile rupture strength
of concrete were introduced
T ~ 1.8fct
G5 = Cfet
where ft is the concrete rupture strength and C5 is an empirical constant (= 0.202).
Elti
Lt,max E1t (9.41)2fe±
Thus, the length of the retrofit can be designed based on these equations by calculating
the stresses in the laminate along the length of the beam, as in Figure 9-13, and finding
the location where the laminate stress equals the maximum anchorage stress ol,max, then
adding the required anchorage length Lt,max to the length of the laminate. As in the peeling
analysis, for a given system it may be found that the anchorage capacity cannot withstand
the planned retrofitting forces and the design may need to be iterated with a lower retrofit
ratio to satisfy the anchorage requirements.
9.5 Computational Design Aid
The previous section demonstrated the iterative nature of the retrofit design procedure.
Retrofitting ratios less than balanced ratio of Equation 9.27 are proposed, then the maximum
allowable laminate thickness is calculated through Equation 9.31, which is checked against
the width of the retrofitted section. A computational design tool can greatly aid this iterative
process and increase the efficiency of the designer; for this reason, the development of a
computational aid is described in this section, followed by design examples illustrating its
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Figure 9-13: Calculation of anchorage length, from (Deutches Insitut fur Bautechnik, 1998)
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use.
The computational design tool, pictured in Figure 9-14, was developed in the Java lan-
guage with the JavaStudio programming environment. Java is an object oriented language
designed for the internet and platform independency, enabling the design tool to function on
PCs, Macintoshes, and UNIX platforms. As of this writing the design tool applet is hosted
at
http://infra.mit.edu/Design/Design2.html
The design aid incorporates just the core functions necessary for the first three steps in
the design procedure. First, dimensions and material properties of the existing reinforced
concrete member are input. By pressing the "calculate beam properties" button the nominal
moment of the unretrofitted section is calculated. Second, properties of the retrofit material
are input. By pressing the "calculate maximum ratios" button, the balanced retrofit ratios
for steel yielding criteria (Equation 9.24) and rupture criteria (Equation 9.27) are calculated.
Then, the retrofit ratio is specified. By default, 0.75 x PI,bb is automatically filled into the
retrofit ratio box. By pressing the "calculate delamination" button, a maximum laminate
thickness allowable for the specified section is calculated. Based on this thickness the required
width of the laminate is also calculated. Laminate widths wider than the width of the
concrete section will require a reduction in retrofit ratio and reiteration of the calculations.
9.5.1 Worked Example 1: Laboratory Specimen
The first design example to consider would be design of the specimen used in the experimental
programs in this thesis. The reinforced concrete beam used in the laboratory procedures is
pictured in Figure 9-15, with an existing steel ratio p, = 0.00397 and a moment capacity of
M, = 10.3kNm. The design problem is to consider the maximum safe upgrade ratio capable
with FRP retrofitted plates. The mechanical properties of the materials used to manufacture
the beams are given in Table 9.2.
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Figure 9-14: Computational design tool, at http://infra.mit.edu/Design/Design2.html
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Figure 9-15: Beam scenario used in Design Example 1
Table 9.2: Properties of materials used in Design Example 1
Material Tensile Compressive Elastic Poisson's Fracture
strength strength modulus ratio energy
[MPa] [MPa] [GPa] [-| J/m2
Concrete 2.8 34.5 25.4 0.2 42.6
Steel 413.0 - 210.0 0.3 -
Adhesive 24.8 55.1 2.7 0.35 103.9
Laminate 2400.0 - 155.0 0.31 -
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Balanced Plate Ratio for Steel Yielding
The maximum retrofit ratio for steel yielding was calculated through Equation 9.24.
PI,b = 0.0334
Following the guidelines, the retrofit ratio cannot exceed 0. 7 5 p,,b = 0.025.
Balanced Plate Ratio for FRP Rupture
The maximum retrofit ratio for FRP rupture instead of concrete compression was calculated
through Equation 9.27
PI,bb = 0.001252
Following the guidelines, the retrofit ratio cannot exceed 0. 7 5p,b = 0.000939.
Evaluation of Shear Capacity
Shear design is not considered here.
Detail for Peeling
Using the design tool, the maximum thickness for the ratio p, = 0.000939 is timax =
0.145 mm, which requires a laminate width of 233.1 mm, wider than the width of the
beam. Thus, another iteration is required.
Iteration
Because the required thickness in the first iteration was too low, the retrofit ratio was lowered
to p, = 0.0006, which results in a thickness of tj = 0.1 mm and width of b, = 200 mm, which
fits on the beam and is illustrated in Figure 9-16. This retrofit ratio gives an upgraded
service load corresponding to yielding of the steel at
M"etro = 12.3 kNm
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Figure 9-16: Dimensions of finalized Example 1
a 19.5% increase. The nominal rupture moment is
M =et'"  19.6 kNm (9.43)
which appears to be a 90.3% increase, but is really limited to the service load 19.5% increase
in the steel yielding moment. Thus, the ultimate failure mode of this system will be first steel
yielding followed by rupture of the laminate. Note that the calculated maximum laminate
thickness of 0.1 mm is one tenth the laminate thickness used in the laboratory, which may
explain why all the laboratory tests resulted in delamination failures.
9.5.2 Worked Example 2a: Simply Supported Beam
This design example examines a design system developed in another proposed retrofit de-
sign procedure (Saadatmanesh and Malek, 1998). The reinforced concrete beam shown in
Figure 9-17 was first examined by considering a needed increase in flexural capacity of ap-
proximately 38% from an existing nominal moment of <OM, = 847kNm to 1170kNm. The
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Figure 9-17: Specifications of strengthened beam (Example 2), after
Malek, 91)
(Saadatmanesh and
Table 9.3: Materials used in design Example 2, after (Saadatmanesh and Malek, 98)
Property [ Steel Concrete FRP [Adhesive
E, GPa (ksi) 200 (29,000) 27.9 (4,046) 37.23 (5,398) 2.06 (298)
fy, MPa (ksi) 470 (68.15) - - -fe, MPa (ksi) - 35 (5.08) - -fe, MPa (ksi) - - 390 (56.55) 36 (5.2)
- 0.003 0.0105 0.0175
mechanical properties of the material used in the construction of the beam and the compos-
ite plate are given in Table 9.3. The FRP material chosen had a significantly lower stiffness
and strength than the carbon based FRP material used in this work.
Balanced Plate Ratio for Steel Yielding
The maximum retrofit ratio for steel yielding was calculated through Equation 9.24.
PI,b = 0.0463
Following the guidelines, the retrofit ratio cannot exceed 0. 7 5 p,,b = 0.0347.
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Balanced Plate Ratio for FRP Rupture
The maximum retrofit ratio for FRP rupture instead of concrete compression through Equa-
tion 9.27
PL,bb = -0.0081
This negative value indicates that crushing of the concrete is the predominant mode of
failure. This is not in accordance with the proposed ACI44OF guidelines which dissuade the
brittle failure mode of compression failure. Thus, this beam is not a good candidate for
retrofit and the continuation of this design example (Saadatmanesh and Malek, 1998) is in
violation of ACI recommendations.
9.5.3 Worked Example 2b: Beam Repair Situation
A second design example is also proposed in the same paper (Saadatmanesh and Malek,
1998). It is similar to the first example, except that only 2 of the 6 tension rebars were
provided due to construction error.
Balanced Plate Ratio for Steel Yielding
The maximum retrofit ratio for steel yielding was calculated through Equation 9.24.
Pl,b = 0.102
Following the guidelines, the retrofit ratio cannot exceed 0. 7 5 p,,b = 0.0768.
Balanced Plate Ratio for FRP Rupture
The maximum retrofit ratio for FRP rupture instead of concrete compression through Equa-
tion 9.27
PL,bb = 0.00707
Here, because of the lower reinforcing ratio, the beam is a better candidate for retrofit. A
retrofit ratio of 0. 7 5 p,,bb = 0.0053 could be chosen, resulting in a required laminate area
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A, = 1166 mm2.
Evaluation of Shear Capacity
No shear parameters were given, so shear design will not be reviewed here.
Detail for Peeling
The computational design tool shows that the maximum thickness of the laminate to avoid
delamination initation before yielding of the steel is approximately tI,max = 2.75 mm which
would result in a required laminate width of b, = 424 mm. Thus, the proposed retrofitting
ratio cannot be met with the proposed retrofit materials due to the width of the beam. The
design process must be reiterated.
Iteration
Remedies for the delamination analysis requirements include reducing the retrofit ratio or
selecting different retrofit materials. In this particular design example, the retrofit material
parameters are not suitable for an effective retrofit design. This problem can be overcome
by selecting a retrofit material with greater stiffness of the laminate and increased strength
such as El = 155, 000 MPa and o, = 2400 MPa, which results in a maximum upgrade ratio
of pi = 0.00034 with an allowable laminate thickness of tI,max = 0.158 mm. This retrofit
scenario, illustrated in Figure 9-18 results in an upgraded service load corresponding to
yielding of the steel at
M e-tro = 412.5 kN m
a 6.9% increase. The nominal rupture moment is
Mnetro = 423.3 kN m
a 9.7% increase, which may not be worth the cost of the retrofit. It is noted that the thickness
specified in the original design example (Saadatmanesh and Malek, 1998) tj = 6 mm is in
excess of the 2.75 mm maximum thickness calculated with the delamination analysis. Thus,
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Figure 9-18: Dimensions of finalized Example 2b
design of retrofitted systems without consideration of delamination processes can result in
considerably hazardous situations.
9.5.4 Worked Example 3: Slab
This example examines the design of a slab system retrofit using an example in a concrete
design book (Nilson and Winter, 1991). The slab shown in Figure 9-19 is built integrally
with its supports and consists of two equal spans. Only the midspan flexural retrofit will be
considered here. The mechanical properties of the materials chosen are given in Table 9.4.
The CFRP retrofit material used in this thesis was chosen as the retrofit material.
Balanced Plate Ratio for Steel Yielding
By considering 1000 mm width of the slab, the maximum retrofit ratio to assure yielding of
the steel is
Pi,b = 0.0232
Following the guidelines, the retrofit ratio cannot exceed 0 .75p,,b = 0.0174.
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Figure 9-19: One-way slab design example, (Example 3), after (Nilson and Winter, 91)
Balanced Plate Ratio for FRP Rupture
The maximum retrofit ratio for FRP rupture instead of concrete compression through Equa-
tion 9.27
PI,bb = 0.0003736
A retrofit ratio of 0. 7 5 Pl,bb = 0.00028 could be chosen, resulting in a required laminate area
A, = 39.1 mm 2 per 1000 mm width section of the slab.
Evaluation of Shear Capacity
No shear parameters were given and shear design of the slab will not be reviewed.
Detail for Peeling
The design tool was used to examine the influence of the retrofit ratio in this design example.
Table 9.5 shows required laminate thicknesses and widths based on various retrofit ratios. It
is shown that the maximum retrofit ratio that can provide safe resistance to delamination is
approximately pi = 0.00028, which provides a yielding resistance increase of approximately
10%. The proposed retrofit design is illustrated in Figure 9-20.
9.6 Summary
This chapter investigated the application of the developed peeling analysis to a design pro-
cedure. First, existing design procedures were reviewed and it was found that no available
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Table 9.4: Materials used in design Example 3, after (Nilson and Winter, 91)
Property 1 Steel Concrete [ FRP j Adhesive
E, GPa (ksi) 200 (29,000) 25.4 (3,687) 155 (22,496) 4.6 (668)
fy, MPa (ksi) 413 (60) - - -fc, MPa (ksi) - 27.6 (4) - -
fa, MPa (ksi) - - 2400 (348) -
- 0.003 0.0155 -
Table 9.5: Results of retrofit ratio investigation
Retrofit ratio tj,max b, yielding nominal
p [mm] [mm] upgrade, % upgrade, %
0.0007736 0.0937 1258.2 23.1 42.7
0.0004736 0.0658 1088.3 14.2 27.2
0.0003736 0.0545 1031.8 11.3 21.4
0.0002736 0.0420 976.0 8.25 15.1
0.0001736 0.0281 921.0 5.24 9.83
0.0000736 0.0126 867.0 2.20 4.36
1000mm
,- #4 @ 24"
0
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Figure 9-20: One-way slab design example (Example 3)
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design methodology incorporated adequate peeling analysis capabilities. Because of this,
a design philosophy was developed based on the requirement that the flexural steel in the
retrofitted member yield before the initiation of delmaintion. With this criteria ductility is
assured and propagation of delamination cracks through cyclic service loads is avoided. By
equating the delamination evaluation equation with the steel yielding equation, the thickness
of the laminate relative to the retrofit ratio was shown to be a critical design parameter.
From this relationship, tables were developed enabling design engineers to efficiently calcu-
late the maximum laminate thickness allowable for a retrofit scenario with a given existing
steel and retrofit ratio. A size effect analysis was then used to show that the fracture-based
delamination criteria is more applicable than a plastic limit analysis for structure sizes larger
than small-scale laboratory testing. Then, a quantitative design procedure incorporating the
simplified delamination criteria was presented followed by a computational design aid de-
veloped to assist in the iterative design process. Finally, worked examples were presented
to demonstrate the use of the design procedure. A design case was reviewed illustrating a
retrofit scenario where a safe retrofit design was not possible. Other cases illustrated the
safe design of beam and slab scenarios where the amount of retrofitted FRP was optimized
to increase the flexural strength while preventing delamination. This optimization process is
based on iterative calculations derived from a thorough understanding of the failure modes
of the retrofitted system. It can be concluded that this type of in-depth analysis is necessary
for effective design and that other previously reported criteria based on empirical findings
or qualitative recommendations may not be sufficient.
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Chapter 10
Summary, Conclusions, and Future
Work
10.1 Summary and Results
Introduction
Rapid deterioration of infrastructure is becoming a principal challenge facing concrete and
bridge industries worldwide. Recently, the use of high-strength fiber reinforced plastics
(FRP) bonded to deteriorated, deficient, and damaged reinforced concrete structures has
gained popularity over traditional techniques for structural strengthening. Flexural strength-
ening of concrete members through FRP retrofit is accomplished by increasing moment
capacity through an additional tension tendon bonded to the soffit of the member. Theo-
retical increases in flexural capacity can be very large; however, limitations can be imposed
by ductility requirements and other failure modes including debonding. It was concluded
that laminated concrete systems are susceptible to delamination but effective techniques for
analysis and evaluation of these complex failure mechanisms are not available.
Research Objectives
The general objective of this study was to develop fundamental criteria governing the failure
behavior of precracked concrete beams strengthened using FRP composite laminates as a
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basis for design. The study focused on delamination and its causes, specifically in the
presence of existing cracks in the retrofitted concrete system.
Use of FRP in Retrofitting of Reinforced Concrete Beams
Since the 1980s, FRP composites have been used for strengthening and repair of various
structural elements in numerous experimental, demonstrational, and field projects. Many
early projects occurred in Japan, Switzerland, and Germany, with columns and chimneys
at first with bridges, buildings, and tunnels. A wide variety of FRP materials have been
used in concrete strengthening and rehabilitation applications; to date, carbon fiber pre-
impregnated with epoxy matrix based FRP laminates have become the most popular choice.
When these materials are applied to strengthen concrete beams, traditional beam failure
modes are possible as well as new types of laminate system failures involving debonding
of concrete layers and delamination of the FRP. Commonly reported debonding failures
include failure of the concrete layer between the FRP and flexural steel, and "peeling" of
the FRP from the concrete. It was concluded that fundamental knowledge of these failure
mechanisms and assessment of the integrity of the retrofitted systems as influenced by the
retrofit characteristics is needed.
Local Delamination Fracture Investigation
Local delamination processes in FRP retrofitted reinforced concrete systems were studied
first by a literature review of existing work in the area of debonding. Based on this survey it
was concluded that research into delamination mechanisms in systems with real-life retrofit
scenarios was needed. An experimental program was conducted to investigate delamination
processes in FRP retrofitted members under realistic conditions including larger-scale spec-
imens and four-point beam loading. Reinforced concrete beam specimens were retrofitted
with varying lengths of carbon FRP materials. Initial notches were created in the epoxy
and concrete interface at the end of the laminate. Delamination processes at this notch were
monitored with strain gauges and a magnifying camera where it was demonstrated that the
delamination process initiated in the concrete with microcracks that coalesced into an unsta-
ble macrocrack at failure, as idealized in Figure 10-1. The experimental results showed that
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Figure 10-1: Idealization of delamination process zone development
the fracture mechanism initiated at early load levels and evolved under increased loading
until unstable propagation and failure of the system. It was shown that arrays of strain
gauges can be used to monitor this delamination process.
To analyze these failures an analytical program was developed which set a framework
for investigating the reasons for the delamination. First, the thermodynamics of the system
were examined and the system's resistance to delamination was grouped into bulk dissipation
mechanisms and the delamination fracture process. The macroscopic behavior of these failure
mechanisms was modeled through a finite element procedure with a smeared crack approach,
which was subsequently found to be limited in the ability to represent the stress intensity at
the delamination notch or investigate other delamination modes. For this reason interfacial
fracture mechanics was used to describe the bimaterial elasticity and complex stress intensity
at the delamination notch. Significant capabilities were developed with interfacial fracture
mechanics including the ability to predict the path of the delamination mechanism and
provide a characterization of the system's resistance to fracture. The use of the crack path
criterion was shown to be able to predict the mode of delamination failures between failure
in the epoxy substrate versus the concrete substrate. It was concluded that relative fracture
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Figure 10-2: Delamination loads of the delamination specimens predicted analytically com-
pared to experimental results
properties of these materials and the bonding history of the retrofit project can be influential
on the path of the delamination process. Based on these concepts the fracture resistance of
the notched scenario was used as a criterion with the thermodynamic formulation to develop
a linear elastic fracture model. The model considered only the energy released in the fracture
process and was used to predict delamination loads in the tested experimental specimens.
The model results were shown to agree with the experimental results for a limited range of
experimental specimens with shorter laminate lengths, as pictured in Figure 10-2.
Delamination from Shear Cracks
Peeling processes occurring at existing cracks in the retrofitted system was then studied
through fracture mechanics based experimental and analytical procedures. A review of ex-
perimental evidence and observations of peeling failures available in the literature revealed
that detailed physical information and methodologies for evaluating these peeling processes
were needed. An experimental program involving specialized shear notch specimens was con-
ducted to examine the peeling delamination process. Strain gauges were used to monitor the
delamination process at manufactured crack mouths, and it was shown that the delamination
process evolved through the same stages as the process in the notched specimens tested in
the previous chapter, as idealized in Figure 10-3. The results of the experimental program
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Figure 10-3: Idealization of softening zone development at shear notches
demonstrated that the location of the initial shear notch was influential on the initiation of
delamination. Initiation of delamination was found to occur at a critical applied moment
which was dependent on the location of the notch and independent of the length of lami-
nate applied beyond the notch location. Initial notches located in regions of higher applied
moments were found to initiate delamination at lower load levels. Additionally, specimens
with longer laminate lengths were found to fail at higher ultimate loads. From these results
it was concluded that longer laminate lengths may prolong the delamination process and
result in higher ultimate loads. Thus, it was concluded that the location of the shear notch
was influential on the initiation of the delamination process while the length of the laminate
had more influence on the ultimate load of the specimen.
Through smeared crack simulations of shear notched specimens it was concluded that
the global behavior of the specimen could be modelled but information on the local delam-
ination process is not obtainable with the smeared crack approach. However, it was shown
that interfacial fracture mechanics could be used to predict the delamination crack path and
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Figure 10-4: Delamination loads of shear notched specimens predicted analytically, shown
with experimental results
provide a criteria for use in the linear fracture model. Again it was shown that interfacial
fracture mechanics could be used to predict the path of the delamination process between
failure in the concrete and epoxy substrates. It was concluded that relative material prop-
erties and the bonding history in the retrofit of precracked systems can be influential on the
delamination process. The path of the delamination crack was then used to evaluate the
resistance of the system to delamination. Crack driving forces applied at the shear notch
crack mouth were evaluated with a refined finite element model and the fracture analysis
was extended to evaluate initiation of peeling at the shear notch scenario. Following the
progressive delamination process observed in the experimental program, the linear fracture
model was used to predict loads corresponding to initiation of delamination at the shear
notches and ultimate loads of the tested specimens, as shown in Figure 10-4.
Delamination in Beams Representing Real-World Applications
Peeling failures in FRP retrofitted reinforced concrete beams representing "real-life" lamina-
tion scenarios was investigated. A literature survey demonstrated that detailed information
on delamination in real-life retrofit scenarios is not widely available. An experimental pro-
gram investigating delamination in precracked retrofitted beams with variations in shear
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Figure 10-5: Delamination loads of precracked real-life specimens predicted analytically,
shown with experimental results
capacity and laminate length was conducted. Through the use of strain gauges, it was
shown that in most specimens delamination originated from existing cracks at the section of
maximum applied moment and then propagated towards the end of the laminate. The range
of shear capacities tested were not found to have any significant influence on the delamina-
tion process, and it was concluded that shear capacities in excess of ACI requirements were
sufficient to prevent shear failures of the system. Beams with longer laminate lengths were
found to have higher maximum loads due to a longer propagation length from initiation to
ultimate delamination.
Finite element simulations were then conducted to investigate influences on the failure
process and it was found that shear capacities in excess of ACI requirements had minimal
influence on the delamination process. The application of the fracture based delamination
criteria was then investigated and it was shown that the initiation of delamination could be
evaluated using energy methods. Ultimate loads calculated with the linear elastic fracture
model were shown to agree with maximum loads measured in the experimental program, as
shown in Figure 10-5.
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Designing for Delamination
The application of the fracture based peeling analysis to a design procedure was investi-
gated. Existing design procedures were reviewed and it was shown that no available design
methodology incorporated adequate peeling analysis capabilities. A design philosophy was
developed based on the requirement that the flexural steel in the retrofitted member yield
before the initiation of delamination. By equating the linear elastic fracture criterion with
the steel yielding equation, the thickness of the laminate relative to the retrofit ratio was
shown to be a critical design parameter. From this relationship, tables were developed en-
abling design engineers to efficiently calculate the maximum laminate thickness allowable for
a retrofit scenario with given existing steel and retrofit ratio, as shown in Figure 10-6. A size
effect analysis was used to show that the fracture criterion is applicable for structure sizes
roughly equal to or larger than the laboratory specimen sizes tested in this work. Then, a
quantitative design procedure incorporating the delamination criterion was developed, fol-
lowed by a computational design aid to assist the iterative design procedure. The design
procedure included evaluation of the crack path of a delamination crack which allows a quan-
tification of the resistance of the system to delamination. Then, the optimal flexural retrofit
ratio is evaluated based on ductility criterion requiring yielding of steel before other flexural
failures. The delamination criterion is then used to calculate a maximum allowable laminate
thickness to prevent delamination. This process results in an iterative approach which is
used to find the optimum retrofit upgrade while assuring a safe and ductile design. A design
case was reviewed illustrating the application of this procedure with a retrofit scenario where
a safe retrofit design was not possible. Other cases illustrated the safe design procedure of
beam and slab scenarios.
10.2 Conclusions
Primary conclusions from this work, grouped by topic, include
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Figure 10-6: Contourplots of maximum allowable thickness for existing steel ratios retrofitted
with carbon fiber laminates
Retrofit of Reinforced Concrete with FRP Materials
Fiber reinforced composite materials will play a key role in repair and rehabilitation of aging
infrastructure worldwide. New failure modes are introduced with the retrofit of reinforced
concrete systems with FRP materials, and many of these failure modes are brittle and include
debonding of the FRP material from the concrete substrate. Debonding failures are not well
understood and no effective methodology for evaluation of the debonding processes exists,
and safe and reliable retrofit of concrete structures will not be available until consideration
of delamination is incorporated into the retrofit design process.
Laboratory Investigation of Delamination
Accepted laboratory techniques and specimens for investigation of delamination in FRP
retrofitted reinforced concrete systems are not available. For evaluation of delamination in
real-life scenarios the laboratory specimen must contain features found in actual structures
such as reinforcing steel and existing cracks. Delamination mechanisms are not easily visible
to the naked eye and global behavior of laboratory specimens does not yield much infor-
mation on the delamination processes. Arrays of strain gauges are effective in evaluating
the propagation of delamination processes, especially when combined with a magnifying
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camera, and the technique of silverpainting is effective for demonstrating the direction of
delamination propagation.
Delamination Microprocesses
Delamination can occur at several global locations in the retrofitted concrete system includ-
ing from the end of the laminate and also at the mouth of existing cracks in the concrete.
Local propagation of delamination can occur within any of the constituent materials and at
interfaces between them. The local failure mode is governed by relative constituent material
properties and bonding techniques used during the retrofit. From surveying the literature,
the most common mode of delamination failure appears to occur within the concrete sub-
strate; delamination within the concrete substrate can initiate at very low load levels and is
indetectable unless monitored with strain gauges and/or magnifying camera. The concrete
substrate delamination process initiates with microcracks which, upon increased loading, co-
alesce to form a delamination macrocrack which can propagate unstably resulting in ultimate
failure of the retrofitted system.
Peeling from Existing Cracks
Delamination can initiate from the mouths of existing cracks bridged by the retrofitted
laminate. Crack mouths in locations with higher magnitudes of applied stresses will initiate
delamination processes before cracks located in less-stressed regions. The propagation of the
delamination macrocrack can be modeled by considering the 'linking' of delamination pro-
cesses occurring at crack mouths distributed throughout the concrete system. In retrofitted
beam structures delamination macrocrack propagation often initiates from the location of
maximum applied moment and propagates outward towards the end of the laminate; there-
fore, longer laminate lengths can prolong this process and provide greater resistance to
unstable propagation of the delamination macrocrack. It was found that the location of
existing cracks in the system is influential on the initiation of the delamination process and
the length of the laminate is influential on the ultimate load of the system.
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Characterization of the Delamination Process through Fracture Mechanics
Resistance to delamination fracture in constituent materials can be characterized through
the critical energy release rate concept. Relative critical energy release rates can be used
to evaluate the path of the delamination microprocess and determine the material in which
delamination will occur. The crack driving force applied to the local delamination scenario
can be evaluated using energy methods; energy dissipation mechanisms of the retrofitted
system during the delamination process can be grouped into bulk dissipation processes and
pure delamination fracture processes. Consideration of only the delamination fracture energy
dissipation can be effective in evaluating the propagation of the delamination process in many
systems.
Designing for Delamination
While many methodologies for designing FRP retrofitted reinforced concrete structures are
being developed, as of yet no design procedure has been developed that is widely accepted.
Among the more well-known design procedures being developed, very little consideration
for delamination failure is included. However, the use of the fracture mechanics based model
developed in this thesis can be combined with a steel yielding criterion to develop a design
methodology that assures ductility by preventing delamination from initiating before yielding
of the flexural steel. Through a size effect analysis this fracture-based criterion was shown to
be applicable to retrofitted structure sizes equal to and larger than the laboratory specimen
sizes tested in this work. The criterion can be provided in terms of a maximum allowable
laminate thickness that is dependent on the existing steel in the structure and amount of
laminate to be retrofitted. The retrofit design technique can be provided in a two-part
iterative procedure where first the maximum allowable flexural retrofit ratio is calculated
followed by a maximum allowable thickness for this desired ratio. If this thickness cannot
be provided due to width restrictions of the member to be retrofitted the desired retrofit
ratio must be reduced and the evaluation process reiterated. Retrofitting scenarios can exist
where this criterion cannot be met and delamination may occur; thus, structures with these
characteristics should not be retrofitted. Finally, a computational tool can be developed to
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assist designers in evaluting prospective retrofit systems.
Interpretation of Results
The experimental and numerical procedures conducted in this study have demonstrated that
delamination can play a dominant role in the failure behavior of FRP retrofitted reinforced
concrete beams. To evaluate the initiation of delamination, a fracture based analysis was
developed in terms of a critical moment applied to the retrofitted beam and it was found that
detailing the cross sectional dimensions (thickness and width) of the laminate can govern
the delamination failure mechanism. In summary, an applied moment corresponding to the
initiation of delamination is given by
Me__m 
_ 1 ] x [geometry] (10.1)
bd2 GfE t 2 13
where the ratio Vpj/t, governs the cross section properties of the laminate. The values of
this factor necessary for effective design are dependent on the upgrade ratio P, and can
be provided through design charts. This analysis can be incorporated into a retrofit design
process where an iterative procedure can be used to optimize the retrofit and assure adequate
resistance to peeling.
Discussion
Within the relatively short span of this research (four years), the popularity of strengthening
concrete with FRP materials has increased greatly. The technique is effective, fast, and
becoming more cost effective; however, with this increase in use caution must be exercised
in view of the dangers of some of the failure modes observed in this research. Perhaps the
easist way to assure misuse of the retrofit technique cannot occur is to establish a limit on
the strength increase provided by these systems. Early reports of potential gains in strength
of over 200% are alarming in terms of the potential catastrophe that would result in the
event of any failure mode of those retrofitted systems. Empirical limitations of strength
increases of 50% or less have been proposed (Meier, 1995), which would result in a residual
factor of safety of approximately 1.2. However, it was shown that upgrades corresponding to
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safe retrofit scenarios are dependent on many factors and cannot be expressed in terms of a
generalized maximum upgrade ratio. Within these guidelines it must still be recognized that
limitations on the physical dimensions of the retrofit through width and thickness restrictions
can still occur and conditions could exist where maximum potential strength increases are
not worth the cost of retrofitting the structure. While it may be tempting to risk slight
increases in laminate thicknesses to improve the strengthening factor, violating the peeling
and anchorage capabilities of the concrete substrate cannot be risked due to the extremely
dangerous potential for brittle delamination. Finally, factors limiting the strengthening ratio
often include the shear capacity of the existing structure; however, the use of shear retrofit
scenarios with the peeling and anchorage analyses in this study have not been tested and
more work is needed in studying the implications of shear retrofit.
10.3 Future Work
While the objectives of this study were achieved, it is recognized that much more additional
work is needed in the area of FRP retrofitted reinforced concrete beams. Work is needed
to study degradation processes in retrofitted systems; FRP materials are vulnerable at the
material level and the durability of these systems under a variety of degradation mechanisms
must be established. Similarly, work is needed studying the cyclic behavior of retrofitted
systems. Behavior of retrofitted flexural members where the retrofit is subjected to possible
compression loads, such as in an indeterminate structure, must be researched. Finally, as
mentioned above, work is needed in the area of shear retrofitting of existing structures and
the interaction between shear and flexural upgrades. In particular, scaling of shear systems
must be studied as shear resistance mechanisms are much different from flexural behavior.
Another topic that requires investigation is the behavior of FRP laminated concrete sys-
tems under extreme loading cycles such as those imposed during an earthquake. Problems
could arise when systems retrofitted in flexure are subjected to extreme loadings that would
place the retrofitted laminate in compression; under these circumstances the FRP material,
which is susceptible to local bucking, could experience local failures that may initiate debond-
ing processes that could become critical failure mechanisms when the section is subsequently
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subjected to tension loading. Many problems could arise in this scenario, and research into
this problem is necessary before safe retrofit of earthquake-prone concrete structures can be
assured.
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Appendix A
Iterative Fracture Analysis Script
This is a script written for Matlab which
calculates the applied critical moment for ul-
timate delamination in four-point bending re-
% First, calculate unlaminated, cracked moment of inertia.
nl = El/Ec;
ns = Es/Ec;
inforced concrete beams that have been retrofitted c = d*3/5;
Iu = (b*c~3)/12 + b*c*(c/2)^2
with FRP materials. The length of the lami-
nate is looped between the length of the con-
stant moment span to the entire length of the
beam.
% New.m
X Brian Hearing
X%. Tue Nov 9 16:35 1999
. Automated method for solving energy release
% rates for initially shear cracked beam
% Modified to include anchorage length, and
% prints a plot of different thicknesses
X Units are in N and mm
clear;
figure(2);
clf;
hold on;
figure2);
clf;
hold on;
%. Define the constants
fc = 35;
fr = 0.62 * sqrt(fc);
fy = 420;
fl = 2700;
Ec
Es
El
Ee
X.
7.
X.
= 25400;
= 210000;
= 155000;
. 4600;
Asd = 157;
As = 157;
Al = 50;
ls = 600;
1.1 = 900;
b = 200;
h = 220;
d = 180;
dp = 40;
t = 1;
Gc = 0.0426;
Ge = 0.100;
MPa, Sksi concrete
MPa, rupture strength
based on compression
MPa, 60ksi steel
MPa T700 CFRP
MPa, concrete
MPa, steel
MPa, Toray T700 carbon
MPa, Sika 21
mm^2
mm^2
mm^2
mm
mm, length of laminate
mm
mm
X
7.
X.
+ Asd*ns*(dp-c)-2 + As*ns*(d-c)^2;
% Iterative approach- solve for different lengths
count = 1;
for 1do=5O:50:600
% Calculate neutral axis.
Qa = b/2;
Qb = (Asd*ns + As*ns + Al*nl);
Qc = (-Asd*ns*dp - As*ns*d - Al*nl*h);
y = (-Qb + sqrt(Qb^2 -4*Qa*Qc))/(2*Qa);
% Calculate laminated, cracked moment of inertia
Icr = (b*y^3)/12 + b*y*(y/2)^2 + Asd*ns*(y-dp)^2
+ As*ns*(d-y)^2 + Al*nl*(h-y)'2;
% Calculate denominator
Denom = sqrt(abs(l/(Icr/(b*d^3)) - 1/(Iu/(b*d^3))));
% Calculate geometry
alphal = 1d/(ls);
betal =1_s/(2*11);
Geom = sqrt(-(3*(1-2*alpha1*betal))
/ (beta1*(alpha1^3+2)-3/2));
X Calculate critical moment
M = b*d'2*sqrt(Gc*Ec) * Geom * sqrt(Al/(b*d*t)) / Denom;
Pcrit(count) = M/1.s * 2/1000;
lamlength(count) = 1-s - ld;
count = count +1;
end
plot(lamlength,Pcrit);
xlabel('laminate length (mm)');
ylabel('load (kN)');
X mm
% J/mm^2
X J/mm^2
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Appendix B
Finite Element Input File
This is the basic input file used for the
finite element simulations in the thesis. It
produces a mesh without any focusing, but
contains the coordinates and surfaces for the
focused meshes used in the thesis.
COORDINATES POINT SYSTEM=0
* midspan
1 0.00000000000000
2 0.00000000000000
3 0.00000000000000
4 0.00000000000000
5 0.00000000000000
6 0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
-2.00000000000000 0
-1.00000000000000 0
0.00000000000000 0
40.00000000000000 0
180.00000000000000 0
220.00000000000000 0
* Brian Hearing
* Tue Dec 22 10:48 1998
HEADING STRING='basic preloading input file'
MASTER ANALYSIS=STATIC MODEX=EXECUTE TSTART=0.00000000000000,
IDOF=100111 OVALIZAT-NONE FLUIDPOT=NO CYCLICPA=1 IPOSIT=CONTINUE,
REACTION=YES INITIALS=NO FSINTERA=NO IRINT=DEFAULT CMASS=NO,
SHELLNDO=AUTOMATIC AUTOMATI=ATS SOLVER=DIRECT,
CONTACT-=CONSTRAINT-FUNCTION RELEASE=0.00000000000000,
RESTART-=NO FRACTURE=NO LOAD-CAS=NO LOAD-PEN=NO MAXSOLME=0,
MTOTM=2 RECL=3000 SINGULAR=NO STIFFNES=1000.00000000000
AUTOMATIC TIME-STEPPING MAXSUBD=100 ACCURACY=NO,
DISTOL=0.00100000000000000 DTMAX=3.00000000000000,
RESTORE=AUTOMATIC RESPS=NO RESFAC=0.000100000000000000
AUTOMATIC LOAD-DISPLACEMENT POINT=86 DOF=3,
DISPLACE=-0 .0500000000000000 ALPHA=0.10000000000000,
DISPMX=100.000000000000 CONTINUE=YES RPRINT=YES TYPE=POINT
TIMESTEP NAME=DEFAULT
OSTARTMODIFY
OCHAROW 1 1 1
96 1.00000000000000
CENDMODIFY
TIMEFUNCTION AME=1 IFLIB=1 FPAR1=0.00000000000000,
FPAR2=0.00000000000000 FPAR3=0.00000000000000,
FPAR4=0.00000000000000 FPAR5=0.00000000000000,
FPAR6=0.00000000000000
OCLEAR
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
30.0000000000000 30000.0000000000
36.0000000000000 0.00000000000000
96.0000000000000 120000.0000000000
ITERATION METHOD-FULL-NEWTON LINE-SEA=YES MAX-ITER=99,
PRINTOUT=LAST
TOLERANCES ITERATION CONVERGE=ENERGY ETOL=0.0010000000000000,
RCTOL=0.1000000000000000 STOL=0.500000000000000,
RCONSM=0.00000000000000
PRINTOUT VOLUME=MINIMUM ECHO=NO PRINTDEF=NO INPUT-DA=4,
OUTPUT=SELECTED DISPLACE=YES VELOCITI=YES ACCELERA=YES IDISP=NO,
ITEMP=NO ISTRAIN=NO IPIPE-NO STORAGE=NO LARGE-ST=NONE
PORTHOLE SAVEDEFA=YES FILEUNIT=60 FORMATTE=NO INPUT-DA=1,
DISPLACE=YES VELOCITI=YES ACCELERA=YES TEMPERAT=YES MAX-STEP=0,
SHELLVEC=NO
* left of load plate
7 0.00000000000000 262.500000000000000 -2.00000000000000 0
8 0.00000000000000 262.50000000000000 -1.00000000000000 0
9 0.00000000000000 262.5000000000000 0.00000000000000 0
10 0.00000000000000 262.5000000000000 40.00000000000000 0
11 0.00000000000000 262.500000000000 180.00000000000000 0
12 0.00000000000000 262.500000000000 220.00000000000000 0
85 0.00000000000000 262.500000000000 230.00000000000000 0
* middle of load plate
13 0.00000000000000
14 0.00000000000000
15 0.00000000000000
16 0.00000000000000
17 0.00000000000000
18 0.00000000000000
86 0.00000000000000
300.00000000000000
300.00000000000000
300.00000000000000
300.00000000000000
300.00000000000000
300.00000000000000
300.00000000000000
* right of load plate
19
20
21
22
23
24
87
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
337.50000000000000
337.50000000000000
337.50000000000000
337.50000000000000
337.50000000000000
337.50000000000000
337.50000000000000
* first stirrup at 450
37 0.00000000000000
38 0.00000000000000
39 0.00000000000000
40 0.00000000000000
41 0.00000000000000
42 0.00000000000000
450.00000000000000
450.00000000000000
450.00000000000000
450.00000000000000
450.00000000000000
450.00000000000000
-2.00000000000000 0
-1.00000000000000 0
0.00000000000000 0
40.00000000000000 0
180.00000000000000 0
220.00000000000000 0
230.00000000000000 0
-2.00000000000000 0
-1.00000000000000 0
0.00000000000000 0
40.00000000000000 0
180.00000000000000 0
220.00000000000000 0
230.00000000000000 0
-2.00000000000000 0
-1.00000000000000 0
0.00000000000000 0
40.00000000000000 0
180.00000000000000 0
220.00000000000000 0
* left division from refinement zone
100 0.00000000000000
101 0.00000000000000
102 0.00000000000000
103 0.00000000000000
104 0.00000000000000
105 0.00000000000000
375.00000000000000
375.00000000000000
375.00000000000000
375.00000000000000
375.00000000000000
375.00000000000000
* right side of initial notch
106 0.00000000000000
107 0.00000000000000
108 0.00000000000000
109 0.00000000000000
110 0.00000000000000
111 0.00000000000000
450.00000000000000
450.00000000000000
450.00000000000000
450.00000000000000
450.00000000000000
450.00000000000000
-2.000000000000000 0
-1.000000000000000 0
0.000000000000000 0
40.000000000000000 0
180.000000000000000 0
220.000000000000000 0
-2.000000000000000 0
-1.000000000000000 0
0.000000000000000 0
40.000000000000000 0
180.000000000000000 0
220.000000000000000 0
* right division from refinement zone
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-2.000000000000000 0
-1.000000000000000 0
0.000000000000000 0
40.000000000000000 0
180.000000000000000 0
220.000000000000000 0
* extra stirrup at 525
31 0.00000000000000
32 0.00000000000000
33 0.00000000000000
34 0.00000000000000
35 0.00000000000000
36 0.00000000000000
525.00000000000000
525.00000000000000
525.00000000000000
525.00000000000000
525.00000000000000
525.00000000000000
* second stirrup at 600
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
600.00000000000000
600.00000000000000
600.00000000000000
600.00000000000000
600.00000000000000
600.00000000000000
* extra stirrup at 675
43 0.00000000000000
44 0.00000000000000
45 0.00000000000000
46 0.00000000000000
47 0.00000000000000
48 0.00000000000000
675.00000000000000
675.00000000000000
675.00000000000000
675.00000000000000
675.00000000000000
675.00000000000000
-2.00000000000000 0
-1.00000000000000 0
0.00000000000000 0
40.00000000000000 0
180.00000000000000 0
220.00000000000000 0
-2.00000000000000 0
-1.00000000000000 0
0.00000000000000 0
40.00000000000000 0
180.00000000000000 0
220.00000000000000 0
-2.00000000000000 0
-1.00000000000000 0
0.00000000000000 0
40.00000000000000 0
180.00000000000000 0
220.00000000000000 0
* third stirrup at 750
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
750.00000000000000
750.00000000000000
750.00000000000000
750.00000000000000
750.00000000000000
750.00000000000000
* extra stirrup at 825
55 0.00000000000000
56 0.00000000000000
57 0.00000000000000
58 0.00000000000000
59 0.00000000000000
60 0.00000000000000
825.00000000000000
825.00000000000000
825.00000000000000
825.00000000000000
825.00000000000000
825.00000000000000
* left of support plate
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
862.50000000000000
862.50000000000000
862.50000000000000
862.50000000000000
862.50000000000000
862.50000000000000
862.50000000000000
* middle of support plate
68 0.00000000000000
69 0.00000000000000
70 0.00000000000000
71 0.00000000000000
72 0.00000000000000
900.00000000000000
900.00000000000000
900.00000000000000
900.00000000000000
900.00000000000000
-2.00000000000000 0
-1.00000000000000 0
0.00000000000000 0
40.00000000000000 0
180.00000000000000 0
220.00000000000000 0
-2.00000000000000 0
-1.00000000000000 0
0.00000000000000 0
40.00000000000000 0
180.00000000000000 0
220.00000000000000 0
-2.00000000000000 0
-1.00000000000000 0
0.00000000000000 0
40.00000000000000 0
180.00000000000000 0
220.00000000000000 0
-10.00000000000000 0
-10.00000000000000 0
0.00000000000000 0
40.00000000000000 0
180.00000000000000 0
220.00000000000000 0
* right of support plate
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
* end of beam
81 0.00000000000000
82 0.00000000000000
83 0.00000000000000
84 0.00000000000000
937.50000000000000
937.50000000000000
937.50000000000000
937.50000000000000
937.50000000000000
-10.00000000000000 0
0.00000000000000 0
40.00000000000000 0
180.00000000000000 0
220.00000000000000 0
1100.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 0
1100.00000000000000 40.00000000000000 0
1100.00000000000000 180.00000000000000 0
1100.00000000000000 220.00000000000000 0
* SUBDIVISION
* leftmost (-2)
118 0.00000000000000
119 0.00000000000000
120 0.00000000000000
121 0.00000000000000
122 0.00000000000000
*left -I)
123 0.00000000000000
124 0.00000000000000
125 0.00000000000000
126 0.00000000000000
127 0.00000000000000
448.0000000000000
448.0000000000000
448.0000000000000
448.0000000000000
448.0000000000000
449.0000000000000
449.0000000000000
449.0000000000000
449.0000000000000
449.0000000000000
-2.00000000000000 0
-1.00000000000000 0
0.00000000000000 0
1.00000000000000 0
2.00000000000000 0
-2.00000000000000 0
-1.00000000000000 0
0.00000000000000 0
1.00000000000000 0
2.00000000000000 0
* at notch left (0)
128 0.00000000000000 450.0000000000000 1.00000000000000 0
129 0.00000000000000 450.0000000000000 2.00000000000000 0
* notch middle (1)
130 0.00000000000000 451.0000000000000 -2.00000000000000 0
131 0.00000000000000 451.0000000000000 -1.00000000000000 0
132 0.00000000000000 451.0000000000000 0.00000000000000 0
* at notch right (2)
136 0.00000000000000 452.0000000000000 1.00000000000000 0
137 0.00000000000000 452.0000000000000 2.00000000000000 0
* right (3)
138 0.00000000000000
139 0.00000000000000
140 0.00000000000000
141 0.00000000000000
142 0.00000000000000
* rightmost (4)
143 0.00000000000000
144 0.00000000000000
145 0.00000000000000
146 0.00000000000000
147 0.00000000000000
0
453.0000000000000
453.0000000000000
453.0000000000000
453.0000000000000
453.0000000000000
454.0000000000000
454.0000000000000
454.0000000000000
454.0000000000000
454.0000000000000
-2.00000000000000 0
-1.00000000000000 0
0.00000000000000 0
1.00000000000000 0
2.00000000000000 0
-2.00000000000000 0
-1.00000000000000 0
0.00000000000000 0
1.00000000000000 0
2.00000000000000 0
SURFACES
* Column 1, midspan
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=1 P1=1 P2=7 P3=8 P4=2
SURFACE VERTEX NME=2 P1=2 P2=8 P3=9 P4=3
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=3 P1=3 P2=9 P3=10 P4=4
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=4 P1=4 P2=10 P3=11 P4=5
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=5 P1=5 P2=11 P3=12 P4=6
*Column 2, left load plate
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=6 P1=7 P2=13 P3=14 P4=8
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=7 P1=8 P2=14 P3=15 P4=9
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=8 P1=9 P2=15 P3=16 P4=10
SURFACE VERTEX NAME9 P1=10 P2=16 P3=17 P4=11
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=10 P1=11 P2=17 P3=18 P4=12
SColumn 3, right load plate
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=11 P1=13 P2=19 P3=20 P4=14
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=12 P114 P2=20 P3=21 P4=15
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=13 P1=15 P2=21 P3=22 P4=16
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=14 P1=16 P2=22 P3=23 P4=17
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=15 P1=17 P2=23 P3=24 P4=18
*Column 4, from right load plate to left of focus
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=16 P1=19 P2=100 P3=101 P4=20
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112
113
114
115
116
117
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000
490.00000000000000
490.00000000000000
490.00000000000000
490.00000000000000
490.00000000000000
490.00000000000000
25
26
27
28
29
30
49
50
51
52
53
54
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
74
75
76
77
78
*
*
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=17 P1=20 P2=101 P3=102 P4=21
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=18 P1=21 P2=102 P3=103 P4=22
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=19 P1=22 P2=103 P3=104 P4=23
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=20 P1=23 P2=104 P3=105 P4=24
SRColumn 5, locus to 525 stirrup
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=21 P1=112 P2=31 P3=32 P4=113
SURFACE VERTEX NAZE=22 P1=113 P2=32 P3=33 P4-114
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=23 P1=114 P2=33 P3=34 P4=115
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=24 P1=115 P2=34 P3=35 P4=116
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=25 P1=116 P2=35 P3=36 P4=117
* Column 6, 525 stirrup to 600 stirrup
SURFACE VERTEX NA*E=26 P1=31 P2=25 P3=26 P4=32
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=27 P1=32 P2=26 P3=27 P4=33
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=28 P1=33 P2=27 P3=28 P4=34
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=29 P1=34 P2=28 P3=29 P4=35
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=30 P1=35 P2=29 P3=30 P4=36
*Column 7, 675 stirrup to 750 stirrup
SURFACE VERTEX NAI4E=31 P1=43 P2=49 P3=50 P4=44
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=32 P1=44 P2=50 P3=51 P4=45
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=33 P1=45 P2=51 P3=52 P4=46
SURFACE VERTEX NA*E34 P1=46 P2=52 P3=53 P4=47
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=35 P1=47 P2=53 P3=54 P4=48
* Column 8, 750 stirrup to 825 stirrup
SURFACE VERTEX NANE=36 P1=49 P2=55 P3=56 P4=50
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=37 P1=50 P2=56 P3=57 P4=51
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=38 P1=51 P2=57 P3=58 P4=52
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=39 P1=52 P2=58 P3=59 P4=53
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=40 P1=53 P2=59 P3=60 P4=54
*Column 9, 825 stirrup to left of support plate
SURFACE VERTEX NANE=41 P1=55 P2=61 P3=62 P4-56
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=42 P1=56 P2=62 P3=63 P4=57
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=43 P1=57 P2=63 P3=64 P4=58
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=44 P1=58 P2=64 P3=65 P4=59
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=45 P1=59 P2=65 P3=66 P4=60
* Column 10, left to middle of support plate
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=46 P1=63 P2=69 P3=70 P4=64
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=47 P1=64 P2=70 P3=71 P4=65
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=48 P1=65 P2=71 P3=72 P4=66
* Column 11, middle to right of support plate
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=49 P1=69 P2=75 P3=76 P4=70
SURFACE VERTEX NAMESO P1=70 P276 P377 P471
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=50 P1=71 P2=77 P3=78 P4=72
* Column 12, right of support plate to end of
SURFACE VERTEX NAMES2 P1=75 P2=81 P3=82 P4=76
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=53 P1=76 P2=82 P3=83 P4=77
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=54 P1=77 P2=83 P3=84 P4=78
* support plate
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=55 P1=67
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=56 P1=68
P2=68 P3=69 P4=63
P2=74 P3=75 P4=69
* load plate
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=57 P1=12 P2=18 P3=86 P4=85
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=58 P1=18 P2=24 P3=87 P4=86
Column 13, 600 to 675
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=59 P1=25 P2=43 P3=44 P4=26
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=60 P1=26 P2=44 P3=45 P4=27
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=61 P1=27 P2=45 P3=46 P4=28
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=62 P1=28 P2=46 P3=47 P4=29
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=63 P1=29 P2=47 P3=48 P4=30
* SUBDIVISION
* ***************************************************
* left column
SURFACE VERTEX
SURFACE VERTEX
SURFACE VERTEX
SURFACE VERTEX
SURFACE VERTEX
SURFACE VERTEX
above notch
SURFACE VERTEX
SURFACE VERTEX
NAME=100
NAME=101
NAME=102
NAME=103
NAME=104
P1=100 P2=37 P3=38 P4=101
P1=101 P2=38 P3=39 P4=102
P1=102 P2=39 P3=40 P4=103
P1=122 P2=129 P3=40 P4=103
P1=103 P2=40 P3=41 P4=104
NAME=105 P1=104 P2=41 P3=42 P4=105
NAME=106 P1=52 P2=109 P3=110 P4=53
NAME=107 P1=53 P2=110 P3=111 P4=54
* right column
SURFACE VERTEX NAME108
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=109
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=110
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=11
P1=106
P1=107
P1=108
P1=137
P2=112 P3=113 P4=107
P2=113 P3=114 P4=108
P2=114 P3=115 P4=109
P2=147 P3=115 P4=109
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=112 P1=109 P2=115 P3=116 P4=110
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=113 P1=110 P2=116 P3=117 P4=111
* SUB-SUBDIVISION
* leftmost column (-2 to -1)
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=114 P1=37 P2=106 P3=107 P4=38
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=115 P1=38 P2=107 P3=108 P4=39
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=116 P1=120 P2=125 P3=126 P4=121
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=117 P1=121 P2=126 P3=127 P4=122
* left column (-1 to 0)
SURFACE VERTEX NAME118 P1=123 P2=37 P3=38 P4=124
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=119 P1=124 P2=38 P3=39 P4=125
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=120 P1=125 P2=39 P3=128 P4=126
SURFACE VERTEX NAME=121 P1=126 P2=128 P3=129 P4=127
* left notch column (0 to 1)
beam
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69=5d
sq=zd
Lt'=5d
0L=Id LCC=3HYN
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59ITd 9sC=5H15
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66=d Sn51d
V0I=Zd EOTWTd
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LL=ZSd 11.=Id
11.Sd 991Td
CeG=ZWVN
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555=3wVN
855CHVN
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055=3iHYH
6rszzHTN
95531415
IHDIIS ZKII
006 *
IHDIrsIS srII
959 *
09£ *
IHDIrSIlS HNII
91.9 *
1.t=td 6t-Td VZC=WVN J.HDIY1LLS 3KII
69=Zd 911-Td t'C=WYN IHDIYU1S ZKII*
6Z-Zd 9E=Td CS=WVN J.HDIYdlS 3NII
SC=Zd 9TT=Td ZZ=34VN IHDIVIS 3XII
9TT=Zd 0TT=Td TZS=3HVN IHDIV'dIS 3?(II
OTT=Zd t'0T=Td 0Z=MN IHDIV'dLS 3NII
V0T=Zd CZ=Id 6TC=3WYN IHDIVW1S 3NIl
CZZ LT=ld 8TC=3HWVN J.HDIVUS 3NII
LT=Zd TT-Td LTS=-9HN .LHDIYIS 3NI1
TT=Zd 9=Td 9TS=HTN IHDIVY.S RNII
!urpn492Uo do04
ZS=Zd 9L-Td VT=WVN J.HDIV1LS 3NI1
9L=Zd 0L=Td ST=WYN LHDIYUS 3NI'I
01.=Zd t,9=ld ZTE=HKM J.HOIV1dLS 3XII
t,9=Zd g9=Td TTE=3WYN IHDIT1LS 3XII
6OW=Zd Zg=d 0TS=3KVN IHDIflIIS 3NI'I*
899Fd Zg=Td 0TC=3WVN IHDIVdVS HNII
Zg9Zd 9V=Td 6OC=3KVN flI)YUS 3NI'I
9V=Zd 96=Td S0C=ZffN J.HDIVULS 3NII
SZ=Zd VE=Td 1.0C=31VN JHDIVVIS 3HI'1
tS=Zd 1TT=Td 90E=3HWYN IHDIV'.tS 3NII
9UT=d 6OT=Td 90C=3NYN IHDIVUIIS HNII
60T=Zd EO0WTd t0S=3WVN LHDIYIUtS 3KIl
CO0=Zd ZZ=Td EOS=WHV IHDIYU.IS 3NI1
ZZ=Zd 9T=ld Z0S=HWYH IHDIYd.LS 3NI'I
9T=Zd OT=Td T0S=3YR IHDIVEIS 3sI'I
0W=Zd t,=Td 00C=SWN 1.HDIV'dlS 3NII
IuTpT.SI~uol mo44oq*
OtH=t~d 9V'T=Ed ttT=Zd 6ESWTd TET=3WYN flX3A 33MAURS
6C51td VVT15d EVTZd
009 *
IHDIYdlS ZII
959 *
IHDIYSIlS srII
09t *
IHDIrSIS ZNII
91.5 *
IHDIEAIS 3NII
IHDIYVUS srII
IHDIrSIlS 3NII
9E51Vd Ti'1=sd
S0I=1,d 0!,IEd
LO0WVd 695WCd
19'15Zd
0t1T=Zd
6S515d
Os515d
Z5CWtd B90WCd LO015d
IS1~td LO015d 901=Sd
99=Sd 69=Td 1.5=W IHDIVEIS 3NII
69=Zd Eg=Td 955=3HYN IHDIY'dIS 3NII
Cg=Sd 1.t=1d S55=3WVN IMVS 3XI1
OSW=Td 0S1=3HYN X31'L3A 33YM~fS
(t 04 C) -~T-0 4*o=4STZ
9C1=1d 6ZT=M9WT X31UHA 3DY~NLS
S0I=ld S51=ZWN X31UZA 3DVARfS
1.01=Id 1.51=3WIN X~1S3A 30YA1MiS
901=1d 951=3WVN X31Dd3A 3DY1US
(C o4 Z) umnl~o3 4q2Tat
TC5=Td 951=39WVN X~lU3A HDVAMLS
(Z 04 1) InmTO2 R~Ou 4112T*
69=td S01=Cd 1.01=5d 8e=Td C51=3HVN X31UZA Z0D1YflS
SE=td 1.01=Cd 90T-Zd 1.5=Td 551=gW15 X31HZA 3DVASS
2 50.0000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000
7 50.0000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000
12 50.0000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000
17 50.0000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000
101 50.0000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000.
0.00000000000000
115 50.0000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000
119 50.0000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000
123 50.0000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000
125 50.0000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
127 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
131 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
109 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
22 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
27 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
60 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
32 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
37 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
42 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
* concrete
3 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
4 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
5 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
8 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
9 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
10 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.0000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
13 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
14 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
15 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
18 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
19 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
20 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
23 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
24 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
25 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
28 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
29 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
30 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
33 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
34 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
35 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
38 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
39 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
40 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
43 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
44 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
45 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
46 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
47 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
48 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
49 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
50 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
51 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
52 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
53 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
54 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
61 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
62 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
63 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
* subdivision
CENDMODIFY
SFTHICKNESS
CSTARTMODIFY
CCHAROW 1 34 34
102 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
103 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
104 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
105 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
106 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
107 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
110 50.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
111 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
112 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
113 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
* inner
116 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
117 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
120 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
121 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
128 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
129 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
132 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
133 200.000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
CENDMODIFY
* MATERIALS
MATERIAL ELASTIC NAME=3 E=2700.00000000000 NU=0.300000000000000,
DENSITY=0.00000000000000
MATERIAL PLASTIC-BILINEAR NAME=4 HARDENIN=ISOTROPIC,
E=155000.000000000 NU=0.30000000000000 YIELD=2400.00000000000,
ET=1550.00000000000 EPA=0.00010000000000 STRAINRA=0,
DENSITY=0.00000000000000 ALPHA=0.00000000000000,
TREF=0.00000000000000
MATERIAL PLASTIC-BILINEAR NAME=2 HARDENIN=ISOTROPIC,
E=200000.000000000 NU=0.220000000000000 YIELD=486.000000000000,
ET=2000.00000000000 EPA=0.00000000000000 STRAINRA=0,
DENSITY=0.00000000000000 ALPHA=0.00000000000000,
TREF=0.00000000000000
MATERIAL CONCRETE NAME=1 OPTION=KUPFER EO=25400.0000000000,
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NU=0.200000000000000 SIGMAT=2.80000000000000,
SIGMATP=0.00000000000000 SIGMAC=-68.90000000000000,
EPSC=-0.0030000000000000 SIGMAU=-68.80000000000000,
EPSU=-0.1000000000000000 BETA=0.500000000000000,
C1=1.40000000000000 C2=-0.400000000000000 XSI=8.00000000000000,
STIFAC=0.000100000000000000 SHEFAC=0.500000000000000,
ALPHA=O.00000000000000 TREF=0.00000000000000 INDNU=CONSTANT,
GF=0.02000000000000 DENSITY=0.00000000000000 TEMPERAT=NO
* REINFORCEMENT LINES (300-340)
LINE-ELEMDAT TRUSS
300 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'No' 0.00000000000000
301 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
302 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
303 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
304 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
305 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
306 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
307 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
308 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
309 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
310 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
311 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
312 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
313 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
314 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
315 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
316 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
317 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
318 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
319 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
320 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
321 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
322 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
323 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
324 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
325 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
326 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
327 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
328 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
329 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
330 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
* stirrups
331 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
332 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
333 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
334 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
335 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
336 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
337 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
338 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO'
339 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT'
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO'
340 2 143.000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT'
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 'NO'
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000
0.00000000000000,
0.00000000000000
* Boundary Conditions
FIXITY NAME=YTRAN
'Y-TRANSLATION'
FIXITY NAME=ZTRAN
'Z-TRANSLATION'
*
FIXBOUNDARY LINES FIXITY=ALL
4 'YTRAN'
7 'YTRAN'
10 'YTRAN'
13 'YTRAN'
16 'YTRAN'
C
FIXBOUNDARY POINTS FIXITY=ALL
68 '2TRAN'
0
LOAD FORCE NAME=1 MAGNITUD=1.00000000000 FX=0.O0000000000000,
FY=0.00000000000000 FZ=-1.00000000000000
APPLY-LOAD BODY=O
1 'FORCE' 1 'POINT' 86 0 1 0.00000000000000 0 -1 0 0
C
********************* *******************************
* BIRTH OPTION
SURF-ELEMDAT TWODSOLID
CCLEAR
1 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
2 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
6 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
7 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
11 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
12 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
16 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
17 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
100 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
101 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
108 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
109 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
21 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
22 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
26 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
27 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
59 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'No' 0.00000000000000
60 0 0.00000000000000 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 21.0000000000000,
81.00000000000000 'NO' 0.00000000000000
C
* ELEMENT GROUPS
EGROUP TWODSOLID NAME=1 SUBTYPE=STRESS2 DISPLACE=DEFAULT,
STRAINS=DEFAULT MATERIAL=1 INT=DEFAULT RESULTS-STRESSES DEGEN=NO,
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FORMULAT=DEFAULT STRESSRE=GLOBAL INITIALS=NONE FRACTUR=NO,
CMASS=NO STRAIN-F=0 UL-FORMU=DEFAULT PNTGPS=0 NODGPS=0 LVUS1=0,
LVUS2=0 SED=NO
EGROUP TRUSS NAME=2 SUBTYPE=GENERAL DISPLACE=DEFAULT MATERIAL=2,
INT=DEFAULT GAPS=NO INITIALS=NONE CMASS=NO
EGROUP TWODSOLID NAME=3 SUBTYPE=STRESS2 DISPLACE=DEFAULT,
STRAINS=DEFAULT MATERIAL=3 INT=DEFAULT RESULTS=STRESSES DEGEN=NO,
FORMULAT-DEFAULT STRESSRE=GLOBAL INITIALS=NONE FRACTUR-NO,
CMASS=NO STRAIN-F= UL-FORMU=DEFAULT PNTGPS=0 NODGPS=0 LVUS1=0,
LVUS2=0 SED-NO
EGROUP TWODSOLID NAME=4 SUBTYPE=STRESS2 DISPLACE=DEFAULT,
STRAINS=DEFAULT MATERIAL=4 INT=DEFAULT RESULTS=STRESSES DEGEN=NO,
FORMULAT=DEFAULT STRESSRE=GLOBAL INITIALS=NONE FRACTUR=NO,
CMASS=NO STRAIN-F=0 UL-FORMU=DEFAULT PNTGPS=0 NODGPS=O LVUS1=0,
LVUS2=0 SED=NO
* SUBDIVIDE
******************************************************* * * * *
SUBDIVIDE MODEL MODE=LENGTH SIZE=18.7500000000000 NDIV=1,
PROGRESS=GEOMETRIC MINCUR=1
* Mesh
* concrete first
GSURFACE NODES=4 PATTERN=AUTOMATIC N OINCID=BOUNDARIES NCEDGE=1234,
NCVERTEX=1234 NCTOLERA=1.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE-05 SUBSTRUC=0 GROUP=1,
PREFSHAP=AUTOMATIC MESHING=MAPPED SMOOTHIN=NO DEGENERA=NO,
CRACK-TY=NONE TIP-POIN=1 TIP-OPTI=SINGLE RADIUS=0.00000000000000,
CPOINT1=0 CPOINT2=0 COLLAPSE=NO MIDNODES=CURVED
3
4
5
8
9
10
13
14
15
18
19
20
23
24
25
61
62
63
28
29
30
33
34
35
38
39
40
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
* subdivision
102
104
105
110
112
113
* EPOXY
GSURFACE NODES=4 PATTERN=AUTOMATIC N OINCID=BOUNDARIES NCEDGE=1234,
NCVERTEX=1234 NCTOLERA=1.00000000000000E-05 SUBSTRUC=O GROUP=3,
PREFSHAP=AUTOMATIC MESHING=MAPPED SMOOTHIN=NO DEGENERA=NO,
CRACK-TY=NONE TIP-POIN=1 TIP-OPTI=SINGLE RADIUS=0.00000000000000,
CPOINT1=0 CPOINT2=0 COLLAPSE=NO MIDNODES=CURVED
2
7
12
17
22
27
60
101
109
123
C
* Laminate, support plates
GSURFACE NODES=4 PATTERN=AUTOMATIC N OINCID=BOUNDARIES NCEDGE=1234,
NCVERTEX=1234 NCTOLERA=1.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE-05 SUBSTRUC=0 GROUP=4,
PREFSHAP=AUTOMATIC MESHING=MAPPED SMOOTHIN=NO DEGENERA=NO,
CRACK-TY=NONE TIP-POIN=1 TIP-OPTI=SINGLE RADIUS=0.00000000000000,
CPOINT1=0 CPOINT2=0 COLLAPSE=NO MIDNODES=CURVED
1
6
11
16
21
26
59
100
108
122
* plates
55
56
57
58
C
* Steel (lines 300 - 340)
GLINE NODES=2 NCOINCID=ALL NCTOLERA=1.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE-05 SUBSTRUC=0,
GROUP=2 NCDOMAIN=0 MIDNODES=CURVED
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
335
337
*
ADINA OPTIMIZE=YES FILE='/tmp/bhearing/p3.dat' FIXBOUND=YES,
MIDNODE=YES OVERWRIT=YES
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